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Car-Truck Crash
Kills Valley Man
POLICE SECURITY OPERATION 
AROUND HEATHROW AIRPORT
LONDON (AP)—Police launched a widespread security 
operation at London’s Heathrow Airport today after- receiv­
ing tips that an attack by Black September Arab terrorists 
was imminent.
Scores of uniformed and plainclothes police, guarded 
terminal buildings and patrolled rooftops to forestall possible 
assassination or sabotage attempts. Authorities also ordered 
an intensified security watch on Israeli officials in London.
Uniformed police went unarmed, as usual, but a special 
supply of weapons, on hand in the central terminal, was 
ready for use if needed. ~
“Our intelligence leads us to believe that something may 
be attempted today,” a senior police official said.
It was understood intelligence reports warned that the 
Black September-group would try today to force the release 
of three terrorists held in West Germany following the kid­
nap and killing of 11 Israeli sportsmen at the Munich 
Olympics.
Another Nan found Dead
On Highway North Of City
KELOWNA'S BCDs BEST PADDLERS
Inter-squadron rivalry prov­
ed . a muscle-bending experi­
ence in a first time ever rul> 
her raft race during the week­
end between 15-man teams 
from B Squadron, British Co-’ 
lumbia Dragoons, Kelowna;
and their counterparts from 
A Squadron of Vernon. The 
losing. Vernon contingent* pulls 
into the .Queensway docks In 
top picture, while Major M. 
J. Hughes, left,, accepts the 
winners ? spoils’. from BCD
deputy commanding officer, 
Major J. R. Young, right, -in 
bottom picture? The'race be­
gan at Okanagan Landing at 
9 a.m., Saturday with an 
overnight . stop-over at. Wil-
teams had to portage their
raft to the,finish line at . Kei?. 
' owns' Armories*7 'to'' officially 
.register the win, with the Kel­
owna contingent finishing well 
ahead of their competitors. 
Presentation was an Ogopogoson's ■ Landing before resump­
tion Sunday morning. The'-' award;—(Courier Photo) 
- - ■ , • ....... -.................... . ■ ■  '■ ’ . .. ■ ‘ " 11 . '
Gunmen Kill
British Agent
BELFAST (AP) — Gunmen 
killed a British undercover 
agent, today while he was pa­
trolling a Roman Catholic dis­
trict disguised as a truck 
driver.
The killers peppered his 
truck with bullets outside a dry 
cleaners in the Andersonstown 
district. “It looked as if the 
gang was after him and him 
alone,” police said.
The victim died in'a nearby 
police station, the 589th life 
taken In the last three years of 
sectarian violence in Northern 
Ireland.
Army sources recently dis­
closed that a secret team of in­
telligence experts is working 
for them In Ulster, They wear 
civilian clothes, patrol streets 
in unmarked vehicles, and go 
unarmed, while looking for gun­
men and terrorist escape 
routes.
VOLUNTEER AGENTS
All are volunteers. The army 
spokesman called them “a non- 
aggrosMve group who existed 
purely to gather information.”
At least seven persons died 
and more than 45 were 
pounded in the last two days of
violence in Northern Ireland.
Another paramilitary organ­
ization' made its appearance 
Sunday during a massive pa­
rade on Stormont Castle; home 
of Northern Ireland's sus­
pended Parliament. The new 
force, calling itself the Service 
Corps, is an offshoot of the 
hard-line Protestant Vanguard 
Movement headed by William 
Craig, former Northern Ireland 
home affairs minister.
The corps has been in train­
ing for six months and “it Is 
ready for action,” a spokesman 
said.
The army disclosed that a 
soldier killed by a guerrilla sni­
per in Belfast's Catholic Ar- 
doyne area Saturday was the 
brother of a private killed In 
Northern Ireland a year ago.
Thomas Rudman, 20, died 
after being shot in the chest. 
His brother John was killed In 
September last year in a guer­
rilla ambush at Dungannon,
Rudman’s twin brother Jack, 
also serving in Ulster, was 
down home on compassionate 
leave Sunday and would be as­
signed to West Germany, an 
army spokesman said,
communists Increase Fire 
And Attacks In S. Vietnam
SA1GON <API - The Saigon 
command reported today 100 
North Vietnamese and Viet 
Cong rocket, mortar and sabo­
tage attacks across South Viet­
nam.
Il was the highest number of 
Communist assaults In a single 
day in more than two months, 
although most of them were 
small, a spokesman said.
IP Thailand, terrorists fired 
about 30 mortars into the U.S. 
air ba.-c at Vdorn. 300 miles 
noithca>l of Bangkok, from 
where air strikes against North 
Vietnam are launched. A U.S. 
embassy spokesman said a ra­
dio tower wax slightly damaged 
but U.S planes and personnel 
M'-ro iintom-lird.
c:nr ( ■: New pen t •
Victim Of Purse Snatching 
Sought As Murder Witness
If The Crown Is Not Ready 
Acquit Rose Says His Lawyer
MONTREAL (CP) — Police 
were looking today for. the 
victim of a. purse ■ snatching as 
a witness to the murder of Dan 
E. Rudberg; a millionaire real 
estate developer.
Mr, Rudberg died Saturday 
night from two stab wounds in 
the throat, apparently inflicted 
by a purse snatcher whom he 
and two friends chased.
Police were holding a 17- 
year-old Texan in connection 
with the incident. His name 
was not released. ,
<--Mr. Rudberg, '39, of suburban 
Westmount, his wife and two 
other couples were driving in 
the downtown area Saturday 
night when they saw a woman 
knocked down by a youth, po­
lice said.
The men followed the youth 
and trapped him in an alley.,
after the fellow and he ■was
stabbed,” Mr,. Berman said.
•Police said the youth they ap­
prehended in the area was un­
der the influence of either alco­
hol or drugs.
Mr. Rudberg, along with his 
brother Michael and an uncle, 
were involved in the construc­
tion of CIL House, the first of 
the skyscrapers on Dorchester 
Boulevard in downtown Mont­
real.
He was a partner with Rich­
ard Salomon in the develop­
ment of., a multi-million dollar 
convention centre at Toronto 
International Airport and was 
also a partner in a $7-million 
office and hotel development in 
Windsor, Ont;
Two persons are dead as a 
result of separate .weekend in­
cidents on Kelowna and district 
roads.
Dead are Gorden E. Wyatt, 71, 
of 1116 Killarney Street, Pentic­
ton and a 55-year-old man whose 
name police were withholding 
pending notification of next of 
kin. ' . ■ .■
Mr. Wyatt was killed after a 
car-truck accident on Rose Ave­
nue Saturday. Driver of the 
truck was 19-year-old Brian 
Walter Raikes of Kelowna. ,
Police said the second fatality 
occurred sometime Sunday 
morning. The man was found 
along the side of Highway 97 
two miles north of Kelowna. Po­
lice suspect he may have been 
struck by a car when he was 
hitchhiking.
The man was taken to Kelow­
na General Hospital but was 
pronounced dead on arrival. <
INJURED
The two. weekend deaths 
brings the total for the Central 
Okanagan area to 22 for the 
year. ■
A Kelowna man was treated 
and later released from Kelow­
na General Hospital after he 
was involved in a one-car acci­
dent on Glenmore Drive Sunday. 
Don McFarlane w-s taken to 
hospital after a vehicle he was 
driving struck a telephone pole 
causing an , estimated $2,000 
damage.
A second one-car . accident 
Sunday caused an estimated ,5r'0O 
damage to a vehicle driven by 
John Bathgate of Kelowna. The 
accident occurred on Highway 
33 near Rutland.
Damage estimated at $375 
was caused after a two-car acct-, 
dent on Mountain Avenue at 
Glenmore Drive in Kelowna 
Sunday to vehicles driven by 
Irene Gale of Kelowna and Har- 
old St. Cyre of Rutland.
There were no injuries re­
ported.
A car driven by Daniel Brian 
Buttier of Kelowna was totally 
demolished after a one-car acci­
dent Sunday on Anderson Road 
i in Ellison. Police said no in- 
i juries resulted from the acci­
dent. '
At Least 46 Road Deaths
In Canada During, Weekend
MONTREAL (CP) —Lawyer 
Robert Lemieux saiej today if 
the Crown is not ready to pro-
has asked that the murder trial 
be held immediately but the
Crown wishes to proceed with 
the kidnapping trial.mu K cirm|jiJ riEi u di*
ceed with ,, the murder case —The judge should ask the
against Jacques Rose then the 
accused should be acquitted.
Rose has already been tried 
on a charge of kidnapping 
Pierre Laporte, former Quebec 
labor minister, but the trial 
ended May 11 with a hung jury 
and a new trial was ordered.
He also faces a charge of 
murder in connection with Mr. 
Laporte’s death in October, 
1970, but has not yet been tried 
on that charge. Mr. Lemieux
B.C. Records
Fastest Growth
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada's 
population July 1 has been esti­
mated at 21,854,000, up 1.2 per 
cent from July 1 last year, Sta­
tistics Canada reported today.
The bureau said British Co­
lumbia had the fastest growth 
rate in the year, up 2.9 per 
cent. Saskatchewan was the 
only province to show a decline 
in. population.
Population estimates for July
CALLED POLICE
One of the men, Ralph Ber­
man, went to a nearby hotel to 
call police after telling Mr, 
Rudberg and the other men not 
to go after the suspect. .
“While T was away phoning 
the police, evidently Dan went
Crown whether it has any evi­
dence to offer in the murder 
case,” Mr. Lemieux said, “anil, 
if not, then Rose should be ac­
quitted.”
Mr. Justice Noel Barbes of 
Court of Queen’s Bench told 
him that unless the request 
were in writing it would not be 
considered. ,
After much arguing and a 
shouting match with Crown 
Prosecutor Fernand Cote, Mr. 
Lemieux said he would prepare 
a written request.
Rose’s second trial for kid­
napping, originally scheduled to 
get under way Sept. 25, has 
been bogged down in legal 
wrangling because the case is 
up for appeal, The Crown docs 
not want to proceed with the 
murder trial until the second 
kidnapping trial is over but the 
defence claims the appeal or 
the original trial must be dealt 




KARACHI (AP) — Islama­
bad; Rawalpindi and other 
cities in Pakistan area were 
shaken by four earthquake 
tremors Sunday night.
The shopks lasted about 20 
seconds but no casualties or 
damage were reported. ,
1, 1972, followed by 1971 flg- 
Newfoundland 533,900,11 res
523,000; Prince Edward Island




plosion in an eight-inch gun tur­
ret that rocked the 21,000-ton 
warship early Sunday as it 
shelled the northern coast of 
South Vietnam.
CALLED ACCIDENT
The navy was investigating 
the blast, described ns nn acci­
dent. It was the worst dlsnsti r 
aboard a 7th Fleet warship 
since Jan. 11. 19fi<), when a 
series of explosions killed 27 
men aboard the carrier Enter­
prise timing training exercises 
on route from Hawaii to In­
dochina.
The Newport News was ex­
pected sometime Tuesday nt 
the Subic Bay naval base in the 
Philippines.
M a I .-Geo .\]>'\anilcr M.
795,000, 790,000; Quebcte, 6,060,- 
7,717,000; Manitoba 992,000, 
989,000; Saskatchewan 917,000, 
9 2 7,00 0; Alberta 1,656,000, 
1,629,000; British Columbia 2,- 
252,000, 2,188,000; Yukon 19,000, 







LONDON (Reuter) - The 
foreign minister of Zaire, 
Nguza Karl I’Bond, sold today 
he had been Insulted by the 
British government because 
his London hotel room was 
not ready In time. He said he 
would leave London immedi­
ately and return to Kinshasa 
on the express orders of Zaire 
President Mobutu.
Met-COME
BURLINGTON, Ont. (CP) - 
Police here have asked for co­
operation' from Metropolitan 
Toronto police iri the search for 
William Holden, 19, for whom 
warrants have been sworn 
charging him with non-capital 
murder in the deaths Saturday 
of Katharina DiCecca, 19, and 
her 10-month-old son, Ricco.
Mrs. DiCecca was raped nnd 
strangled in her Burlington 
home early Saturday morning 
and her son was struck on the 
head. He died in an ambulanice 
on his way to hospital.
Scvcrlna DiCecca; 31, hus­
band of the dead woman, was 
reported in fair condition in 
hospital after having been shot 
in the face in a struggle with 
an Intruder he found in his 
home when he returned from 
working a night shift at the 
Ford Motor Co.
Mr. DICgccii told police that 
as he entered the house, he 
heard his son cry out. He took 
a ,22-calibre rifle from a closet 
and discovered a youth search­
ing through drawers In his bed­
room. The youth grabbed nt the 
rifle nnd in ■ the ensuing 
struggle, Mr. DiCecca was 
wounded.
The intruder took off In the 
DiCecca vehicle and police be­
lieve he headed for Toronto.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Canada’s highway death toll 
jumped sharply during the 
weekend as the automobile con­
tinued the major factor in,acci­
dental deaths.
Road mishaps accounted for 
all but six of at least 52 acci­
dental deaths across the coun­
try. A survey by The Canadian 
Press showed that two persons 
died in fires, one drowned, one 
was asphyxiated, one was 
struck by a train, and one per­
ished in a hunting accident.
The weekend traffic deaths, 
together with 37 in the previous 
week, brings Canada's road 
death toll since Jgn. 1 to at 
least 2,844.
Ontario’s count was 16 in 
traffic, the train death and one 
fire death, for a total of 18.
British Columbia’s 12 fa­
talities all were In traffic. Que­
bec’s count also was eight- 
seven in traffic and the hunting 
death. ,
In Alberta, five persons died 
on roads, one in a fire, arid one 
by asphyxiation, for a total of 
seven.
Manitoba’s four deaths all 
were in traffic. ■ ■ -
Newfoundland and New 
Brunswick-each had' one road 
death and Nova Scotia had one 
drowning.
The survey, between 6 p.m, 
Friday and midnight Sunday 
night, does not Include indufc 
trial deaths, slayings or known 
suicides;
At least 12 persons died In 
traffic accidents in British Co­
lumbia during the weekend.
Wayne Stephenson, 18, and 
Doreen Parsons, 34, died early 
Saturday after a collision in 
downtown Vancouver.
QUEBEC (CPI Jerome
N'cAx hit the Vietnam war Haig, a special representative 
7 nie and •traimxl t<» the Philip- of Px«'aid<-id Nixon, conferred
p.nrs with tin-
oi •> killed in the 
HOat d,s;i\!c;• !h
of 1!» sail- with South Vietnanic-e !’■ 
dent Nguyen Van Thau for 
I hours todav in n wide jewr
Choquette, Quebec justice min­
ister, will not comment on a re­
port released hy (hr St. Jean 
Baptlslc Society which con­
demned use of police brutality 
during the St. Jem Baptiste 
Day celebrations in 1971, a 
spokesman for the minister 
said today.
The society rclc.vcd Thurs­
day what it said was a report 
by the Quebec Pol.ee Commis­
sion.
The jn-.i.rr dcpaitmcnt con­
Needs More Grain
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
agriculture deportment said 
today the Soviet Union prob­
ably will have to import large 
quantities of grain next year 
in order to meet Its, cbinmlf- 
ment for Improving Russian 
diets by 1975.
!• n (ii'ic; non -i; of the jstl.'.ical and inihtaiv
I.Jvd wcic num cd by thn ex-* alien in Indochina.
of ■ firm'd Thmslav r had re- 
Mtu-< (rsn-d a ni>.>tt on the incident 
'horn the jxdiic commissioh.
Pact Wrecked
RAWALPINDI. Pakistan 
(Reuter) — The three-month 
Simla agreement appeared to-
.■■-day.to-l*OJ|»h»WM<» wrecked.
lowjng military action in 
Kashmir during the weekend 
nnd n Pakistan government 
< hutj;r that India wants to go 
back on its side of the deal.
ON THE CAMPAIGN CIRCUIT
Vernon Biologist
Wins Scholarship
OTTAWA (CP) — Environ­
ment Canada announced today 
that eight biologists have 
been awarded scholarships of 
$1,200 each to continue studies 
in wildlife.
They are: Daniel R. Carru­
thers, 24, Calgary; Leonard W, 
Dwcrnychuk, 27* Athnbaska, 
Alta,; Jenn Gauthier, 25, Jo- 
liettc, Que.; James Edward 
Hines, 24, Regina; George S. 
Hochbaum, 25, Delta, Man.; R. 
Wayne Nelson, 26, Vernon, 
B.C.; Richard Kenyon Ross, 23, 
Ottawa, and Daniel A; Welsh, 
27, Valois, Que.
Four men were killed Satur­
day night when the camper 
truck in which they were riding 
collided with an empty tractor 
trailer on. highway 99, about 
nine miles north of Squamlsh.
Joseph Walter Hartle, 52, of 
Burnaby, R. J. Lanleller, 29, of 
Delta, Laryl Dennis Prouse, 25, 
of Maple Ridge and McLennan 
John Jones, 18, of Maple Ridge 
were riding in the front seat of 
the camper when it crushed.
Police withheld the name of 
another person who died Sunday 
in a traffic accident at Squam­
lsh.
John Ostaff, 69, of' Surrey, 
died in hospital Sunday morning 
after his car hit a telephone polo 
In Surrey.
University of British Columbia 
student Patricia Ann Pearsall, 
18, of Powell River, was killed 
early Saturday when the car she 
was riding in left the road and 
struck a tree near the unlvcr-
An,84 - year - old Vancouver 
woman, Sophia Cartwright, was 
killed Friday night when sho 
was hit by a car while crossing 
a street in Vancouver. Mary 
Kitten,. 62, of Vancouver also 
died after being hit by, a car In 
Vancouver Friday night.,
Separation Keeps Popping Up
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Party leaders keep saying 
separation of Quebec is not an 
Issue In the federal election, 
but the question keeps popping 
up Just the same.
Both Prime Minister Trudeau 
and Social Credit Leader Real 
Caouetlc handled questions on 
it during tlic weekend.
Mr. Caouettc tbld qucidlonrra 






Question Period he bc- 
Qiieboccrs alone should 
whether the province 
leave Canada.
if a majority of them
voted to go It alone, he person­
ally, would live elsewhere In 
Canada.
Mr. Trudeau said in Quebec 
City that if Quebec separated— 
and lie didn't-beheva It. would— 
he would return to the province 
to try to reunite it with Canada. 
JOINED FIGHT
C<»n«-ci'valive Leader Robert 
Stiniield, who took Sunday olf,
leaped into the midst of an en­
vironment scrap Saturday when 
he Indicated that a Con­
servative government would 
not continue with plans for a 
second Toronto-arcn airport at 
Pickering.,
NDP Lender David Lewis 
told a New Llskeard, Ont., au­
dience Saturday that he fa­
vored establishment of a Crown 
corporation to produce nnd sell 
prescription drugs at near-cost 
prices.
Sunday night he attended a 
workers' rally in Toronto.
WAS BUSIEST
Mr. Cnouctte was by far the 
busiest leader during the week­
end. In addition to hl< pre­
recorded appearances on CTV 
and the CBC's French network, 
he,. was a guest on the CBC 
open-line radio allow Cross- 
Country Checkup and attended 
a rally nt Amos, Que.
'Use Sofied leader .aid <>n ra­
dio he would spend money now
used to buy military equipment 
to raise standards of living In 
the country.
At Amos he took several 
swipes at CBC French-language 
reporters for what he called fa­
vored treatment of Parti Que­
becois Mader Rene Mvesque.
He said Mr. Levesque got 
four minutes of air time on a 
recent newscast while he nnd 
Mr. Mwls received only brief 
mention.
NOT AN ISSUE
Mr. Trudeau was reluctant to 
answer questions about Quebec 
separation. It simply wasn't an 
Issue,
He repeated that his govern­
ment had given French-Canada 
a strong federal voice, citing 
prominent Quebec cabinet mln- 
iatcra and CBC president Lau­
rent Picard.
In Toronto Mr. Stanfield 
waded into the airport con­
troversy saying lie really didn't 
know what the political con-
sequences would be.
But, ho sold, no case yet had 
been made for the proposed 
second airport nt Pickering. Ho 
added that the estimated $300 
million cost probably would bo 
doubled.
A Conservative government 
would concentrate on improv­
ing ground transportation nnd 
passenger facilities at the exist­
ing Mnlton airport.
He labelled as *’a political ex­
pedient” Ottawa's present pol­
icy of continuing lend ex­
propriation while libMlng stud­
ies on whether th® project 
should go ahead.
Mr. Lewis told his New Lis- 
kcard audience, which included 
a numbe of senior citizens, 
that the elderly pay too much 
for prescription drugs.
He also (idled for nn Inquiry 
into food costs and blamed 
packaging, supermarket pioflls 
and food p. messing for the ri/, 
cable increases in beef prices,
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Ontario Examines B.C Plan
The Ontario government, fac­
ed* with increasing legal-aid 
costs, is examining a plan which 
has saved' British Columbia ' 
money for the last three years, 
Attorney-General. Dalton Bales 
said. Sunday. Mr. Bales said her 
has instructed officials of his 
ministry to get more informa­
tion on the B.C. plan,. under 
which interest ’ from lawyers’ 
trust funds accounts ' is used to t 
help pay for legal aid. The at­
torney-general said be “wouldn’t 
be shocked” if trust funds now 
laying idle and collecting no 
interest in Ontario banks total­
led more than $500 million. 
That’s worth between $20 mil­
lion and $35 million a year, he 
said, or roughly two or three 
•times legal ail’s annual cost to 
.taxpayers. Under B.C.’s legis­
lation, enacted in 1969,'lawyers 
.have the option of placing trust: 
funds in interest-bearing ac­
counts, with the interest going 
'to the B.C. Law Foundation. 
.The funds pay for some of the 
jx>sts of legal aid, as well as 
contributing to legal education, 
law research, law reform and 
libraries. Lawyers in both B.C. 
rand Ontario are not allowed to 
Jbenefit from interest on trust 
^funds.
' votes last week/ Mr. Peterson 
and former minister without 
portfolio Grace McCarthy were 
defeated by two New Democra­
tic. Party candidates in the Aug. 
30 v provincial election and the 
recheck showed no change in 
their margin of victory. “I will 
have a statement to make next 
. week,” Mr. Peterson said when 
asked about' his plans to run 
for the leadership of the (Social 
Credit party in British Colum­
bia.
Lieut. Markham L. Gartley, 
one of three United States pilots 
released by the North Vietna­
mese,* said Sunday he and his 
fellow prisoners of war used to 
get down on the floor for safety 








lie Peterson said Saturday night 
ne will not ask for a formal 
recount of ballots cast in his 
riding of Vancouver-Little Moun­
tain/ following a recheck . of
nearby areas. The 28-year-old 
navy flyer held a press confer­
ence at St. Albans Naval Hospi­
tal in New York, where he spent 
two days undergoing medical 
examinations. The pilot describ­
ed his treatment , in the Com­
munist prison camp as “hu­
mane”- when one considered the 
standards of living of the North 
Vietnamese people, and said he 
was not “brainwashed” as he 
would define the word. Gartley 
and two other U.S, pilots, Maj.
Edward K. Alias; 34, and Lieut. 
Norris A. Charles, 27, were re­
leased by the North Vietna­
mese in. mid-September and 
travelled to New York from 
Hanoi in the custody of four 
American anti-war activists.
The British Columbia Federa­
tion of Labor is working toward 
a goal of not needing a special 
committee to deal , with prob­
lems of women in the trade un­
ion movement, federation secre­
tary Ray Haynes said Sunday in 
Vancouver. In a closing speech 
to the second annual federation 
conference on women’s rights, 
Mr. Haynes said the federation 
looks forward to the day when 
there will be full participation 
by women at all levels of trade 
unionism.
For Team Canada
Dies Later In Hospital
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis St.
Ltd,
TORONTO (CP) — Some 80,- 
000 Torontonians risked pneu­
monia in a steady downpour 
Sunday night to say thank you 
to Team Canada.
Assembled for hours in down­
town Nathan Phillips Square 
before the team arrived, they 
blew horns, waved flags, 
chanted “We’re No. 1” and
ockeyed for position under the 
‘ ” theirnearest umbrella until
heroes arrived.
When they came, the 
roared its welcome to
Television talk-show star John­
ny Carson'announced his second 
marriage at a star-packed din­
ner in Hollywood Saturday night 
celebrating his 10th year as host 
of the NBC Tonight Show. Jo­
anna Holland,: 32, is his new 
wife. Carson, 46, remarked. “I 
love her very mfleh, so we were 
married this afternoon in South­
ern California.” Don Rickles, 
Hollywood’s -ace insult-comic, 
introduced the many celebrities 
in the audience. They included 
Flip Wilson, Rosalind Russel, 
Lucille Ball, Dan Rowan anc 
Dick Martin, George Burns, Bob 
Newhart, Joey Bishop and Carl 




collectively and individually, 
with climactic . outbursts 'for 
Phil Esposito and Paul Hender­
son for their key efforts in the 
eight-game series against the 
Soviet national team. _ -
E a r 1 i e r , Prime Minister 
Trudeau and Mayor Jean Drap­
eau headed a party of 10,000 
who greeted the team at Mon­
treal International Airport with 
equal warmth.
PM CLIMBS ABOARD
Pete Mahovlich dragged the 
prime minister aboard one of 
four fire trucks that took the 
team on a .> triumphal tour 
around the airport’s inner tar­
mac.
Mr. Trudeau said the team 
had shown that Canadian ath­
letes can match athletes "any-
two members of the federal 
cabinet, External Affairs Minis­
ter Mitchell Sharp and Health 
Minister John Munro.
But it was the players who 
made most of the speeches.
“You’re all beautiful,” defen­
ceman Gary Bergman told the 
crowd.
“Toronto is the best place 
I’ve ever been,” said Brad 
Park, a native son who plays 
defence for New York Rangers.
CROWD ‘UNBELIEVABLE’
“You fans are just unbeliev­
able*” said Henderson, who 
scored the winning goal in each 
of the three Canadian victories
VANCOUVER (CP)- An 84- 
year-old man who was rescued 
from a hotel fire here Saturday 
night and treated for smoke in­
halation died in hospital Sunday, 
.apparently of a heart attack.
Police said John McIntosh 
was a resident of the five- 
storey Regal Hotel which was 
heavily damaged by fire.
Another resident of the hotel 
died Saturday night when he ap­
parently suffered a heart attack 
and fell down some stairs, but 
police said his death had little
Hostel Program 
Proves Success
s. TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
•;the Toronto stock market re­
mained fractionally lower in 
light mid-morning trading to­
day.
.. The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trend, was off .01 to 210.81, 
golds .75 to 192.87 and base 
jnetals .19 to 90.57. Western 
oils, however, managed to rise 
\77 to 259.86.
/. Volume by 11 a.m. was 457,- 
<000 shares compared with 525,- 
*000 traded by the same time 
Friday.
Among sectors pushing the 
market down were beverage, 
real estate, chemical and indus-
Neonex 
Noranda 
Nor. Ctl. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale 
Pacific Pete 































trial mining stocks while 
chandising, trust and 







vances- .104 to 95 while. 178 is­
sues remained unchanged.
Reed Shaw slipped % to 
$10%; Markborough Properties 
to $8, Ripley International % 
To $5, Acres % to $15% and 




Tor. Dom. Bank 34ys
Trans Canada Pipe 46%
Tran. Moun. Pipe 22%
Trimac







































































Great North Pete . .57
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
Were up with light trading ori the 
'Vancouver Stock Exchange to­
day. The opening volume was 
1,041,280 shares.
' In the industrials, Therriioplex 
was unchanged at $2.05 with 
7,000 shares traded. .
In the oils, Canadian Hydrogas 
was up .04 at $1.25 with a vol­
ume of 7,500.
In the mines, Gitex Mines was 




(Today’s Opening Prices) 
‘ INDUSTRIALS
5Alta, Gas Trunk 15% 15%
















































































A naturalized Canadian of 
Yugoslav origin has been charg­
ed with participating in hostile 
activity against Yugoslavia, 
say the Belgrade newspaper 
Borba. The indictment alleges 
that Radovan Stajic, 34, joined 
the extremist emigre group 
Srpska Narodna Odbrana (Ser­
bian People’s Defence) in Wind­
sor, Ont. Borba says that the 
indictment said he also co-oper­
ated with the movement’s lead­
ers and supported its ideas on 
“setting up Serbia as an inde­
pendent state.”. Stajic fled into 
Austria while under criminal in­
vestigation in Yugoslavia and 
later settled in Canada, Borba 
says. He was arrested last sum­
mer when he arrived back in 
Yugoslavia on a Canadian pass­
port to visit his relatives, it 
says.■;<
where in the world.”
- Dignitaries on hand at the 
Toronto reception included Pre­
mier William Davis of Ontario; 
Mayor William Dennison and
in Moscow.
Esposito, who had'expressed 
resentment when Team Canada 
was booed as it suffered a 5-3 
loss to the Russians in Van­
couver, made his peace with- 
the fans..
“You people have proved me 
wrong and have proved the rest 
of us wrong,” he said. “I thank 
you very much for your sup­
port;”
Each player in turn received 
his round of applause as he 
stepped forward to accept • the 
city’s official gold cuff links 
from Mayor Dennison. Earlier* 
at the crowd’s insistence, Hen­
derson and Esposito had been 
hoisted on the shoulders of 
their team-mates.
Even though a large portion 
of the crowd could neither see 
nor hear what went on, every­
one cheered on cue.
The only solemn moment 
came when the crowd almost 
reverently sang O Canada just 
after the players appeared on 
the stage overlooking the
VICTORIA (CP)—Hugh Wade. 1 
coordinator of the 21 federal 1 
youth hostels in British Colum- : 
bia, said Sunday the second' an­
nual summer hostel program 
went off without a hitch..
The Sl;2 million federal pro­
gram /officially ended Saturday. 
Near capacity crowds had 
jammed Canada’s 125 federal 
government hostels since they 
opened their doors in May, Mr. 
Wade said.
This was the first summer 
youths had been asked to pay a 
nightly accomodation fee, usual­
ly 60 cents.
“More than 60 per cent paid 
the fee, although we said we 
would take persons even though 
they were destitute.’’
He said one of the most suc­
cessful hostels in B;C. was at 
Hope, where travellers were put 
up for the night in dugouts and
connection with the fire. • 
The 66 - year - old man was 
treated and released for smoke 
inhalation. He died later'in the 
evening after falling down some 
stairs at the hotel where he had 
returned to pick up his belong­
ings.
Six persons badLbeen taken to 
hospital Satuiwa^n^M'SiIfferins , 
smoke inhalation and minor In­
juries in the explosion and fire 
at the hotel on downtown Gran­
ville Street.
Fire department spokesman 
said those injured were all re­
sidents of the hotel, trapped 
temporarily by the flames when 
the blaze broke out in a ground­
floor furniture store. ■'
Witnesses said an explosion 
blew out a display window. The .
blast showered the busy down­
town street with glass and set 
fite to a nearby parked car.
Firemen had the two - alarm 
hotel blaze under control within 
an hour. Cause of the explosion 
was under investigation. X**7-i.-iig' ,7^,... .....tB;






Truck canopies, one piece 
aluminum roofs, camper 
parts and mouldings, win­
dows. Custom sized formed 
aluminum sidings.
Alcan 22% 23
Bank of Montreal 19% . 20








'B.C. Telephone 56% 58
'Cdn. Imp. Bank 27% 27%
Cdn. Ind. Gas & Oil 10% 11
ft Cdn. Industries 16% 16%
























36%Sult Canada lading Carpels A 23% ! Home Oil “A” 36%
Hudson Bgy Oil 44% 
Husky Oil 15% 
linpcrial Oil- 40%
LA.C. 21%
Inland Nat. Qas .13% 
Int’l. Nickel 34 
Int’l. Utilities 21% 
Interprov. Pipe 28?/ 
Inter. Steel & Pipe 13% 
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Chieftain Dev. 12% 
Dome Pete . 4214
Numac . 203/8
Pari. Can. Pete 14%
22% Oro Mines 
35 Rocket ■ 
50% Rolling Hills \ 



































































































Then the cheers resumed as 
coach Harry Sinden took the 
microphone and said:
“I’m speechless. You people 
are remarkable. Without you 
we’d be nowhere.”
MOSCOW (AP) — A veteran 
Russian cosmonaut has dis­
closed that the first Soviet- 
American manned space ven­
ture will last three days and in­
clude a 48-hour linkup of the 
spaceships and an exchange of 
crews.
If it is successful it could be 
the forerunner of a joint U.S.- 
Soviet expedition to the planet 
Mars,by the end o^the century, 
said Vladimir Shatalov, com­
mander of two Soviet: manned 
flights.
Shatalov, 45, disclosed in a 
report, released Sunday by 
Tass, the Soviet news agency, 
that plans for the first joint 
manned space. effort call for an 
American Apollo spacecraft 
with three astronauts and a 
Russian Soyuz capsule with two 
crew members to be linked as 
a “single spacecraft” for two 




The following space is now available every Monday 
for service organizations, dubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to inform the public of their ‘coming 
events. There Is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
/ space must cither bring in their copy or phone it to . 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning in ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
BIB’S
Charlie Smith stared warily 
at the microphone propped in ‘ 
front of him and began speak­
ing into the tape recorder. “I 
am the oldest person alive, no 
question of it,” he said. “I have 
crossed the sandy desert and I 
knew Jesse James.” Smith, who 
claims to be 130 years old, was 
being interview in Barlow, Fla., 
by a representative of the Mar­
tin Luther King Centre of Bos­
ton University. The centre has 
decided to record and photo­
graph Smith for his unique con­
tribution to black history. 
’’Smith has personally lived 
through a vast sweep of Ameri­
can history,” said Kenneth Edi­
son, who is recording Smith’s 
words for the centre’s oral his­
tory division.
The second planeload of Asians 
to arrive in Canada from Ugan­
da following an expulsion order, 
by President Idl Ami has been 
processed by health, customs 
and immigration, officials, a 
spokesman for the department 
of manpower and immigration 
said Sunday. The 60 Unganuan 
Asians—25 of them children— 
arrived at Montreal Internation­
al Airport from Kampala Satur­
day night and were billeted at 
Longue Pointe Canadian Armed 
Forces barracks in east-end 
Montreal. The Ugandans were 
' expected to leave for their new 
homes in Quebec, Ontario, Al­
berta and British Columbia by 
। this morning.






noon to 2 p.m.
‘Always Good” 1.99
1465 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 762-0789
MONDAY
Fall meeting of the Regis­
tered Nurses’ Association of 
B.C., Kelowna chapter, will 
meet, at 7:30 p.m. in Buffalo 
,Bid’s. Bring a friend.;
Churchill's Fish 'n' Chips
Corner of Pandosy & West (2800 Block)
OPEN—Monday to Thursday 11 a.m. 'til 9 p.m.
Friday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. ■ ,
Saturday 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon to 9 p.m.
FEATURING: ENGLISH STYLE FISH & CHIPS, 
CLAMS, BURGERS and CHICKEN
WEDNESDAY
Do you like to sing? Sweet 
Adelines of Kelowna invite 
all who would like to learn 
to sing- four-part hdrmony to 
their meeting in Immaculate 
High school library at 7:30 
p.m. ■ • •.,:./Bach Civic Choir meets at 
7:30 p.m. in A. S. Matheson 
school. New members are 
welcome and anyone wishing 
to attend may contact Ann 
Richardson at .3-3778 for 
more information.
TUESDAY
Naturalist club will meet at 
7:30 p.m. in the board room 
of the library. Guest speaker 
will be G. W. Sinclair, co­
ordinator of the pulic in- 
volvment program.
Kelowna chapter of Barber­
shop ringing will meet at 8 
p.m. in St. David’s Church 
on Pandosy Street. .
Kelowna and District Gar­
den club will hold its month­
ly meeting in Bankhead Ele­
mentary School on Wilson 
Avenue at 7:30 p.m. AU 
members are urged to at­
tend.
THURSDAY
Coffee party and bake sale 
by St. Andrew’s Guild at 10 
a.m. in the Parish hall, 
Okanagan, Mission.-
Elk’s Bingo in Elk’s Hall on 






A some machines 
ARE MORE. 
ILx 4 THAN MOST
Live musical entertainment | 
Thursday and Friday at the |
Legion, from'9 to 12 p.m., I 
sponsored by the Legion. I
FRIDAY I
Kelowna Stamp dub meets I 
first Friday of each month I 
In the Kelowna Regional Lib- I 
nrary board room at 7:30 | 
p.m. , |
Senior citizen’s Club, 17 will I 
hold Its regular monthly | 
meeting at the club house on | 
Mill Street. Everyone wcl- I 
come. |
3.05 Montorey
23% peace River Pete
14% Ponderay 
8-30 Rand Res.
6,65 6.80 stainpede Int’l.
6.60 Trans Cda. Res.
11% Vargus __
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VANCOUVER
STOCK EXCHANGE 
(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alhabaska Col. 
Balco For. Prod, 























Kelowna Badminton club 
meets, Tuesday / and Thurs­
day from 8 to 11 p.m. at the 
Badminton hall on Richter 
Street. For further informa­
tion contact Terry. Done, 
5-5066.
Kelowna Chess club meets 
every Tuesday and Sunday 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Kelowna 
Regional, Library board 
room- New members wel­
come.
WEDNESDAY
Okanagan Corvette club will 
hold its meeting at 8 p.m. 
In Number 7, Parkway Ter­
race, 3135 Walnut Rd. AH' 










PLUS — MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE —
Mature
An Athens court sentenced a 
50-year-old piano teacher Satur­
day to 2% years ■ imprisonment 
for claiming that she was the 
illeglmate daughter of the late 
King Carol of Romania and 
Princess Irene of Greece. She 
was sentenced on charges of 
slanderous defamation. The 
teacher, Maria' Emmanual, a 
divorcee and mother of three 
children, had filed a suit seek­
ing part of the king’s estate and 
recognition as his daughter. 
Mrs, Emmanuel appealed the 
verdict and was freed pending 
the hearing of an appeal, prob­
ably in December. The charges 
against Mrs, Emmanuel were 
brought by Princess Irene, the 
Duchess of Aosta, 68, who lives 
In Italy.
3 G0 Carolin
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WARNING F.xUeiui' brutality and 
rape, sonic nudity, and sox.
R. McDonald. B.C. Diicctor,
One Show Nightly — 8:00 p.m.
“All passes and Golden Age suspciak'd”—All scats $2,25.
PARAMOUNT Kelowna — 'Every Day nt
261 Bernard Ave. 76? ?.Ut
FOR ONE BIG WEEK
Regular monthly ipeetings op 
army, navy, airforce veter­
ans of Canada arc held the 
first Wednesday of every 
month al 8 p.m. In the Dll- 
man room of Rutland Cen­
tennial Hall. AU interested 
persons arc Invited to attend. 
For more information' con­
tact Gunnar Gunderson, pre­
sident, at 3-2887.
Family Planning clinic Is 
open the first and third Fri­
day of each month, from 8 
to 10 p.m. in the health unit, 
390 QuQeensway. Birth con­
trol information and mater­
ial available.
SATURDAY
Bingo In St, Joseph's Hall on 
Sutherland Avenue nt 8 p,m.
Okanagan Valley Obedience 
Training club will be holding 
dog obedience clauses at 7 
p.m. in Kelowna Badminton 
Hull.
Put your Money Where 
It will Do You and 
the Community the 
Most Good . . .
In your Kelowna and District .Credit Union




Simple Interest in 5 Years
KELOWNA & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION
1475 Kills St., Kelowna
117 Park Rd., Rutland
762-4315
765-7715
f .« 4 »»W
ENTER THE NOCA SUNKIST
MEL WEST AND
THE METEORS >r* ^vM-f*^.**1*^*
®. . .
CASINO FOR A TRIP TO LAS VEGAS’
I SEPTEMBER 1 it to 30th. 1972
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phone: 762-2956 or 76.3-3407




(hire O shir 
NOCA’* naiiu! 
currying the
panels from any NOCA Sunk!,st carton 
imprinted, to (lie radio Motion in yoiir 
NOCA Sunklht Casino Contest (('.Jill,
III CKOV, ( KOK, CKSP, ( KOO, CI-’.IC, CKXR, CKCJU.
Ill A daily draw will be made nt curb inrho Midlon named. If 
I I the ride panel:, ><-nt in mafeh the cnhino combination your 
|j| name will be enteied In the weekly draw for 100 idlver 
|l| dollar.*;. All nanx-a drawn but not qualifying tor the weekly 
|l| draw will receive n qimrt of NOCA SunklM product of their 
||l ehoico.
I|| All entries vzlll be eligible In the final draw nt the end of 
September, 197?, for mi expense paid trip for two to
s§&&»
DAY CARE HELPED OUT
Thaicstoytxj
4
Ernie Winter, vice-president 
of this year’s Central Okana­
gan Community Chest and 
United Way campaign, pre­
sents a $500 • cheque to Susan
Nevin, director and chairman 
of the Okanagan Day Care So­
ciety. The much-needed funds 
came from the community 
.chest’s demonstration and d'e-
velopment fund/ which, it is 
hoped will be replenished 
through the efforts of canvass­
ers in the 1972 campaign. The 
residential blitz portion of this
Family Planning Need 
Despite Birth Decline
Although birth rates - have 
been declining since 1957; Can­
ada’s -population -doubled be­
tween 1933 and 1969, and fore­
casts predict it will double 
again in about 35 years.
In January, the Family Plan­
ning Association of Central Oka­
nagan was formed and its ba­
sic function is the family plan­
ning clinic operated twice a 
month from South Okanagan
Health Unit.
Dr. D. A. Clarke, medical di­
rector with the health unit said 
12 per cent of births in the unit 
were illegimate In 1970 with 7.1 
per cent in 1971.
The Kelowna family planning 
association is affiliated with the 
Family Planning Federation of 
Canada (FPFC), formed in 1963 
to change a criminal code that,
ON TUESDAY
Services For Four Residents
Including Kelowna Pioneer
GEORGE HARDIE
Funeral service will, be held 
■ from Day’s Chapel of Remem- 
; brance, Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. for 
• George Thomas -Hardie, 81, of 
367 Willow Ave., who died Satur- 
. day. <
Mr. Hardie was a pioneer of 
Kelowna, “living in the city for 
over 65 years., He was employ- 
• ed with Kelowna Growers’ Ex- 
; change as an engineer for over 
! 30 years and was also a mem­
ber of Kelowna Volunteer Fire 
J Brigade for the same number 
of years.
Surviving Mr. Hardie are his 
wife, Gertrude; one daughter, 
Mrs. Ian (Mildred) McEwan of 
Parksville, Vancouver Island; 
three step grandchildren and 
five step great grandchildren. 
Mr. Hardie's former wife, 
Nancy, died in 1952.
Rev. David Stewart will offi­
ciate with cremation to follow.
Rev. Edward Teranski will
officiate with burial in Kelowna 
cemetery.
MRS. MAYLENE STEPHENS
Funeral service will be held 
from Hope Evangelical Church, 
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. for Mrs. 
Maylene Myrtle Stephens, 30, 
of 1296 Lawrence Ave., who died
until 1969, made the dissemin­
ation .of birth control informat­
ion and sale of contraceptives a 
criminal dffence in Canada.
Its role was to stimulate edu­
cational and informative activ­
ities across Canada, carry out 
fund raising and support the 
work of local associations.
T h e federation represents 
about 40 local associations 
across Canada plus the Angli­
can and United Churches, as 
well as the Salvation Army and 
other members who support its 
work and utilizes the federation 
as a source of information.
The federation has the convic­
tion the cause of unwanted 
pregnancy is lack of accurate in­
formation'or limited availability 
of comprehensive birth control 
and sex education programs.
FPFC represents Canada in 
International Planned Parent­
hood Federation (IPPF). In 
this capacity its funds project 
in places such as the West In­
dies and Latin America.
The work of IPPF is directed
Unemployment Fear
Seen Within Trades
CITY DAGF Jurisdictional Disputes
Ki I I I: r £> i
Monday, October 2,1972 Page 3 Trouble For Local Workers
year’s drive will be under way 
today and tomorrow in an ef­




A threat of high winter un­
employment is hanging over 
members of building trades un­
ions in the Okanagan Valley. :
With about one-third of the 
membership of his union already 
out of work, Mike Scheer, of 
Kelowna, business agent for Lo­
cal 213 of the International
Your donation to the local 
Community Chest campaign 
for $77,000 this year, cur­
rently under way, will directly 
benefit 16 agencies whose 
vital work is dependent on 
outside support. The follow­
ing is one of a series of 
sketches on those organiza­
tions. The residential blitz 
gets underway today;
' I Brotherhood of Electrical Work- 
the child may have as early 'as I ej»s, says there is concern’ not 
possible in his life. I only over the wide-spread con-
Children six to 18 years are I struction-slump, but also over 
enrolled in .the school where I jurisdictional disputes between 
the child learns practical skills', industrial and craft unions. * 
both academic and non-aca- At Sunday’s meeting of the 
demic, to enable him or her to Okanagan Labor Council, Mr. 
reach the highest potential of I Scheer singled cut as an ex­
growth and become as indepen- ample Crown Zellerbach’s re­
dent as possible as an adult. cent decision to carry out a $25
This year’s allotment of $8,000 
" to the Kelowna and District 
Society for the Mentally. Be­
arded will go toward promoting 
the education, training, develop­
ment and welfare of mentally 
retarded in the area.
Best known for its work at 
Sunnyvale workshop and school, 
this agency is now trying to or­
ganize a residence to provide 
living quarters in the com­
munity for handicapped adults
UNION CHARGES 
WON’T BE TESTED
Acting on instructions from 
the office of new provincial 
Attorney-General Alex Mac­
donald, Kelowna Crown pro­
secutor Lorne Pearce today 
entered a stay of proceedings 
in charges brought against 
Local 1370 of United Brother­
hood of Carpenters and Join-, 
ers.
The union had been charg­
ed Aug. 2 by -former Attorney- 
General Leslie Peterson with 
failing to obey a government 
back to work order and coun­
seling its members to, strike 
after an order-in-council by 
the provincial cabinet had 
ordered an end to the three 
month construction strike­
lockout in the province.
It had been an election pro­
mise by the New Democratic 
Party-to reverse the Social 
Credit government’s cabinet 
order ■ which called for pro­
secution of all provincial 
unions who did not follow the, 
back to work order.
who require some supervision in 
their daily activities.
The program also offers pre­
school training in the three to 
seven age group to provide 
opportunities for social, emo­
tional, mental and physical 
growth of each child for de­
velopment of whatever potential
Club Updating Directory 
Of Community Resources
and sawmill operation, “was 
originally hailed by members 
of the building trades unions as 
a source of employment for the 
coming winter months.
“However, such will not be the 
case, since it is reported to be 
a* condition of employment that 
new employees on the construc­
tion project will be required to 
drop original union membership
The workshop normally trains million expansion program at 
the 18 year and over group to [Kelowna, Armstrong and Lum- 
accept an industrial environ-1 with workers outside the 
ment for placement in regular building trades unions. Those 
employment in the commumty. would h^e to be mem-
This develops work tolerance A^^tt°nal Wood"
and self-confidence as well as I w°®rs America.
good work habits and skills. ‘"They’ve indicated they don t
A professional advisory com- want anything to do with the 
mittee ensures that school and ! building trades and already sev- 
workshop applicants are pro- ?r1^J?ca .s of the IWA have been 
perly placed and have access to I into it.
referral assessments, screening . Everywhere we look we see 
industrial unions being manoeu- and follow-up. vered constructio“ work by
The agency also provides par- employers—not only industry, 
ents and guardians a chance to but school boards and munici­
meet and discuss mutual pro-1 palities as well. We have to 
blems as well as participate in work towards an understanding 
•society decisions. among trade unions where both
industrial and craft unions willYour generous contnbution .to reSpect eacb other’s jurisdic- 
the cause will help keep suchhions.’’
organizations alive and func-l The CZ program, which will 
tipning. ' involve a $10 million project at
the company’s Kelowna plywood
and join the IWA. ,
“It’s expected that this stipu- <
lation will result in an influx of 
tradesmen from outside the Oka­
nagan and a serious unemploy- i 
ment situation for many local 
tradesmen.”
In the Kelowna area alone, ’ 
Mr. Scheer said, about 100 
tradesmen, mostly carpenters 
and electricians, “will face a 
bleak Christmas on the unem­
ployed rolls.”
Also commenting on the situ­
ation at Sunday's OLC meeting, 
Carl Beaulieu, of Vernon, presi­
dent of the carrenters’ union, 
said, “Now that they’ve lost the 
big election management will 
be trying to drive a wedge into 
organized labor and this is one 
way they’ll do it.
“We have to make sure it 
doesn’t happen."
Mr. Scheer said the matter 
of jurisdiction will likely be dis­
cussed between the building 
trades and the International 
Woodworkers of America and 
that the issue would likely be a 
major topic, at the annual con­
ventions of both the IWA, now • 
under way in Vancouver, and 
the B.C* Federation of Labor, 
later this year.
NICOLAE PESTES
Funeral service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem­
brance, Tuesday at 3 p.m. for 
Nicolae Pcstcs, 85, of 230 Hay- 
lor Road, wno died Sunday.
Mr. Pestes was born in Rom­
ania in 1887, coming to Canada 
in 1911. Mr. and Mrs. Pcstcs 
were married in Regina in 1922 
and moved to Vancouver for 
two-and-a-half years. They re­
turned to the prairies where Mr. 
Pcstcs had taken up a home­
stead near Avonlea, Sask in 1912. 
w|>erc they farmed together for 
over 37 years. They moved to 
Kelowna In 1959, Winfield in 
1966 and Rutland In 1971.
Surviving Mr. Pcstcs are his 
Wife, Likorla; five sons, SamueL 
Of Winfield. Alexander of Cal­
gary, Cornelius of Portland, 
<e*ikOro.. Philip in Sacramento, 
4®|||!allf. and Michael of Minnesota; 
’■Ml n e daughter, Mrs. Lester 
(Margaret) Moore Of Portland 
and 14 grandchildren.
Saturday. .
Mrs. Stephens was born at 
Morris, Man.; June 10,1942 and 
has been a resident of Kelowna 
for the past two years.
She is survived by two sons, 
Michael and Seari both of Kel­
owna; her parents, Mr and Mrs. 
Gustav Huff of Kelowna; one 
sister, Alice Huff of Indiana; 
two brothers, Lloyd of Glendale, 
Calif, and Norman of Winnipeg 
and. a sister-in-law, Mrs. Doro­
thy! Huff of Winnipeg.
Rev. Herald Adam will offi­
ciate with burial to follow in 
Kelowna cemetery.
toward providing contraceptive 
education, methods and often 
supplies when needed. IPPF 
has 79 member countries and 
has been awarded consultative 
status by the major , United 
Nation specialized agencies. It 
now receives grants from many 
.countries, including Canada.
HARRY MANN
Funeral service will be held 
from The Garden Chapel, Tues­
day at 1:30 p.m. for Harry 
Richard Mann, 75, of McCulloch 
Road, who died at his residence 
Friday.
Mr. Mann was born at Glou­
cester, Eng., Oct. 3, 1896 and 
came to Canada in 1910. He was 
employed by the city of Saska­
toon us a meter reader until 
his retirement In 1903. He has 
been a resident ol Kelowna for 
four years.
Mr, Mann Is survived by his 
wife, Ruth of Kelowna; two 
sons, Hurbcrt of Surrey and 
Douglas of Kelowna; two 
daughters, Mrs. G. A. Ritchie 
of Calgary and Mrs. R. T. 
(Audrey) Mann of Kelowna; 13 
grandchildren and three great 
grandchildren.
Rev. John M. Davidson wl 
officiate with burial to follow in 
Kelowna cemetery.
IN COURT
Harris Webster of Kelowna 
appeared in provincial court 
charged with assault causing 
bodily harm. The case was re­
manded without plea to Oct. 10.
Johq Raymond Bradley of 
Kelowna elected trial by judge 
without a jury after he pleaded 
not guilty to the breaking and 
entering of HalD \IGA. The case 
was set over for trial to Dec. 4.
Bond Issue On Sale Today 
Maturity Set At 12 Years
Canada Savings Bonds go on 
sale across the country today 
and since the first Issue in 1916,
Canadians have 






per cent interest It held to ma­
turity In 12 years. Last vear'a 
issue returned 7.19 per cent and 
had n nine-year lifespan.
Comtxnind interest in the 
b inds provides for three extra 
interest certificates during those 
12 years and if all coupons arc 
i n. .rh<d, a SI0'1 bond would lie 
worth $2,13.35 at maturity.
Tho lx>nd i an be cashed nt 




Daniel Grant Tamboline was 
charged with breaking and en­
tering and entered no plea in 
the case. The case was remand­
ed for plea to Oct, 10.
Stanley Sutcliffe of Kelowna 
was charged with driving while 
having a blood-hlcohol count ex­
ceeding .08. The case was sc , 
for trial to Oct. 30.
The University Women’s Club 
of Kelowna will again under­
take the task of updating the 
Directory of Community Ser­
vices for Kelowna and District 
at the request of Kelowna and 
District Social Planning Council.
The directory was first com­
piled by the dub in 1966 and 
listed resources in the fields of 
education, health, . recreation 
and welfare services in an area 
from Oyama to Peachland.
The 1966 directory contained 
47 pages of notes on emergen­
cy services, and services rang­
ing from boys’ organizations, 
handicapped children and well 
known service clubs.
Organizations listed in the old 
directory are being contacted, 
as will new services operating 
m Kelowna since 1966.
Brian Vandale, chairman of 
the Kelowna and District Social 
Planning Council, said funds for 
the project are still being work­
ed on.• About $150 will.be ob­
tained from the provincial gov­
ernment Mr. Vandale said he
sity Women’s Club member^ 
and Mrs. G. S. Denroche, re-
Protest Launched By OLC 
About CBC Television Show
The Okanagan Labor Council
Civic employees in Penticton, 
members of Local 608 of the 
Canadian Union of Public Em­
ployees, will be. asked to author­
ize a strike vote Thursday when 
they meet to discuss stalled con­
tract .talks between themselves 
and the Okanagan Mainline 
Municipal Labor Relations As­
sociation.
In a news release today, the 
union executive blamed 
OMMLRA chairman R. S. S. 
Wilson for the action, claiming 
he had “vetoed" a tentative 
settlement agreed to by the ne­
gotiating committee and Pen­
ticton city council. •
“The mayor and council then 
took the position the settlement 
had to be 7’,<> per cent for 1972 
and 7’/z per cent for 1973, con­
siderably less than what they 
■originally agreed to. In short, 
Mr, Wilson wants to hold us
would try to obtain some funds 
from “the Community Chest.
In 1966, the pages of the di­
rectory were assembled by the 
trainees of. Sunnyvale. Training 
Centre, This year, the directory 
committee will try for a differ­
ent format of compiling the 
pages in loose-leaf • form. This 
will make it easier for the di­
rectory to be updated.
The directory committee con­
sists of Mrs. R. M. Wilson, and. 
Mrs. R. R. Brown, both Unlver-
source personnel. It is hoped the has added its voice, to trade 
directory will be completed at union protest over a recent CBC uiicvwij yviu. ue wmpxcwu ai television program, 
the beginning of the new year. ,, „ , , 
At Sunday s meeting of the' 
OLC, delegates were read a 
copy of a letter from Donald 
McDonald, president of the Can­
adian Labor Congress, to Laur­
ent Picard, president of the 
CBC, complaining about the con- 
I tent of Strike, a film telecast 
September 17 which dramatized 
I a labor dispute.
In his letter, Mr. McDonald 
said, “The brutal and senseless 
murder of a scab laborer . , . 
a .howling mob of pickets, 
cowardly submission and irra­
tional behaviour of union mem­
bers, sex procuring and con­
stant consumption of liquor all 
combined to make this program 
the most vicious piece of anti­
union propaganda ever shown 
on a public network.”
“The program used every 
crude, anti-union cliche and 
myth which has ever been iri- 
vented and carried no qualifier 
or attempt to inform the viewer 
that the program was complete­
ly fictitious.”
The program, Mr. McDonald 
said, was a “radical departure 
from the basic principles of the 
CBC . . . and from the man­
date it was given over 40 years 
ago to promote and foster Unity 
among the Canadian people.”
He said the film was not only 
an Insult to the more than two 
million union members in Can­
ada, but also to the intelligence
London Trip 
For Winner
of every taxpayer in the coun­
try.
OLC delegates unanimously 
moved to send a letter to Mr. 
Picard and to Pierre Juneau, 
chairman of the Canadian Radio 
and Television Commission, en­
dorsing Mr. McDonald’s state­
ments and also adding a pro­
test of their own.
Ronald Charles Lowen of Kel­
owna was charged in provincial 
court with impaired driving, 
driving while under suspension 
and driving without insurance. 
All three charges were remand­
ed without pled to Oct. 10,
Robert Ernest Grant of Kel­
owna pleaded guilty to charges 
of driving without a licence and 
driving without insurance. He 
was fined a total of $300 and 
was given six months term dur­
ing which he can neither drive 
nor apply for a driver’s licence.
down to the settlement of Kel­
owna CUPE.
“We had no vote on the Kel­
owna proposition for Inside and 
outside employees and are there­
fore in no way obligated or 
bound by the settlement.”
Radio Test
been changed to tailor the new 
series to individual investors. 
The maximum amount per pur­
chaser remains al $50,000, but 
only Canadian residents and es­
tates of deceased can buy.
More than 5,000 companies 
and firms in the country arc 
expected to again make the one- 
step payroll plans available to 
employees, who last year pur­
chased a record $328 million in 
bonds this way.
The B.C. Region Payroll Or­
ganization shared in this, with 
a record mark of $23,054,100 
through 45,015 applications. The
organization is made up of In­
vestment de.v.en on loan fromcan P' toug’t through ............ ... . ... .... .......
banks, iiivcsl’iient dealers mid | their compan'es to help organize
U’uyt v<»inp:inl nd can be ro-jthc scheme throughout B.C. and
... . Sunny
Sunshine will benm on resi­
dents Tuesday marred only by 
a few cloudy periods, accordint 
:o the weatherman. He promises 
pleasant highs in the mid 66s. 
The high in the city Saturday 
was 62 degrees. The overnight 
low was a mild 44 degrees. 
There was no precipitation re­
corded. The high Sunday In the 
city was a pleasant 76 degrees. 
The overnight tow was a cool 38 
degrees and there wns no pre­
cipitation recorded. The high nt 
the airport Saturday was 64 de­
grees, with nn overnight low of 
40 degrees. There was n trace 
of predpttotinn, High nt the air- 
)/Oi t Sunday was 72 degrees. Hie
............. - —. ..... ... ....... overnight tow wns 34 degrees
mi Inning in'the Yukon and will again be' " ith no precipitation recorded. 
o(; me p-.moil plan.| headed by regional director। vvernight Ions today \ull be in 
, Eligibility provisions have। George Sherwood, of Vancouver.1 the mid 40i.
h.< itx'hai.
Held Saturday
Am a lour radio operators In 
the Kelowna area participated 
In n British Columbia Civil De­
fence network exercise Satur­
day designed to test the provin­
cial system.
, Local communications CD 
officer, Jack Bows said six Kel­
owna region 'hams’ checked- 
In with network controller, Kir­
by Garner, during the exercise. 
The operators reported times 
anti stations on which they 
heard a special test message 
sent eominerdinl and CBC sta­
tions throughout the province.
Provincial coordinator, John 
Erb. said the exercise, partici­
pated in by the 100 of a possible 
110 radio amateurs, was n "re­
markable” feat of co-operation,
Tho exercise tested the speed, 
depth and penetration of pos­
sible emergency communica­
tions, and the possibility of pro­
viding communications in 
times when normal lines of 
communication might be dis­
rupted or inadequate.
P!
A 14-day trip for two to Lon­
don, England, is the grand prize 
in a new contest starting today 
in the Kelowna Courier.
The contest (see page 10) is 
sponsored by the Courier, Air 
Canada and the British Over­
seas Airways Corporation. To 
enter, a person must fill in a 
ballot available from participat­
ing merchants.
’ No purchase is necessary.
The winner will receive re­
turn fare to London for two 
plus first class hotel accom­
modation for 13 nights.'A wel­
coming party in London, a rent­
al car for two days, tickets for 
six “west end” shows, member­
ship in a London casino, and 
$100 spending money are also 
Included.
During each of the 15 weeks 
of the contest two draws will 
take place for five dollar mer­
chandise certificates. The draw 
for the March trip to England 




Three young boys, missing for 
about two-and-a-half hours Satur­
day in the southwest area of 
Lakeshore Road, had their ad­
venturesome sojourn cut short 
by the Okanagan Mission Fira 
Department.
Twenty volunteers from the 
department, called in to assist 
residents after the boys were 
discovered inissing around 6:30 
p.m., discovered their quarry 
about 8 p.m., in the search 
area.
While in the region, the fire­
men attended a bush fire in tho 
same vicinity.
AQUARIUM CLUB
The Kelowna Aquarium Club 
will meet in the board room of 
the library at 7:80 p.m. Wed­
nesday. There will be a ques­
tion and answer period and teen­











Dave Bell, newly - elected 
president of the Kelowna Ki- 
wanir. Club, holding the Ki- 
wanis bell. accepts congratu­
lations from Flint Howell, 
lieut.-governor, division 5, Ki-
KIWANIS INSTALLATION
wania International. Mr. Ho­
well is from Oroville, Wash. 
Other table officers installed 
Saturday at Buffalo Bill's 
were H, L, Trombley, first 
vice-president; John Long-
acre, second vice-president; Tom Gregory, Norm Williams* w 
Harold Anstey, secretary; and Jack Prltchprd rind Cail 
Fred Williams, treasurer. DI- .Brlese. Past president Is "■ 
rectors are, John Gundersen, "George Gillis. „
Egon Sorensen, Bill Kohut, (Courier photo) «
i
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Doctors' Children Express 
Views On Dad's Profession
Canadian Doctor magazine, follow- 
ngan interview with doctors’ children . 
between the ages of eight and 11, said 
that while the children approved of 
dieit fathers’ job—only one of, five 
children questioned want’ to be doc­
tors^
AU the children found their fathers’ 
long hours difficult to cope with. Com­
ments like “sometimes he can’t get 
away to come , on vacation with us,” 
were common. It was obvious that 
late night calls bothered the children.
“One of the problems is that I don’t 
get to see him very much. Sometimes 
he gets home late and has to go out
later.”
The kids agree that. their doctor 
fathers “make money,” but completely. thing, 
reject the idea that a doctor would r'“ 
enter the profession just to make
eight-year-old who told. Canadian 
Doctor, “I can’t read my father’s 
writing because I can’t read any 
writing very fast yet.”
Should doctors be able to get along 
with people better than “most of us,” 
the children were asked?
; “I think he should get along with 
them pretty well because if he operat­
es on diem he should know them.
“Especially his patients. If he didn’t 
like his patients, he might just shut­
off the X-ray right'in the middle and 
walk away or something.” ‘ '
They all agree that a doctor should 
know the parts of the body very well 
and not be “nervous.” “If you are
nervous you might cut the wrong
money.
“I think that people become doctors 
because they like to take care of sick 
. people.” No matter how it was worded, 
cacn of.the children held to that belief.
One lad-had a ready answer when 
asked what else he would like his 
father to be: “If he was a hockey play­
er like Jean Beliveau, he would write 
his name on a lot of pieces of paper 
and you could sell them as autographs 
for 25 cents each. It wouldn’t be bad 
to have a father who played hockey.”.
Doctors’ children aren’t very im­
pressed with their fathers’ handwrit­
ing: “I think they should have good 
writing because a heart surgeon or a 
brain surgeon has to cut very, very 
gently because if he slips, the guy’s 
dead.” That remark confused the 
interviewer.
Much more to tlic point was the ;.
On age: “Sometimes when they get 
old, they keep working hard and they 
get a heart attack and they die. Also 
they may get nervous as they get older 
and that makes it hard for them to do
a good job and they get a nervous 
breakdown.”
On feeling good: “When, things go 
well my dad really feels good. The 
other day he delivered triplets and he 
thought that was great.’’
On medicare: “I think it’s good be­
cause if poor people couldn’t get medi­
cal care they’d die more easily.” :
“I think they should pay a little 
money.”
- “What if somebody’s dying and she 
can’t afford an operation and she
• dies?”
“Well if it’s expensive and they’re 
poor then they could talk it over with 
the government and they could pay a 








By JOHN. D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Tiny Lebanon, about equal to 
territory and population to Is­
rael before the 1967 Six Day 
War, gets into the news only 
when that latter country raids •• 
Lebanese border towns to mop 
up Palestinian guerrilla units.
YOU'RE NOT CONCENTRATING-
CORNER BROOK, Nfld. 
(CP) — This city of 36,000, 
. showing no visible scars from 
the loss of 350 well-paid jobs 
last December, is working to 
bend its future, away from a
Learning By Computer
(Galt Reporter) 
' The process of learning has been 
investigated experimentally for the 
better part of a century. Today, many 
different disciplines are focussing at­
tention on children with learning dis­
abilities in an effort to help them to 
function in an increasingly complex 
society.
Recently it has come to light that 
much of a child’s intellectual ability 
and personality is shaped by the age 
of two—with 10 to 18 months being 
the most crucial development period. 
Educational handicaps now can be 
identified long before a child enters 
the school system. Physical deformi­
ties in thalidomide children, for
example, children with poor muscu­
lar cp-ordination or partial or almost 
complete paralysis, can be identified 
at birth.
But what of the child whose handi­
caps are neither visible nor apparent? 
The child with minimal brain dys­
function or poor auditory discrimina­
tion? The one with perception diffi­
culties which hinder the acquisition of 
language and eventually the ability to 
read and write?
Normal testing procedures do not 
[ always detect the physiological dys­
function that hinders or precludes
Radio and Electrical Engineering Div­
ision, “we have no clear idea of how 
many of these children there, are in 
Canada or, up to the present, of how 
to deal’ with their problems.”
Depending on the definition used, 
it is estimated that from five to 20 per 
cent of Canada’s student population 
has some form of learning disability; 
These children are inadequately served 
by the conventional school system, 
largely because of cost and lack of 
facilities or staff.'
Instructional technology has been 
mainly concerned with the normal 
child. In the case of the handicapped, 
the teacher-student ratio is low, the 
cost of equipment and materials high, 
and the need for specialist '•ttention
dependence on world news­
print markets;
Spread out across a jumble 
of hills and dips between the 
mountains and the sea in one 
of western Newfoundland’s 
most scenic areas, Corner 
Brook is aiming to become 
the province’s major entry 
port for freight, a position • 
. how held by* St. John’s, the 
provincial capital on the op­
posite side of the island.
Mayor Noel Murphy also 
sees'the city as a site for a 
■ regional shopping and. service 
centre for towns and com­
munities from St. Anthony on 
insular Newfoundland’s north­
ern tip to Port aux Basques 
on the southwestern extrem­
ity,' a road distance of 450 
miles. - ■
There are plans to expand 
tourism arid Corner Brook has 
at least an equal chance with 
Stephenville, 50 miles west of
here, of‘ being chosen, as the 
location of a regional college.
Urban reriewal, road-build­
ing ■ and fraying projects are 
continuirig on schedule. Rede-, 
velopment of some of the 
city’s newer business sections 
may not be far off.
■S
Lebanon is in many ways the . 
Switzerland of the Arab world, 
they won’t tell.
Although Cairo claims the 
world’s oldest university, cur­
rently dominated by theocratic 
Islamic views of ^duaatlou and
This Is too bad, since Lebanon 
.has a dynamic of its own— 
namely a small but workable 
melting pot of Christian and 
Arab communities to the Middle 
East. Mix to the facts that Bei­
rut, its capital, is the major ed­
ucational centre of the Islamic 
world as well as its largest 
•banking and international air­
line centre and this says much ■ 
for the important role of Leba­
non in the world.
■ Unfortunately, little of this re­
ceives any press at all. For ex­
ample, the constitution of the 
Republic of Lebanon says the 
President must always be a , 
Christian (of the Maronite ‘per­
suasion), the Premier a Sunni 
Moslem (more-or-less liberal), 
> and the Speaker of the-elected
Chamber of Deputies a Shia 
Moslem, (conservative).
In terms of bank holdings and 
international banking business, 
Beirut is the' wealthiest city in 
the ’entire- Middle East—even 
the Soviet state bank having a 
large branch in that city. From 
successful Lebanese banks and 
businessmen flows a good deal 
. of risk capital into this country.
INVEST IN TORONTO
In the Metropolitan Toronto 
area, Lebanese funds are in­
vested in real estate and high 
rises in Scarborough and Etobi­
coke. How much only the Le­
banese banks know. And like 
their Swiss counterparts, since
by Egyptian nationalism, the 
American University in Beirut, v 
financed in part by world Prot- < 
estant churches, the Jesuit Uni­
versity College and the Le­
banese state-run university, are 
world-renowned centres of Arab 
and international learning. > 
If you recall your Lawrence 
of Arabia, the dream of the . ( 
Arabs after centuries of Turkish 
rule was restoration of the great , 
Arab kingdom, to be ruled after 
the Second World War from Da­
mascus when the Western Allies 
would recreate an Arab nation v 
under Sheikh Feisal.
RELIGIOUS HARMONY
One of the glories of the Arab 
past was complete religious har-, 
jtnony, since«the former Turkish W 
provinces which embraced the ™ 
modern Lebanon, i n c 1 u d e d 
Christian communities from the ? 
time of the Crusades and even ■ 
older Jewish ones were once - 
ruled by Arabs from Damascus.
Lebanon emerged like Syria 
only in 1944 a quarter century 
after the cynical, post-1918 divi- ' 
sion of the Middle East into 
British and French colonial 
mandates. *
But that sense of tolerance 
which permitted refuge even, to ■ 
Palestinian guerrillas, has 
played havoc with Lebanon. A 
non-participant in the six Day 
War against Israel, she has 
been compelled nevertheless to 
be harsh with her Jewish minor­
ity.
And now Israel’s raids into 
her border towns may force her 
to send the Palestinian guerril- y 
las packing as well.
Scrappy David Lewis Must Be Good
learning in the normal classroom sit­
uation. In some cases, the defect may 
not become apparent until the child is 
well advanced in the school system, 
or it may go undetected throughout 
life complicated witli related psycholo­
gical problems.
There are schools for the mentally 
retarded, the blind, the deaf, the phy­
sically handicapped, but schools gen­
erally arc not geared to the child with 
learning disabilities.
“In fact," says Robert McNnrry of 
the National Research Council of 
Canada’s Information Science Section,
demanding—all of which add up to a 
significantly higher cost per student. 
However, the potential return of such 
an investment can be rewarding if 
handicapped children can.be taught to 
take their place in society. In the ’ong 
run, the cost to society would be min- “FALLOUT" not SEVERE 
imized since the cost of remedial and In December the Bowaters • 
specialized schooling is high, to say Newfoundland Ltd. paper mill 
nothing of the cost of deviant behavior. ii00o employees when it shut
In a long-range program of research, down the largest of five, news- 
development and evaluation in the 
field of computer-aided learning sys­
tems, NRC’s Radio and Electrical En­
gineering Division is collaborating 
with teachers and educators at all
levels in an attempt to get an insight
into the range and nature of the prob­
lems that might be tackled using avail­
able technology. •
“But," says W. C. Brown, head of . 
the division’s information science scc-
plants which add $400,000 to ■ 
the economy every year.
WANTS SHOPPING MALLS
. Dr. Murphy is counting 
• heavily on Corner Brook’s, 
geographical location to make 
< it a major entry port.
Goods destined for most 
points in insular Newfound­
land now enter by ship 
through St. John’s. Freight 
shipped by rail arrives 
through Port aux Basques, the 
province’s western rail ter­
minal..
Dr. Murphy says a recently 
completed harbor d e v e l o p- 
ment on' the waterfront here 
and !• an arterial road being 
built from the harbor uphill 
through the city to an in­
dustrial park area and the 
Trans-Canada Highway will 
provide shippers with the best 
and most convenient way of 
moving goods into all but the 
eastern section of the island. .
The concept of making Cor­
ner Brook a regional shopping 
.centre for all of the west 
coast is less , concrete. To 
some extent. Corner Brook, 
the province’s only city be­
sides St. John’s,, already is a 
shopping centre for the area 
since it has the most and larg­
est stores outside the capital.
What Dr. Murphy has in 
mind is construction of a mas­
sive shopping establishment, 
similar to enclosed malls • 
found in larger Canadian cit-
les. ■
MUCH STILL TO DO
viously by decaying wooden 
and sub-standard housing.
About 30 of the 70 miles of 
roads within the city remain 
unpaved.
Broadway, the west side’s 
main shopping street, now 
traffic-jammed and lined with 
many old wooden shops, may • 
also be redeveloped.
Dr. Murphy said Broadway 
businessmen asked for a 
study of possible redevelop-,, 
ment and the cost worked out 
to $1 million, including a di­
versionary road.
The city is developing a 
trailer and camping park at 
Wild Cove across the Humber 
River on the northeastern out­
skirts. T w e n t y -t w o of a 
planned 109 sites were ready 
this year;
Dr. Murphy, who has a per­
sonal interest in sailing, says 
yachtsmen from the mainland 
and parts of the United States 
are showing up around New­
foundland in increasing num-' 
bers.
However, a marina was 
likely to be a long-term devel­
opment because of the welter 
of food, fuel, mooring and 
other facilities needed.
DEBT $9 MILLION
The city received added 
revenue this year when the 
provincial government ruled 
Crown corporations should' 
pay municipal taxes. _
The city’s debt will reach $9
million by year’s end and Dr. 
Murphy said its assets tire $15
_________________ ............ Dr. Murphy avoided being million.
laid ott'350' of its’ mbre than specific but gave the impres- This year’s budget is $3.3 
■ sion he expected opposition to million.
Revenue includes an annual
print-making machines. I
The mill, built in 1925 on the i 
x harbor beside Corner Brook 
Stream in what now is the 
centre of downtown, was pur­
chased by the worldwide, 
British-based Bowaters organ­
ization in 1938.
the. idea from some local mer­
chants, ■ .
i A $3.5-million, urban re­
newal project on the city’s 
west side is nearing the half­
way mark.
When He Comes Up With An Encore
OTTAWA (CP) — Scrappy 
David Lewis is in the position 
of a performer who has to
come up with an encore. And 
for the sake of his career, he 
better make it good.
The . 63-year-old New Demo­
cratic leader has ignited the 
only real sparks of the federal 
election campaign: so far with 
his relentless attack on what he 
calls the corporate welfare sys­
tem. ■ .
. prime Minister Trudeau, Fi­
nance Minister John Turner 
and External Affairs Minister 
Mitchell Sharp have been 
driven to defend the present 
tax systein against charges by 
Mr. Lewis that it discriminates 
against the average taxpayer.
This delights the NDP leader 
since it appears to place the 
government obviously on the 
side of giant corporations for 
whom the tax laws, he con­
tends, were written in the first 
place.
Mr. Lewis loses no opportun­
ity to say the Conservatives be­
long in the same camp; He thus 
contrived to cast himself as q 
champion of the people against 
all political and economic 
forces that oppress them. It’s a 
position with a built-in popular 
appeal.
interest-free investment loans. •
Mr, Lewis has acknowledged , 
that he must at some point be- \ 
come more positive in his ap , 
proach’ and spell out just hou , 
he proposes to eliminate whai ; 
he conceives to the presew 
abuses, if his party is to makfl 
political gains on the issue.
NOTHING SPECIFIC
So far, he has- confined him­
self to generalized ■ statementi 
as he did Thursday when a Uni­
versity of Ottawa student asked 
how he would reform the sys­
tem:
“You simply close the loop­
holes.’’ 1
Mr. Lewis elaborated only by 
saying depreciation allowances, , 
originally to be spread over 1( 
to 20 years, should no longer be 
permitted to be squeezed intc 
two or three years.
The likelihood is that . the 
NDP tax reform program, 
when, unveiled in detail, will 
carry a promise to reduce Indi- 
vidual income ■ taxes and fi- 
nance the cut by making the 
corporations pay more.
The highly-publicized crusade 
by Mr. Lewis against the corpo­
rate giants has had the effect
of making the NPP leader— 
who by sdmq assessments had 
created little impact since, 
SOME SHOCKED Kn ioJt Tn P“fy ,,in
v , , . , ; . „ April 1971—better known to the
Yet a lot of tax-paying Cana- Canadian decorate.
dlans, impressed and some­
times shocked by the magni­
tude of corporate tax con-
cessions as enumerated by Mr. 
Lewis, are not necessarily Con-
But simultaneously the tax 
rlpoff issue has taken the 
. spotlight from the NDP position
on such matters as housing, re­
gional development and urban 
development.
d'
tion, “it should be clearly understood 
that our plans include no work on cur­
riculum content—that is strictly a 
matter for educational authorities. 
Likewise the evaluation of the system 
as it evolves will be under the direc­





Primo Minister Dicfenbnkcr's admin­
istration survived its fourth voting test 
of the new 25th Parliament, As was fore­
cast the Social Credit party delivered 25 
vital votes to the minority Conservative 
oovernment—enough to keep it to office 
by defeating the Liberal bld 137 to 116,
20 YEARS AGO 
October 1952
At tlic Emprcss-Monday and Tues­
day Jciuine Crnlne and Cary Grant In 
“People Will Talk": Wednesday and 
Thursday. “The Tanks Arc Coming" 
starring Stevo Cochrnn, Philip Carey 
nnd Mail Aldon. Friday and Saturday, 
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis to “Jump- 1 
tog Jacks,”
30 YEARS AGO 
October 1912 
Defence Minister Ralston has announ­
ced that 178 Canadians have been hon­
ored in the list of awards in connection 
with the Dieppe raid. Lt.-Col. C. C. I. 
Merritt received the Victoria Cross. He 
is the son of a Canadian that was killed 
ftt Ypres In ,1915.
40 YEARS AGO 
October 1932
A parade «>t ' furl.vnhiers" ai 1 ar.;;r.) 
by the Gyros on Saturday’ evening was 
I’tcturecque nod r<’tdi-ilc, A. ('aiilss* 
io.h h (suit diucr, j.'u.hiI-. ami 
ptiV-engc:< was v.| I.;, a c<n <-t <"I 
wau«'n with a long siting vf innwi >, 
gamblers and other romantic chaiacteis
on foot. The punicic was to advertise tlie ■ 
Forty-Niners Hoe Down being held nt 
the Boy Scout Hall.
50 YEARS AGO 
October 1922
In pursuance of a campaign to pro­
mote the aale of Okanagan apples at the 
coast city, Mr. J. E. Rcekip addressed 
the Klwnnls Club, representatives of the 
Board of Trade and women's organiza­
tions at New Westminster, and put 
strongly before them the need for culti­
vating reciprocal trade relations with 
the Okanagan,
60 YEARS AGO 
October 1912
The secretary .of the Kelowna Hospital 
begs to acknowledge with thanks the 
receipt ot the following cash donations— 
Kelowna Club contribution box—$7,60; 
Robert Gray $5,00; W. D. Walker $10.00; 
proceeds of the Ellison dance per M, 
Hcrcion-$25 00.
IN PASSING
■\ crocodile swims entirely by 
swinging his mighty tail horn .side to
An trie tvl c.m give a shock of 
3*10 io mhi soils, two or three limes 
ihc udtagc/fiscd in an ordinary house.
'3tTP
Bowaters' mill, its woods 
operation and a subsidiary 
power company still remain 
the area’s biggest single em­
ployer.
But the layoffs had little ef­
fect on the city’s economy, 
Dr. Murphy said in an inter­
view.
He said many of those laid 
off were older workers who 
accepted carjy retirement and 
others were young enough to 
leave town and make a new 
start elsewhere. A smaller 
number fell back on welfare.
The city’s ability to absorb 
the job loss with little finan­
cial pain also Illustrated a 
gradual shift in the local econ­
omy since the 1959s. Cement 
and gypsum plants and one of 
the province’s largest road 
and concrete building contrac- 
’ tors contribute heavily to the 
econojny. There also are 
three herring process!ng
The three-year project, fi­
nanced by federal grants and . 
loans totalling $2.8 million 
with the remainder provided 
by the province, is designed to 
provide 145 serviced building 
lots in an area covered pre-
CANADA'S STORY
government grant of $500,000, 
about $280,000 paid by Bowa­
ters to lieu of property taxes 
on its mill—the company is •
exempt from city tax under TX programs .and open-Unfe ra- 
an arrangement carried
vinced that anything very dras- . 
tic should be done,to abolish or 
modify them, ,
tour just ended, Mr. Lewis was TODAY N H ^TORY repeatedly and anxiously oueg- ? '
Honed at pews conferondbs, on By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Part Of Acadia
Now Nova Scotia
through from Corner Brook's 
earliest days—and a property 
tax rate of 17 mills plus $50.
Dr. Murphy said the aver­
age homeowner pays $120 an­
nually.
dib shows how he would close 
the loopholes that allow corpo­
rations to make what he calls
their rlpoffs. -
Many persons betrayed ner­
vousness lest withdrawal of tax ■ 
favors make Canadian corpo­
rations less competitive in 
world markets and slow down 
Ihe rate of capital investment, 
hereby aggravating the unem­
ployment situation. -
Oct. 2, 1972 ...
Much of the far northern 
territory of Canada was 
formed into the districts of 
Mackenzie, Yukon, Ungava 
and Franklin 77 years ago 
today—in 1895—and placed 
under control of the Regina 
government, Yukon became 
a territory in 1897. The re­
maining area was divided 
into the districts of Macken­
zie, Keewatin and Franklin 
ln]918.
1955—The Canadian Un-
Mr. Lewis remained vague— 
Intentionally s6 — on how he 
would handle the matter if he employment Act come into 
became prime minister, though force.
he was sometimes Impatient 1049—The Soviet Union
Royal was surrendered
, , , , „ on Oct. 2, as the British allowed
If It hadn’t been for hostile - • ■ -
By BOB BOWMAN Port
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Associated Press
Press Is ex- 
to the use for 
nil news dis- 
to It or the 
or Reuters tn
this paper and abo the local 
news published therein. All 
tights of rcpubl'cation of sue- 
cial dispatches herein arc also 
reserved.
riiosquitoes and natives, the Re­
public of Panama might have 
been called Nova Scotia. It was 
the dream of a group of Scottish 
pioneers to establish the colony 
of New Scotland (Nova Scotia) 
at Panama after (lie Act of 
Union in 1707. The practical 
Scots could seo the advantage of 
having one coast on the Atlantic 
and the other on the Pacific,
For the reasons nbove, they 
had to abandon their colony and 
one of the leading spirits, Sam­
uel Vetch, went to New York 
and married a daughter of 
wealthy Robert Livingston.
Samuel Vetch wiis a great 
■salesman. He drew up a plan to 
capture the entire North Ameri­
can continent for Queen Anne of 
Britain, and went to London for 
support.
In order to attract Interest, he 
and his colleagues took along 
four Iroquois chleh who were 
dressed in magnificent robc,s by 
a Ixindon thentrlcnl linn.
Vetch’s plan was adopted, the 
first step being to capture Port 
Royal. An expedition of five 
w a r s h i p s and 30 transports 
sailed from Boston on Septem­
ber 18, 1710, and arrived at Port 
Royal one week later.
The French governor of Port 
Poynl was Danie] d'Augcr Sub- 
ercase, a brave, determined sol- 
tiler who had beaten back other 
attack.,. Tim; lone his po.dtion 
was hopeless. He had 2,’»O men 
Io op|x>s<; nearly 2,WO Butish 
troops.
Subercnse the honors of war 
and agreed to send him and Ills 
men back to France.
It was this successful attack 
that led to a large part of Aca­
dia becoming British territory 
called Nova Scotia. The name 
Port Royal was also changed to 
Annapolis Royal, as It is today,
OTHER OCT. 2 EVENTS
1535—Cartier landed nt lloch- 
clngn (Montreal).
1758—F 1 r s t parliament, in 
.present-day Canada opened nt 
Halifax.
1847—T c I e g r a p li service 
opened between Montreal and 
Quebec.
1887—A sturgeon nearly 12 
feet long and weighing 822 
pounds was caught in the Fra­
ser River and towed to New 
Westminster, B.C.
1895—Mackenzie, Yukon, Un- 
gava and Franklin became dis­
tricts of the Northwest Territo­
ries.
1900—Sir Wilfrid Laurier LilA 
foundation alone of Quebec 
bridge.
LETTERS
It han been the policy of the 
Dally Courier for many yearn 
that when a public election 
has been announced lettcra 
to the editor concerning the 
rlcrllon or randhhilr.i for pub­
lic olllcc will not be publhh- 
cd. A federal election haa 
been called for Oct. 30.
with those who feared the eco- recognized the C h I n e s o 
nomlc consequences of making Communist government at 
the corporations pay up. , Peking. ■
, Corporations would still in- 1945—The Big Five for- 
vest, he maintained, because olgn ministers' m e e 11 n g 
that's the way they make
money, They just wouldn't have 
the Cnnndlnn taxpayer to pro­
vide them with what he called
ended In failure,
HMl—HiishIiii) troops re­
pulsed the Nazis al Lenln- 
grad,





































Former Rutland Resident 
Takes Part In Exercise
DISTRICT PAGE Topless Performers Grace
Canadian Forces Master Cor­
poral Carl A. Schwab, son of 
Mrs. L. Schwab of Banff, lot- 
merly of Rutland; is participat­
ing in the U.S. Air Force’s “Wil­
liam Tell”' fighter-interceptor 
weapons meet 'at Tyndall AFB, 
Fla. » v ,
Corporal Schwab is a weanons 
control technician at Goose Bay 
AB, Labrador.
Seven units from the host 
Aerospace Defense Command 
(ADC), four from the Air Nat­
ional Guard and one from the 
Canadian Air Defense Com­
mand are matching their aer­
ial marksmanship during the 
12-day competition which , ends 
Sept. 29.
The elite air defense teams 
are using the huge Air Force 
test range over the Gulf of Mex­
ico as their arena for the com­
petition. Targets for the inter- 
s^ceptor pilots are the elusive 
fefeirebee • drones, which are 
Hminched from the ground and 
pny .at speeds in excess of 600 
■ miles per hour at altitudes of 
60,000 feet, The pilots have the 
task of intercepting and shoot­
ing down the “invaders," which 
are controlled by radio signals.
. ■ Purpose of the competition is 
. to evaluate the ability of crews 
to maintain, load and use their
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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Meeting Of Westbank Lions
MASTER CPL. CARL SCHWAB 
... on Canadian team
Danes Set
For Vote
Legal Aid Changes 
Now A Possibility
_WESTBANK (Special)—Sept. +he ladies of the recreation com- 
27 '^rs Aguiar meeting of mitfee> A short business session 
the Westbank Lions’ Club, and took place and then the program 
to start the fall season off with director introduced performers.
an interesting beginning, the
PORT aHARDY, .B.C. (CP)— paid by the provincialgovern- 
Frarik Maczko, director of the
Legal Aid Society, says drastic 
changes in the legal aid system 
could be instituted by British Co­
lumbia’s New Democratic’Party 
government and he isn’t sure 
the changes would be for the 
better.
Mr. Maczko, here for a two- 
day convention on rural law, 
said Saturday that Premier 
Dave Barrett and Rehabilitation 
Minister Norm Levi have both 
said publicly they favor a public 
defender system.
COPENHAGEN (Reuter) — 
Denmark’s 3,400,000 electors 
appear set to vote the country 
into the European Common 
Market today—despite one of 
the biggest political demonstra­
tions,'in modern Dbnish history 
and neighboring Norway’s re­
cent,rejection of membership.
Opinion surveys predicted a 
majority in the national refer­
endum on whether Denmark 
should join the European Eco­
nomic Community.
The poll findings surprised
many observers because it was 
•expected that Norway’s “No”
DION'S
2s 59c
Oh, they, were topless all l| 
right, and bottomless as well. I 
The handlers were of course 
not thusly un-attired, but the | 
performers were the trainees! 
of t h e . Okanagan Obedience 
School for dogs. The president 
of the school Mrs. Evelyn Vick­
ers. introduced the trainers, all 
six of whom had their’ own dogs 
' with them. The show that fol­
lowed certainly was good evi­
dence of the wonderful training 
that had taken place. v
These dogs, almost all of dif- ll 
ferent breeds, gave such a won­
derful display of their talents, 
it was a pleasure tobehold. Per­
haps if more dog owners were 
aware of this, there would be 
less complaints from the popu­
lace about such pets. The 
thanks of the lions was express-
program director, John Rodger, 
informed the boys to expect a 
topless entertainment schedule.
With this billing, naturally the 
attendance was quite good. The 
meeting took its regular course 
at it’s commencement, with the 
usual refreshment period, and 
then to the dinner table’for an­
other excellent meal served by
BEEF ROUNDUP TIME
SPECIALS
MON., TUES. A WED. ONLY
ment on a rate of 25 per cent 
of the average fee.
Under a public defender sys­
tem as it operates in California, 
the client unable to afford legal 
fees’ is defended by a lawyer 
who is an employee of a special 
government department.
“I don’t know for sure what 
the government plans to do,” 
Mr. Maczko said. “It is too early 
to speculate. I believe both 
Premier Barrett and Rehabilita­
tion Minister Levi have said 
during the election campaign 
that they favor a public defender 
system.”
Mr.. Maczko prefers the cur­
rent legal aid system because a 
.choice of counsel is available to 
the client.
He said he expected to attend 
a meeting in Victoria Wednes­
day to discuss legal aid with 
government officials.
WEEKEND NOMINATIONS 
Total to date—825; Lib 258;
PC .245; NDP 200; SC 
Comm 24; Other 23.
75;
CHUCK STEAKS 69cNEWFOUNDLAND Bonavista-Trinity-Con- 





A-l and A-2 Ib.
GROUND BEEF 69,
Lean ............................................    Ib.
The Legal Aid Society,, formed 
in 1970, provides free legal serv­
ices both in criminal and civil 
cases to persons who cannot af­
ford lawyer’s fees.
Under the program; the. per­
son needing assistance applies 
to the society. If approved for 
aid, the case is referred by the 
society to the lawyer of the 
client’s choice. The lawyer is
defensive weapons under simu­
lated combat conditions, to de­
monstrate the capability of in­
terceptor weapons systems and 
to recognize the best aircrew 
and controller teams in the air 
defense system.
The meet is named after the 
famous Swiss archer— William 
Tell — who refused to salute the
cap of a 15th-century tyrant and 
was forced to shoot an apple 
from , the head of his son as a 
punishment. Tell’s skill triumph­
ed, however, and freedom 
reigned,
This year’s meet opened Sept. 
18 —. the day the Air Force
celebrated its silver anniver­
sary, The youngest of the nat­
ion’s three primary armed ser­
vices was established 25 years 
ago when former President 
Harry S. Truman signed into 
law the National Security Act 
of 1947.
Corporal Schwab is a 1952 
graduate of Rutland High 
School. His wife, Katherine, is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. 
Herbst: of 810 Patterson Ave., 
Kelowna.
decision in a similar, referen­
dum ori Sept. 26 and 27 would 
influence Danish voters.
But there has been no signifi­
cant anti-Market .swing, al­
though the anti-Marketeers put 
on an unprecedented show, of 
strength Sunday by drawing a 
crowd estimated ?it between 
50,000 and 80,000 to a rally in 
Copenhagen’s main square.
It was the biggest public 
turnout in Denmark since King 
Frederik died last January? . 
SAYS NO IN NUDE
At one stage, bystanders 
were amazed at the sight of a 
tall man walking past fully 
naked save for a tiny, strate­
gically-placed piece of paper 
saying, “No to the EEC.”
The two-hour protest was 
peaceful and good natured. 
Young people danced to the 
music of a rock band while par­
ents walked about wheeling 
babies in carriages and carry­
ingchildren on their shoulders.
But it seems unlikely to have 
much effect. The majority of 
Danes appear to have accepted 
the trade arguments for joining
AROUND B.C
Humber-St. George’s-St
Charitable Societies Warned 
On Problems Of Bureaucracy
BJUSKfomtaS <m>p)r i* S’;ist, a“' pryNEW BRUNSWICK , I1** sh»w-





Frontenac—Benoit Cyr PC). 
Mon t r e a 1 Laval—Donald 
Boyle (NDP).
BRITISH COLUMBIA
MONTREAL (CP) — Ari as­
sociation gets into trouble with 
its members when it gets 
larger,. more bureaucratic and 
no longer offers the service ac­
tivities it began with, an inter­
nationally-known sociologist 
said today.:
Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, of 
Toronto, said volunteer associ­
ations must keep on offering 
the same kinds of activities 
they have performed for years.
Many organizations “commit 
a gross error by becoming for­
malized and failing to provide 
desperately-needed affiliative
Dr. Wolfensberger said no 
program should be left com­
pletely to government, and the 
voluntary association must 
guard the rights of the retarded 
they set' out originally to help 
and supervise the care while no 
longer giving it. At the same 
time, it must protect its own 
existence, autonomy and free­
dom of action.
In suggesting that service ac­
tivities still were needed, he de­




Reid (Western Canada Party).
Vancouver Centre—aRay
D o d g e (Western Canada
Party). ।
a—Nominated previously. .
• Services from $90
H 1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040





3 1.99 5 3.25
PORKCHOPS i09
Loin, fresh end cuts ........................ lb.
BACON ENDS“.49c
R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN
WIENERS .. b.59c
• Subdivision Roads 
• Excavating
O Gravel and Fill 
• Culverts'






couver civic wing of the New 
Democratic Party Sunday nomi­
nated Brian Campbell, 28, to 
head a full slate of candidates 
in the December civic election. 
Mr, Campbell, president of the 
Vancouver - area NDP council,
is the third declared candidate
and affectionate occasions,” he 
told about 5,000 delegates to the 
International Congress on Men­
tal Retardation.
He was describing associ­
ations for the mentally handi­
cappedm particular, but said 
the remarks applied equally to 
any volunteer organizations.
Programs to help retarded 
children generally started out 
to provide educational develop­
ment programs when there 
were none available, he said.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
But eventually long-term for­
mal programs were developed 
needing and getting public sup­
port through government.
for mayor. Aiderman Art Phil-p 
lips and Bill Street, a former 
Vancouver aiderman, are run­
ning.
tiie Common Market,
The country’s reliance on 
farm exports, particularly to 
the British market, could make 
staying out tantamount to eco­
nomic suicide. Many Danish 
hog and dairy’ farmers could 
face ruin in the absence of al­
ternative markets;
Danish Prime Minister Jens 
Otto Krag has warned that say­
ing ,no to the Common Market 
would mean an immediate 20 
per cent devaluation of the cur­
rency.
The rules of the Danish 
referendum, which is binding 
on the government, specify 
that the negative vote, as well 
as obtaining a simple majority, 
must total 30 per cent of the 
electorate to prevent Denmark 
going into the market.
The “No” lobby therefore has 
to obtain 1,306,681 votes, says 
the ministry for home affairs 
which Is In charge of the refer­
endum.
STONE UNVEILED
NEW WESTMINSTER (CP)— 
The grave of John “Gassy 
Jack” Deighton finally has a 
headstone — almost a century 
after the death of the man for 
whom Vancouver’s Gastown dis­
trict was named. Gassy Jack's 
body lay in an unmarked grave 
here until a collection provided 
the funds for a granite head­
stone, unveiled Saturday by New 
Westminster Mayor Muni Evers. 
He died in 1875.
SUPPLIES SCHOOLS
EDMONTON (CP) — The Ed­
monton public school system 
distributes about $5-mi Ilion 
worth of school, supplies , and 
materials to the system’s 75,000 
students in 140 schools annually. 
Inventory at the system's ware- 
house is controlled by a com­
puter.
used for the mentally retarded.
A main one was the “citizen 
advocate,” a volunteer who as­
sumes a kind of- guardianship 
role for a handicapped child.
FILM SERIES
MONTREAL (CP) — The Na­
tional Film Board of Canada is 
producing a series of 13 films of 
French Canada “to show 
Quebec just like.it is and not 
just give an explanation of 
French Canada to English Can­
ada,” says Ian McLaren, exe­
cutive producer of the series en­
titled Adieu Alouette. The title, 
says Mr. McLaren, is meant to 
suggest a farewell to the ■ old 
sterotype image of Quebec so­
ciety. The series will be seen 
|on CBC'television early in 1973.
® TANDEM DUMPS 
O WHEEL LOADER
Our Equipment Includes:
O TRACK LOADER 
• D4 BULLDOZER
Phone 763-4109 or 763-2538
KELOWNA BUILDERS








• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Laundry Tubs
o ABS Plastic Pipe arid Fittings.
Everything for the Do-it-Yourself Handyman”
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
FOR YOUR FREEZER ■ 
Alberta Grain Fed Beef 
SIDES OF BEEF cAaTda ■
HINDS OF BEEF












5 lb. cello 59C
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 
house, auto and boat insur­
ance is complete.
JOHNStON REALTY 




StART SOMETHING GOOD TODAY
Start something good today with Canada Savings 
Bonds! They’re the go-ahead way to save for the future 
without worry. Canada Savings Bonds are safe. They're 
backed by all the resources of Canada and they pay 
good interest year after year.
New Canada Savings Bonds yield an average of 
7.30% a year when held to maturity. Each $100 bond 
begins with $5.50 interest for the first year, pays $7.00 
Interest for the second year, pays $7.50 interest for each 
of the next four years, and then pays $7.75 interest for 
each of the last six years. On lop of this you can cam 
interest on your Interest and make each $100 grow 
to $233.25 in |ust 12 years.
Canada Savings Bonds are inslant cash. They can be 
redeemed anytime al your bank at their full face valuetplus ■ 
earned interest.
Canada Savings Bonds are easy to buy. They re' 
. available in amounts ranging from $50 up to a limit of 
$50,000, You can buy them in three different ways: 
(al for cash where you work, bank or invest 
Ib) on instalments through the. Payroll Savings Plan 
whore you work
' - (cl or on instalments through the Monthly Savings Plan 
whore you bank or invest.






Free— 2 lb. Icing Sugar with every purchase of 
$5.00 or more. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday.
MARGARINE west





PEANUT BUTTER & 99c
BUTTER Noca
DC AMC in Tomato Sauce. 





0AD Canada Dry, Wink dr Orange A 
rUr Quarts .......  Plus deposit T1 for 7/C
ICECREAM Dairyland. Gallon ...... 1.99
PANTY HOSE
or 3 pair $1.39
each 49C
INSTANT COFFEE 1.69





BIG TREE PLANTER PHONE 765-51522486 Hwy. 97 N Ph. 765-8064
532 Bernard
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 a.m. to lOp.m
cu-ns
J DO IT NOW
Instant Tree Planting
o
Why wait 20 
years tor your 
shade and beauty. 


















You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 




Teacher And Her Lesson Plan
In Annual Honey Queen Contest
BIRTHDAY CAPERS





•<;ooi> nrcoNinrioNi:i> maciiim s in stock"
SEWING MACHINEGERRY'SPERSON'S PAINT SUPPLY SALES & SERVICE
S93I rundtHiy St. 135 Bclgo Rd RUTLAND Flume 765-8759
Agent for Nccchi, Pfaff, Husqvarna and Brother Sewing Machines, 
lop Trade-in Allowances for your old machine. Excellent finance Icims.
Weekend visitors from Coquit­
lam were Mr. and Mrs. George 
Wimmer who visited with the 









SAVE FROM $20.. $100ALL BRAND NEW MACHINES going at Demonstrator Prices.........“FITTING YOUR 
FAMILY RIGHT 








Save $100.00 on a new open arm Nccchi — the simplest operating machine 
cm today’s market.
Weekend guests with the 
Gradys were Mr. and Mrs. Reg 
Harker of Fort St. John who 
came to sample the Okanagan 
fruit.
"Service and Repairs to All Makes and Models"
EASY DOES IT 
with Win Packer 
If you haven’t discovered 
tasty treat of cabbage polls
. WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER




NORTHERN PAINT and TIM’BER’LOX
Paint ;iul Slain that Evenbody Loves.
• Wallpaper • Vinyls • Ari Supplies




.... .......... . .............................
Mrs. N. Jongman has left for 
her home in Holland after spend­
ing three weeks here with her 
sister and brother-in-law and 
family, Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Smit 
of Mountain Avenue. A brother, 
Fried Van Den Erenbeemt or 
Holland also visited here for six 
weeks with brother Win Van Den 
Erenbeemt and Mrs. Van Den 
Erenbeemt. Since another broth­
er Herman also lives here they 
enjoyed a family reunion, with 
all present except for one sister, 
in Holland.
theme chosen for the costume 
contest at Orchard Park Mall 
to wind up the week-long ob­
servance of the first anniver­
sary of the shopping centre. 
Open to all employees of ten­
ant businesses, the contest 
proved difficult to judge, with 
a good majority of staff mem­
bers entering into the spirit 
of the event. The women, who
outnumbered the men in the 
contest, turned out in some 
beautiful costumes and actual­
ly all ' deserved honorable 
mention. However, keeping in 
mind the theme, prizes were 
awarded to, left to right in 
front iqw: Mrs. Barbara ’Pis­
tol Packing Mama’ Leadbetter 
of The Bay; third prize to 
Mrs; S. H. ‘By The Seal Slater, 
also of The Bay and second
prize to Mrs. Bea *O You 
Beautiful Doll’ Craddock of 
Cole’s Book Store. The men 
replete in spats, double breast­
ed pin stripes with bowler 
hats and vests were also 
‘dandy dudes’. Left to right 
prizes went to, second, Erjc 
Critchlow of Cole’s ready for 
a night out in his tuxedo; 
third prize to Gary Smith of 
Jack Fraser’s, in his father’s
Family Life Is Nightmare 
In Modern Suburban Style
QUEBEC (CP) — Modern 
family life is a , “nightmare” 
v/hich has “nothing to do with 
the traditional family," anth­
ropologist Margaret Mead said
• Thursday.
Dr, Mead told the annual 
meeting of the Vanier Institute 
of the Family that pre-indus­
trial societies “never thought of 
putting a young husband and 
wife together, separating them 
from their relatives in little 
suburban boxes and moving 
them around.”
A return to an "extended- 
family" pattern is needed, to 
permit wider relationships be- 
twecn young and old people and 
children and to provide greater 
support for Individuals within 
the family.
"I (hlnk we have to build 
communities again," she 'said.’ ■
This would require new forms 
of housing to permit families to 
Include three generations' and 
In some cases unmarried un­
cles or aunts.
Dr, Mead said that in the ex­
tended family a grandmother 
or aunt could help out a 
mother, while a wage-earner 
who lost his job could fall back
on others in the family.
“The nuclear family places a 
terrible burden on. a young fa­
ther whd ■ is terrified of losing 
his job and therefore becomes 
a. cog in the system,” Dr. Mead 
Sciid1 ' * •1
“And it produces a mother 
who doesn’t dare take time off 
if she's sick.”
EASILY MANIPULATED
The result was a perfect fit 
with a ‘‘manipulative’’ society 
because the father worrying 
about his job would agree to 
anything in order io keep it.
Dr. NIead, a re now n e a 
scholar and author of numerous 
books, was speaking after being 
awarded the Wilder Penfield 
plaque "In recognition of her 
contribution in the service of 
humanity.”
It was the first time the 
plaque, pamed in honor of the 
Montreal neurosurgeon Dr. Wil- 
der Penfield, has been
cause' you hove felt they must 
be tricky to prepare, just follow 
this simple procedure to pre­
pare the cabbage loaves, ,
First, remove the core from 
the cabbage, then immerse t|w 
head in boiling water mid sim­
mer gently for 5 or Ion minutes, 
turning it once or twice. Re­
move from the water mid care­
fully separate the leaves blot­
ting ouch one with a towel un­
til quite dry. Then., for easier 
rolling, pare the eenler vein of 
each leaf with a sharp knife un­
til it is ns thin as the rest of the 
leaf.
You arc now ready to place 
your favorite Idling on the 
leaves and roll them up. Start 
out by folding up the Imttoin, 
lap over both sides envelope- 
fashion and roll, Secure with 
toothpicks if the mils nrc not 
compact. Place snugly .side-by- 
side in a cake pan and bake un­











lined in white satin. And John 
■ Anthony goes romantically el­
egant with a burgundy velvet 




235 Bernard Avenue • Phone (103) 703-4435
352 Seymour Street • Phone (604) 372-8861
Short Dinner Suit Back 
With Glitter And Shine
Mr. and Mrs: R. L. Greer of 
Rutland. They also enjoyed 
visiting with other relatives and 
friends on Sunday.
Happy to arrive back in the 
Okanagan was. Mrs. Emma 
Grady and her young son Myles, 
who journeyed to Fort St.'John. 
On^ their return trip they en­
countered a foot of snow on the 
highway in the northern area 
and were relieved to arrive back 
on drier roads.- . . -
NEW YORK (CP) — The 
most important fashion news 
for evening is the return of 
the short dinner or setai-for- 
mal.
; Last winter the floor length 
dress or skirt-and-top blan­
keted the evening scene. They 
even appeared at informal af­
fairs. Older women 'welcomed 
them back and the younger 
set was fascinated by the nov­
elty.
Important for fall evenings, 
too, is the dinner suit, both 
long and . short. Glitter is 
back, with sequins as a favor­
ite in total or scattered. Most 
evening fabrics are. airy and I green-and-red c h e v r o n. se- 
shiny, sometimes both, as quinned cardigan over a
metal-lighted chiffons, sequin 
sheaths and slipper satin,” 
says Malcolm Starr of hi^ fall 
collection.
“The look Is rich but re* 
mains gracefully relaxed.”
Slipper satin, in fact, is 
very popular. It has a rich­
ness and. beauty, that fashion 
is re-discovering. V.**
Many of tne evening for-, 
mals confine their glitter to n 
cardigan-jacket. Starr does it 
: with a beaded one over a gun­
metal satin dress. Two of de 
la Renta’s most interesting- 
c a r d i g an formats were a
What's Your Boy Worth? 
A Few Hours A Month?
A few hours a month for your 
boys, is all the Auxiliary to 
Kelowna and District Minor 
Hockey Association asks of the 
mothers of the 748 boys taking 
part in the league schedules dur­
ing the 1972-73 season.
A cordial invitation is extend­
ed to all mothers' to attend the 
regular monthly meeting on 
Oct. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Ogopogo 
Room at the Memorial Arena.
Very little is expected from
With lurex metallic threads, green halter-neck shirt dress
Many designers still like chif- and a silver-lurex ribbed car­
ton. I digan over a grey angora-wool
Last winter the long dresses sweater-dress.
were fine for car-and-husband • Geoffrey Beene likes his 
or taxi-oriented women but I evening gown? long and sleek, 
floor- and even ankle-lengths I Flannel appears in a group of 
just aren’t practical for the halter dr ess e s with satin 
majority of late-day dates, shawl - tuxedo collars. Silk 
Designers have bowed to the serge is another favorite fab-d
n e e d for knee-length ' and ric. Several have Empire higl)| 
semi-formals, even in some bodices and ruffled aprons^ 
cases the short formals. | and halters. A white silk 
Kasper does a tiered short serge skirt is topped by a sil-
navy chiffon for Joan Leslie, ver glitter bodice and long
with a sheer dolman-sleeved I sleeves with a m a t c h i n g 
top. Jerry Silverman likes sleeveless coat.
s t a rkly simple late-day “s.tr a pie ss are the new 
dresses as his beige matte evening leaders," says Pau-
jersey, also with dolmans, line Trigere who showed one
Adele Simpson’s bare-back in a birds-of-paradise bro­
short black wool jersey is cade. But most of the design-
each member; a monthly meeK I topped by its own jacket, col- ers opted for the halter and a
ing and assistance with the an-1 lared and cuffed in black fox. bare back. These, too, were
nual bake sale. Volunteers also There’s quite an interest in much more prevalent than
help with the Jamboree and fur accents, both on short plunging necklines. ,
man the concession booth at the dresses or companion jackets, , “et D<>na«l Brooks have the
rink during the minor hockey The fur provides that extra ^a?Ly?F9:
games. The auxiliary assists the I glamor. I Clothes express the feeling
executive of the Kelowna and Every fall style is found in I woman s indte sensual- 
District Minor Hockey Associa- these cocktail lengths. Nor is * i„s ® h?' u",e
tion. the practical and now classic 2®
Last year the auxiliary rais-1 evening-pants outfit forgotten. 5'10}h®s Will
ed $2,000 which they donated to Oscar de la Renta combines aF, 
KDMHA for equipment for the navy velvet pants and a navy .. decidediy were,
boys. sequin shirt. Originala comes a long paisley vel-.
——----- . ,■ ------- . 1 out with a threesome of black I Y?a^gown such as a Span­
pants and: black paiiletted I !sh Infanta might have worn, , 
sweater and a black topper *" 1
wedding suit' (would you be­
lieve?) and first prize to Bill 
‘23 Skidoo’ Coderre, manager 
of Fraser’s, whose outfit even 
included a pocket watch and 
fob. Orchard Park manager, 
Joe Robinson, spoke briefly 
to the gathering and judges 
wore Ralph Robinson of 
CKIQ and Mary Greer, Wom­
en’s editor of the Kelowna 
•Daily Courier.
—(Courier Photo)
The tremendous success'of 
last year’s honey cooking con? 
test for British Columbia stu­
dents has resulted in expansion 
of the contest to include the 
teacher and her lesson/ plan.
The contest is sponsored each
Shower Honors 
New Bride ■ -
A miscellaneous shower hon­
oring a recent : bride, Mrs. 
Robert Rogers, nee Janice 
Naito, was held at the home of 
Mrs. George Reed, Caramillo 
Heights. Co-hostess was Mrs, 
Jack Snowsell. '
The hostess presented a lov­
ely yellow and coral rose cor­
sage to the .honored guest and a 
coral rose corsage to her 
mother, Mrs.' Tom Naito,
She suggested the two groups 
agree on a common third lan­
guage for communication, so 
that neither English nor French 
would have their language fa­
vored in inter-groiip commu­
nication. , !
awarded. , For Dr. Mead, an 
American, It was,the first such 
honor from Canada.
Dr, Mead said the family will 
survive, as an institution, be­
cause “children need to be 
brought up in families,!?
“But not in isolated nuclear 
families,”
She said that while no society 
has yet abolished the family, 
up to now Ilie family has raised 
boys to kill in war and girls to 
egg them on.
CANADA STUCK
Al a news conference,' the 
anthropologist suggested Can­
ada's biculturnl problem stems 
from the reluctance or refusal 
of both French-nnd English- 
speaking peoples to learn a sec­
ond language.
“You’re stuck in Canada with 
two of the most obstreperous
year old Vivian Vilio of West with full see-through, cuffed 
Whalley Junior . Secondary sleeves..
year by the British Columbia 
Honey Producers’ Association 
in conjunction with the British 
Columbia Department of Agri­
culture. .
This year,' B.C. Tree Fruits 
is co-sponsoring, the Teacher 
Lesson Plan Contest in which a 
teacher will win a 10-day, all­
expense paid holiday in Mexi­
co.
The Honey Queen or Junior 
Chef will win a portable sewing 
machine or 10-speed bicycle 
regional winners will receive 
heat proof dishware, a set of 
glasses, a piece of luggage, a 
gold watch and a- hand mixer* 
The prize for the best school 
participation is a portable tele­
vision set. ,
School in Surrey, B.G. Vivian’s However it’s with the true 
prize recipe was “Honey Tube formals that fall’s elegance 
Cake.” really glitters. And glitter is
, the theme. But it’s a lady-like
. All schools with home econo- gutter -
‘,Thi^s ^ine lookA Sn ' riSht again,” says Oscar de la
lhe ™ Renta. This includes lurex,
Pation Award. The competition • pamettes and floss embroi- 
will be judged on tiie quality of deries. He adds that evening 
the work submitted by the stu- clothes ..folIow the ultra sim. 
dents and the percentage of stu- pie lines of the day clothes in 
dents involved out of the num- fabrics full of night lights as 
ber of students in food classes, sequin shirts and cardigans
The Teacher Lesson Plan Con- • • '• ,,.an^ long shimmering 
test is open to all teachers of naetaHic sweater tubes and 
home economics and commun- matching cardigans. -. 
ity services. Each entrant must the m?st
prepare and submit a one-day I.popular Setter. Its sequins 
lesson plan using B.C. ' honey 
and fresh tree fruits,-
'City' Committee 
Named For Term
Mrs. Charles Adam heads the 
co-ordinating committee execu­
tive of the Beta Sigma Phi for 
the 1972-73 term. The co-ordin­
ating qpmmlttee is a commit­
tee made up of representatives 
of all three chapters in Kel- 
owna. Its main function Is to 
plan and co-ordinate all joint 
ventures. ' Each, chapter has 
three, representatives but wel­
come individual members to sit 
on monthly meetings. ,
Other members of the execu­
tive committee executive are: 
secretary, Mrs, Andrew Nem­
eth; publicity, Mrs. Fred Mar­
tin; service, Mrs, Edie Mur­
ray and social, Mrs. Stanley 
Rees.
The shower, a complete sur­
prise to Janice, was attended 
jy 16 persons. Gifts were pre­
sented in a decorated cart. As­
sisting her in th? opening of her 
many lovely and, useful gifts 
were her mother and sister, 
Diane.
Mrs. George Naito fashioned 
a colorful hat from, the many 
ribbons and bows, 'which she 
modelled, Delicious refresh­
ments were served by Mrs. 
Reed and Mrs. Snowsell .to 
bring a delightful evening to a 
close. The petite bride expres­
sed her appreciation to all.
The 1972 Student Honey Cook­
ing Contest will be handled in 
three run-offs — local, regional 
and provincial. Regional win­
ners will travel to the B.C. Ho­
ney Producers' Convention in 
Kelowna, 'Oct. 27 and,,28 for the 
contest finals. The cpntest.is 
open to any full-time.student m 
a school taking a home econo­
mics class,
Each entrant must prepare 
an original recipe for a food, 
drink, sauce, etc., using honey 
in the preparation. Entrants in 
each school will be, judged by 
a pgnel of judges within the 
school. These winners then will 
be judged against other winners 
in the region.
Last year’s winner was 14-
Poise, Charm 
Meeting Topic 
Alpha Epsilon Chapter of|
Beta Sigma Phi held its regular i 
meeting at the home of presi­
dent, Mrs. Ray Trudeau, Co- 
hostesses were Mrs. Jack Lec- 
key and Mrs. Alex Metcalf.
Your Poise and Charm was 
the cultural program for , the 
night. Mrs. Bob Bramford, dis­
cussed everyday courtesies, 
which become personality traits.
Mrs. Gerry Ackerman sum- 
merized a poise and charm 
course which included , many 
valuable points for the ferp- 





Full Time Cosmetician 
Wigs—including the 




TIME TO CHECK 1
When pupils see better, per­
formance is tops. Make sure' 
to visit us regularly for fill­
ing of prescriptions and care 
of glasses.
Open All Day Monday through Sat. Noon
KELOWNA 
PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL
762-2087 . 243 Lawrence Ave. {
NAB SKYDIVING CROOK
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (Reu­
ter) — When Rodney Davis re­
turned home recently from a 
night of bowling, he found a 
young man asleep In a chair in 
his living room, his hand 
draped in a bowl of enndy, and 
television set blaring. The 
stranger was wearing a para­
chute. Thomas Vanzlle, 21, 
pleaded guilty Thursday io 
petty theft and trespassing. He 
said his hobby Is skydiving.




m P.itUIc Hn.incfi Credit I imib-U
Money 
dp
and tell us how much 
you want to borrow. Any 
further questions can be
handled by telephone.
Most of our customers 
get their money the 
same day we get their 
application.
Nothing complicated. 




. WMM 4 fJtrvict
ISiSSSa 7V«ninm<rira Corpora Hon
Over 100 Pacific Finance nfflrra In Canada.
for'
Phone
CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD




in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances. 
1461 Sutherland Avenue
I Phone 763-2124






WORTHY GRAND Matron 
of the Grand Chapter of Bri­
tish Columbia of the Order 
of Eastern Star, Mrs. Enid 
Batkin of Salmon Arm, pre­
sents Kelowna member, Bea- Unable to be present for their 
trice Parker, on the right, 25 year pins were Mrs. Nelly
with her 25 year pin. luring Raybould a n d Mrs. Ellen 
Briese. (Courier Photo)her official visitation here.
Of Instruction
Part Of OES Visit Here
i
The Kelowna Chapter No. 62, 
Order of the Eastern Star, was 
honored with a visit from Mrs. 
Enid F. E. Batkin of Salmon 
Arm, Worthy Grand Matron of 
-’the Grand Chapter of the Order 
’of the Eastern Star of British 
’Columbia and Blair McMinn of 
.'Abbotsford, Worthy Grand Pat- 
ron of the Grand Chapter of the 
'Order of the Eastern Star of 
‘British Columbia. .
i To start the day a banquet 
'was held at Buffalo Bill’s at 
’midday with more than 60 
^members attending. This was 
^followed by a school' of instruc- 
'tion held by the Worthy Grand 
’Matron at St. George’s Hall in 
‘the afternoon with the Kelowna 
^officers attending and many 
/more taking advantage of this 
»once a year instruction.
* In the evening a special meet-
Mrs. R. J. Buchanan who is 
one of the chief cancer dressing 
workers of the chapter. An­
other money donation was pre­
sented to the Worthy Grand 
Matron by the conductress of 
thp chapter, Mrs. E. W. Owens.
The Associate Matron and the 
Associate Patron, Mrs. William 
C. Mackay and Roy Lobb pre­
sented the Grand Matron and 
the Grand Patron with honorary 
memberships in the Kelowna 
chapter..
The Kelowna Chapter Order 
of the Eastern Star is being 
presided over by Mrs. C. E. 
Simkins who is taking her sec­
ond year as Worthy Matron in 
the absence of Mrs. Alice Davis 
who was unable to continue her 
year on account of illness.
25 YEARS




Dear. Ann Landers: I have 
been sitting here reflecting on 
my education—having ju'st 
graduated from college—and I 
must say it was sadly inade­
quate^ For example^ neither in 
my standard high scnopl biology 
course nor in my 12' hours of 
college' biology was I ever 
taught the: difference between a 
king snake and a copperhead. 
However, in the tenth grade I 
had to memorize verbatim the
17 steps to the conjugation 
the Paramecium.
Never once in a classroom 




college; was I fold what I might 
expect in the way of job appli­
cation blanks or interviews. I 
never knew what a split infini­
tive was until last week when a 
friend informed me I had used 
one. Although I took a course in 
typing I was never taught how 
to change a typewriter ribbon. 
-The list goes on and on. And yet 
we are told that our education 
is “high quality.”
I The absence of classroom re­
levancy, is a traumatic shock to 
one emerging from school, and 
entering the real world. What 
gives? Don’t the educators see 
this? Or do I have my glasses 
on crooked?—Education
Perfect
characters used to be rather 
amusing, but it’s gonfe beyond 
the funny stage and we are con­
cerned.
A few months ago Julie 
changed shifts in order to stay 
home and watch a couple of 
soap operas that had switched 
to afternoon time. She now is 
working from 4 ’til midnight. 
Two weeks ago, one of the. story 
lines began an episode that 
closely paralleled a tragic hap­
pening in her life. Since that 
time she has stopped eating and 
has sunk into a depression. The 
girl is living on potato chips and 
candy bars.
What can we do? Don’t sug­
gest professional help. She is 
convinced ■ psychiatry is phony 
and' all .medical doctors are ac- 
actors.—Worried Parents <
Apple Dumplings Supreme
Fresh juicy apples are now in 
season and the fall air calls for 
warm desserts. One of the 
most delightful at this time of 
year is Apple Dumplings Sup-*
Dear Worried: I am not sur­
prised your daughter thinks all
doctors are actors—so many 
the soap operas take place 
hospitals.
You know your daughter
Dear Ed: You’ve struck a 
raw nerve. This has been one of 
my favorite beefs for the last 20 
years. If you think education is 
irrelevant now you should have 
been around in the 30s and 40s.
I hope those responsible for 
planning curriculum at every 
level, from kindergarten up 
1 through medical school, will 
read your letter twice, and then 
read it a third time. You’ve hit
of 
in
reme — apples in a 
dough with a sweet, 
sauce.
Pastry





1 teaspoon salt 
5$ cup peanut oil 
V* cup water
In a large mixing bowl, com­
bine flour and salt. In a meas­
uring cup, beat peanut oil and 
water together with a fork un­
til blended; pour over flour and 
stir lightly until mixed.
- Press dough Into a smooth 
ball; flatten slightly.. Roll out 
’pastry to a 14-inch square bet- 
ween two pieces of waxed'pa­
per: peel off waxed paper and 
cut dough into four 7-inch squa­
res. *
Sauce 
ft cup sugar 
1% cups water 
2 tablespoons margarine 
'¥* teaspoon cinnamon'
Bring to a boil the ingredients 
for. the sauce. Boil for 3 minu­
tes. Pour hot sauce around 
dumplings. Bake in hot oven 
(425 degrees F.) for 45 minutes 
or until crust is golden brown 
and apples are cooked through. 
Serve warm with , sauce and 
whipped cream. '
Makes 4 servings. -
is
emotionally ill and she should 
see a ' psychiatrist. If she re­
fuses, you' cannot force her to 
do so. Perhaps one of her 
friends can get through to her. 
Often : the same advice from a 
person not related will carry 
some weight. Do try, and good 
luck..
. The first Kiwassa meeting of 
the 1972-73 season was held at 
the home of Mrs. Hilbert Roth 
with 18 members present* The 
new executive took office, as 
follows: presiden t, Mrs. Dave 
Bell; vice-president, Mrs. H. L. 
Trembley; treasurer, Mrs. 
Harold Anstey; secretary, Mrs. 
James Wallace; sunshine, Mrs. 
Fred Henderson; program, Mrs. 
Hamilton Lachelt anri Mrs. Wil­
liam Cross; telephone, Mrs. 
Egon Sorenson.
The main business of the 
evening concerned finalizing 





% cup chopped peanuts
2 tablespoons margarine
Pare and core an apple
each dumpling. Place 1 apple 
on each square of pastry. Fill 
cavity of apples with sugar, cin­
namon and chopped peanuts. 
Dot with margarine. Bring op­
posite points of pastry together 
at top of apple; moisten to 
seal. Place in baking dish.
pons and soup labels. She went] America in a highly vulnerable 
on to explain the accomplish- spot.
ments realized through the sale
of stamps for the cancer pro- Dear Ann Landers: Our 
ject. daughter Julie, age 19, has been
m .. . .... . enthralled with soap operasTwo other members eligible since the age of 12. Her emo- 
to receive their 25 year pms Ljonai involvement with the 
who were unable to be present ____ —-------------- -———■—
RSRal»uld.G' BneSe and M”’ PERFORMERS PICKED
The tables downstairs were TO RO NT O(CP) — Leon 
beautified with birds and flow- Major, artistic director of the 
ers in blue apd gold, the worthy st Lawrence . Centre : for the 
grand -matron s colors. The . . ■ „ ' -05members of the Job’s Daugh- Arts> ha\anno“nced that 22 Pe­
ters served supper and Mrs. M. formers have been engaged to 
Hutton and her committee sup- take part in the five-play reper- 
plied the delicious repast follow- toire scheduled for the 1972-73
(ing was held and the chapter., ,, - - . .. .
■room was filled to capacity with inS was the presentation of a 25 
’ members and visitors and year pin to ^_very active work- 
. among them were many Grand ?£, Beatrice E. P. Parker. The 
•Chapter officers from many Worthy Grand Matron spoke on 
■parte of the province. A well the work this member.does for 
known member of .the Grand I the, chapter with stamps, cou- 
Chapter, Mrs. Hazel Freeze.!
was present. She was- the BMWWBKKWBBMMgMIBHHB
Grand Secretary for many 
. years and is now the Grand I
Lecturer. She gave a talk and r 
demonstration to the members. I 
Past Grand Matron, Winnogenl 
Kirkham from Vancouver and 
Past Grand Matron, Gladys Irv­
ing from Vernon, were present, 
also Past Grand Patron, Andrew 
Larson of the Grand Chapter 
of Saskatchewan. Other Grand 
Officers attending were: Grand 
Marshal, Mrs. Julie Morris; 
Grand Organist, Mrs. Bernice 
Bowes; Grand Martha, Mrs. 
Mary Cox and Grand Repre­
sentatives, Mrs. Lionel North 
and Mrs. Walter Carswell.
Worthy Matrons attending 
were: Mrs. E. Gray, Vernon; 
Mrs. Edward Bitschy, Pentic­
ton; Mrs. J. Swedberg, Merritt; 
and Mrs. K. Taylor, Revelstoke. 
Worthy Patrons attending were: 
C. Engel, Salmon Arm and Mr. 
Mullock from Eston, Sask.
The grand officers have ac­
companied the Worthy Grand 
Matron on many of her visits 
throughout the Interior of Bri­
tish Columbia.
DONATION
During the meeting a cheque 
from the cancer dressing group 
/was presented to the Worthy, 
Grand Matron by Past Matron,
| $85,000 FOR VASE
' NEW YORK (Reuter) — A 
U.S. record of $85,000 was set 
at a Parke-Bernet auction here 
Thursday when a Chinese Ming 
vase was sold to a Tokyo 
dealer. The vase, from the Chia 
Ching period—1796-1820—was 
part of a collection of 845 anti 
qultics nnd oriental works of art 
sold from the collection of the 
former Thomas Barlow Walker, 
n wealthy Minneapolis collcc- 
, tor.
K EAT IN FLIGHT
p The little brown bat both 
feeds nnd drinks on the wing.
DECORATIVE 
SWITCH PLATES 




Reg. 1.29 - 3.99. qq














Dear Ann: The supervisor at 
the loading dock asked me if I’d 
sit with his infant son while he 
and his wife-went to a recep­
tion. Their babysitter conked 
out. I agreed, although I had 
very little sleep the night before 
and was dead tired. The kid 
started to cry so I decided to 
entertain him by pinning a bath 
towel around myself like a dia­
per. I put on his bib and bonnet 
and stuck his bottle in my 
mouth and pretended to drink 
it. When the boss and his wife 
returned the kid was screaming 
and I as asleep on the couch in 
that stupid outfit. How do I get 
my job back?—Canned
held at Orchard Park mall on 
Oct. 14. The proceeds from this 
sale go to, support the Kiwassa 
ladies’ major project, Meals on 
Wheels,- which has resumed for 
the fall and is rapidly growing.
BREAK RACE LAW
JOHANNESBURG (Reuter) 
— A white South African 
woman here was. cautioned and 
discharged from court Friday 
after pleading guilty to the 
charge ;of unlawfully allowing 
her black African maid’s four 
children to stay with their 
mother on white property.
season at the Centre. The plays
Worthy Grand Patron Blair to be presented are Kafka’s The 
McMinn held the members un- Trial, Shakespeare’s Twelfth 
der his spell as he related theLT... awork of the Cancer Society in Nlg^’ Eugene O Neill s A 
Vancouver, with reference to I Touch of the Poet, Euripides
- Star. He told of a Electra and Michel Tremblay’sthe Eastern






make all kinds of 
which help in de­
(01 SIMPSONS
□ears
Dear Canned: Plead tempo­
rary insanity.
MAINLAND COASTS
North America has mainland 
coasts totalling 39,000 miles.
Rino's Italian 
DELICATESSEN
1570 Glenmore St. 3-7061
Open 7 Days a Week 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
SPECIALIZING IN 
SALAMI and CHEESE.
TAKE OUT SANDWICHES 
AVAILABLE




a. Philip's deluxe triple head 
shaver. Self-sharpening cutting 
heads. Retractable trimmer 
for sideburns. Coiled cord, on/off 
switch, international voltage 
selector.
b. Remington Selectro 300 ahavor.
Deluxe cord model has 3 
man-size shaving heads. Comfort 
control dial adjusts for easy 
sideburn trimming. Handsome 
presentation case.
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS 1
1054 Ellis St., Kelowna .
| 'lighting Fixtures" !
TRADITIONAL I
RESIDENTIAL I
OUTDOOR & GARDEN ' I
762-2016 LocaI33 1
Fashion Go-Togethers
Kenmore compact portable dryer
Sleek modern design features pistol grip for 
easy handling. Lets you style with comb or brush 





Dual-purpose head. One side for legs, other for 
sensitive underarms. Dual voltage. ft ftft 
switch. Wet-look case....................... Ea. viW
Basic hard-hat hair dryer
Salon-type dryer has 5-position base control
Large enough for big rollers, 
750-watt element.
E.. 19.99
SimpMkru>-S<*ar»; Beauty and llealdh Alda <R) Kelowna 763-5M1. IciMmal bhopphij; Accmorlea IBS) Bimjwona-Hcara, Kelowna,
1972
532 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2846
Ph. 765-5192 555 Lawrence















545 Bernard Avc. 763-3333
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Give once, for all. That's the aim of the Community Chest and Red
Cross United Appeal, where one gift serves many who need your
help. One gift works for all. Thafs the meaning of the United Fund,
where with one gift you help your neighbours, and yourself, too.
Thanks To You
aPI Iff I
OEkl I A 11
This Message is Published By The Businesses And '
GORDON'S UPHOLSTERY CANADIAN SCHOOL OF BALLET ROBERT M. JOHNSTON
1121 Glcnmora St. 762-4154 1157 Sutherland Avc. Ph. 762-3151 or 764-4264 REALTY AND INSURANCE
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Orchard Park 24-Hour Teleshop, 763-581
WESTMILLS CARPETS LTD LARRY'S RADIO TV LTD.
Hwy. 97N. Ph. 762-5341 ROTH DAIRY PRODUCTS
442 Leon Ave.
DYCK'S PHARMACISTS ALPINE FURNITURE
Pandosy and Leon Ph. 762-4779 Gordon Hansen Insurance Agencies OKANAGAN TEL
LOUIE'S GROCERY








49 VARIETIES -RF.TAII and WHOUSAIT
THE SHOE BOX




2076 Enterprise Way Ph. 763-251
KeAlt. ■
II





Through that one gift, you can comfort the ill, the aged, the needy, 
the under-privileged. Yours, too, is the honor of providing aid and 
inspiration to the young, who hold tomorrow in their hands—if you 
help. Pledge now to give your fair share, the United Way. You'll be 












ganizafions Whose Names Appear On These Pages!
ROYAL ANNE HOTEL
348 Bernard Ave. (Entrance on Queensway). Ph. 2-2601
FUMERTON'S
441 Bernard at Pandosy Phone 762-2022
Kelowna Prescription Optical Ltd.
343 Lawrence Ave. Phone 762-2987
GLEN GARRELL
ENTERPRIZES LTD.
Westside Industrial Park Phono 769-4400
DAY'S FUNERAL SERVICE LTD.
1665 Ellis St. Phone 762-2204
Whispering Pines Lodge Rest Home KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
Walburn Rd. Phone 765-6159 1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
STAN BURN TEXACO SERVICE
GORMAN BROS.
LUMBER and BOX LTD.
Highway 97 S., Westbank Phone 768-5131
470 Harvey Ave.- Phone: 762-2124 BUFFALO BILL'S
1455 Harvey Ave. Phone 762-0789
SHANGRI-LA
265 Hwy. 33, Rutland Phono 765-7372,
OLAFSON’S LINENS
Buckerfield’s I
529 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-4235 PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET PARAMOUNT THEATRE
FEEDS, SEEDS ond FERTILIZER 
1553 Harvey Ave. Phono 762-3515
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1110 Harvey Ave. Phono 762-3456
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Five fumbles by the Kelowna The Cubs .gained 220 yards












third period as they came out shot on the goal than Vernon 
and put three picture goals but were unable to put the puck
team’s net and are having 
trouble finishing up our plays,”
goal of the hat-trick and King’s I saves. Smithson played the en- 
goal at 6:36 gave the Essos a I tire game in goal for Vernon 
4-0 lead; . and stopped 32 shots.
.The Bucks caught fire in the The Bucks only had one less
chmm uwi 
SUN^COUNTRY 
SPORTS . &■ MARINE 
•MUOHAW. KtLOWNA.B.C. PHONS 763-2801
. by
Czech-born Stan Mikita, Marcel
5 Vernon scored another pair of 
Jg$als in the second frame as 
»Howe fired the puck past Mor-
a tough schedule that sees them 
play three, games in nine days 
as they have another game 
Monday against their cross­
town rivals Kelowna Cubs.
PIONEER CHAIN SAWS 
— Sales & Service — r-s.
'S
Bucks Having Trouble 
Second S t r a i g h t Loss
PAGE 10fCelowna Buckaroos suffered 
.their second straight loss in 
Junior A Hockey action Satur­
day going down 6-4 to Vernon 
■ftssos in Vernon, 
g'Defensive lapses again prov- 
costly to the Bucks as poor 
puck clearing and checking in 
£§fir own end resulted in Vcr- 
. gqn scores.
~ Greg. Howe’s hat trick led the ' 
Essos, who held period leads of 
O and 4-0. Dave Caldow, Ken 
Jfcfg and Bob Marsh scored the. 
ftiner Vernon markers. .
i-j/Lrchie McKinnon’s pair of 
petals led the Bucks while singles 
' came from Phil Blake and Blair
^Vernon struck at the 1:55 
mark of. the first period as Cal­
low took advantage of a miscue 
the Bucks’ defence. Caldow 
dug the puck out from behind 
net and went in front of the 
inet without being checked to put 
mb puck past goaltender Doug 
jjjjprgan. Vernon then used their' 
(x^wer play to advantage' as 
Marsh scored with the Bucks’ 
Bile Turner serving a boarding 
fealty giving Vernon a 2-0 lead 
ter the first 20 minutes.
Smithson. Chapman started 
things as he deflected a point 
shot by Dale Turner to put the 
Bucks on the scoresheet. Per­
fect passes by Gordon Neilson 
sent both Blake and McKinnon 
on clean breakaways on the Ver­
non net. The two Buck veterans 
made no mistake as they fired 
wrist shots into the Vernon net 
and the Bucks were back in the 
game.
But Howe came back with two 
goals in nine seconds to get his 
hat-trick and put the Vernon 
dub into a three-goal lead. Mc­
Kinnon got the Bucks’ final ,oal 
at the 18:47 mark on a slap­
shot from about 20 feet out.
Bucks' starting goaltender 
Morgan was forced to leave the 
game half-way through the sec. 
ond period after injuring his 
hand. Although he was scored 
on four times, Morgan did make 
some good saves and stopped 
22 shots.
Dan Peter took over for Mor­
gan in the nets for the Bucks 
, and was called on to make 10
PRAGUE (CP) — Serve.Sav-.he suffered a broken ankle in a 
ard, the Team Canada hero I morning, workout before the 
here Saturday, might never I team departed for Vancouver, 
have been had he given up on a I “I thought I was through, 
broken ankle earlier in the I After all, after twice breaking 
month. I the other leg. . . . But then I
The lanky defenceman scored I found-1 was able to- start skat- 
with four seconds remaining in I lug ife Sweden and play in the 
the game to give Team Canada I second game in Moscow,” Sav- 
a 3-3 tie with the Czech- ard said Saturday.
; Canadian coaclf Hdrry /Sinden 
explained Hendersoivs'absence 
by saying the' winger suffered a 
groin injury in the second pe­
riod of the final game against 
Russia and had been advised 
by the team doctor not even to
;An at the :35 mark for his first past Vernon netmipder Mike in the net. “We’re definitely
■t--------------- ;---------------------- -—---- --------------------- ~ not sharp around the opposing
■ ’ * ' ' Bfek ' ' '■ । kam’c anH • nro ha vino
Penalties Hurt Packers
Cubs proved costly. on Satur­
day as they were,edged out by 
the visiting Penticton Golden 
Hawks 6-0 in Okanagan Main­
line High School Football action 
at city park oval.
: The Cubs dominated the Pen­
ticton club in statistics with 287 
yards total offence compared to 
the opposition’s 74 yards, but 
fumbled; the ball when they got 
dose to the goal line. “I thought 
our club, particularly. the of­
fence, played' a good game, but 
you just can’t win a ball game 
with that many turnovers,” said 
Cub coach Ron Dale.
The Cubs, who were also in­
tercepted three times, have, a 
green backfield with ■ the half­
backs having little or no ex­
perience handling the ball.
Penticton’s Jim Morris scor­
ed-the game’s only touchdown 
as he - went over from the two 
yard line after the Golden 
Hawks had recovered one of 
the Kelowna fumbles.said Buckaroos’ manager Wayne 
North.
__ . ■ | “We 'have good potential on
jfii Two Games With Spokane
s SThe Juvenile A Kelowna Pack- Terry Johnson who played for dJ^gth^eB^ekSd°CMiiwackl 
Chilliwack Bruins last season. ;r® .T®Both players are late cuts from deteaKamloops Roc-1
the Vancouver Nats kets 9-7 and Nanaimo Cuppers!
Spokane’s Terry Johnson was |^a1Uop^ + Blazers immaculata Dons brought
knocked out by a hard check °u Saturday wlule Kamloops their season record to 2-0 Satur- 
from Packers’ Rod . Whettai chp^Nanamo 54 in overtime day as they demolished the 
and had to spend the night in °b. Sunday.. Both the Nanaimo chase Trojans 50-8 in Chase. 
Kelowna General Hospital. The and BeUmgham clubs are new The Dons’ explosive offence, 
entire Packer hockey team visit- pnemoers or me hl. which is made up completely 
ed Johnson ahd doctors said he Tre Chins- It was a'-'"tfchflv with veterans, racked up 471 should be able to return to Spo- calfed game by fhe officials Iyar^® total otteuce including 301 
kane today. . ~ with 46 minutes in penalties .^ •firound and 170 in the
Coach Hunter used five for- given out—-12 minors to Kelowna a'r‘
ward lines in Sunday s game I and y minors to Vernon;-.. The The Chase team surprised the 
which gave him a good chance a,i<»ira released Bryan ’ .Tamos Dons as they took the. ball down 
to see all the players trying for and Brian Pnohr bringing tho the field on their first set of 
the club in action. Hunter and) chib down to four goaltenders, I plays and went over for-, the 
his coaching staff will complete! Hnfanramnn and io for- touchdown to give them an 
the team’s selection at the end Wards th«» ma chin # staff I early 8-0 lead. But it was their 
of foe week. . J* incited someTof 'the only serious threat of the game
- There .was a total of 119 min-1 to set their ■ hair cut ■ ■ 41 as. the Dons ■ defence settled 
utes in penalties, called during I guess’ next game is tbftir home I down and held the Trojans the 
-the two games including 10 ma*I opener Friday when th^y meet! the: afternoon- • 
jors for fighting. Bellingham Blazers in the Kei- Because of the lopsided score
owna Memorial Arena. Dons’ coach Cliff Kliewer had
on the ground and 90 through 
the air while the Penticton club 
had .67 yards and seven yards 
respectively. The Cubs’ two 
quarterbacks Ken Schisler and 
Don Gordon, were good on five 
of their 16 pass attempts while 
Penticton only had one comple­
tion of 11 passes.
Halfback Ray Rainey, who 
had been a steady performer 
for the Kelowna squad, had to 
leave the game just . before the 
halftime mark with a leg injury.
The Cubs’ next game will be 
Wednesday when they travel to 
North Kamloops to meet the 
Saints. Coaches Dale and Larry 
Johnson' expect a tough game 
‘against the northern team. 
’‘They’ve got good size on their 
ball club and run their plays 
confidently,” Dale. said.
“Our boys are hitting harder 
every game and if we can cut 
down on our mistakes we’ll give 
Kamloops a good tough game,” 
he added.
Kers dropped a 64 decision to 
Sjqnior A Spokane Rockets Sun- 
Sdpy after tieing the visiting 
Bclub 6-6 Sunday night in Kel- 
rowna Memorial Arena.
w Packer coach Jay Hunter was 
misappointed at the team’s per- 
Efohnance over the weekend as 
§the two games were almost call­
ed by the referees after numer­
ous fights broke out. “The team 
played well when at full 
i strength but the new players 
' tying to catch a spot with the 
•ib were unable to control 
themselves and spent a lot of 
ime in the penalty box,” Hunter
“You just can’t win hockey 
games from the penalty box and 
bur players will have to start 
realizing that,” he added.
( On the brighter side for the 
gsers* captain Perry Head 
yed a good weekend of scor­
es he fired four goals and 
. assists during two games. 
»r Packers scorers on Satur­
day were Darrel Laboucan, Rob 
Taylor and Darrel Rambold 
while on Sunday Randy Naito, 
Darrel Fox and Rambold also 
scored for the Packers.
Spokane had a number of B.C. 
Junior Hockey League players 
with them including Don Gor­
man who was with the Rich­
mond Centennials last year and
McKenzie Leads 
. Blazers' Win
OTTAWA (CP) — Ottawa Na­
tionals lost the battles and the 
war Sunday in a World Hockey 
Association exhibition game 
with Philadelphia Blazers.
the Nationals, playing their 
first game, dropped a 3-1' deci­
sion before 7,021 fans—5,000 of 
whom attended as part of a lo-
cal store promotion.
But that was almost in­
cidental to the other activity oh 
the ice as Gary Hull was taken 
to I hospital with a cut mouth 
after tangling with Phila­
delphia’s Pierre Paiement and 
K|s Lysionek was carried off 
the ice on a stretcher, his nose 
broken, after a fray with Mike 
Rouleau of the Blazers.
(Playing coach Johnny 
McKenzie, last year with Bos­
ton Bruins of the National 
Hpckey League, scored the 
opening goal for Philadelphia 
with Frank Golembrosky, /who 
earned 166 points last season 
with Charlotte of the Eastern 
League, scoring two in the 
third period.
The Ottawa goal was scored 
bt Jack Gibson, of Picton,. Ont., 
wpo played last year at the 
University of Alberta. ____
Dons Demolish Trojans 50-8 




In Quad Cities 
(BETTENDORF, Iowa (AP)
-ri Deane Beman, has a love af­
fair going with the state of 
Iowa. ...
“If they have a golf tourna­
ment in this state, you can 
count on me being there,” Be- 
man said Sunday after winning 
his second consecutive Quad 
Cities Open championship.
The victory, the fourth of his 
pro enteer, kept Intact Demon's 
record of never losing in the 
state.
In addition to the Quad Cities 
titles, he also won the National 
amateur championship Ife Des 
Moines. In 1963.
Beman, a 34-year-old former 
Insurance executive, came 
from four strokes off the pace 
with a Inst round 67 for a 72- 
hole 279. five under par, to beat 
tart-closing rookie Tom Watson 
l>v one stroke.
« . « y « „ „ , the opportunity to give all his
First Period—1. Vernon, Cal- players a good amount of play- 
dow (Bergeron, Reid) 1:15; 2.1 mg time. “We were able to get 
Vernon, Marsh (King) 13:06. all our first year people into the 
Penalties—Sanche (V) 1:30, Tur-1 game and I was pleased with 
ner (K) 2:43, Doris (V), Han-1 their performance, particularly 
son (K). 3:34,. Turner (K) 7:10; lour <back-up quarterback John 
Caldow (V) 7:38, Onno (K) 8:24,Isiillivan,” Kltower said.
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — l^owe (V) 8:30, Blake (K), Halfback Tom Ehmann, no 
Tommy Bolt captured the $’5,- (K) I doubt one of the league’s out-
000 U.S. National Senior Open "-A8, “re^er. j standing runners, led the Dons
golf championship for an un- LTSeco““ ~ % Vernon, with 186 yards rushing and scor- 
precedented fifth time Sunday, IHoweJKunta. King) :35; 4. Ver-| ed 14 points. Quarterback Mark 
but it took a dramatic curling “on» (Howe, Kuntz) 6:36. Lang, who scored 10 points, 
five-foot birdie putt to break a|Pena^e®,7".?^Hche (V) 9:08, completed six of his 14 passes 
two-day deadlock on the final I Owens (K) 13:25, Turner (K) Hn-leading the powerful offence, 
hole of this battie between pro- 15:29, , a » ’ Dons’, play their third game
fessionals, 50 years and older. Third Period — 5. Kelowna, Of the season Wednesday when
The 54-year-old Bolt finish^ W .mept'the Golden Hawks in
with a five-uhder-par 65 for a Pw"a> (Neilson^wett) penticton. “As long as we stay 
72-hole total of 274 to give him f;®3.< 7> _Kelowa, McKinnon healthy we should be able to 
the $7,500 winner’s purse before 'Neilson, Gerlach) 8:48; 7. Ver-Ipenetrate the Penticton offence 
a large gallery at the 6,298-yard 'Kuntz, Bergeron) and put points on the score­
par-70 Tropicana Country Club J313®!. 8' Vernon, Bowe (King, hoard," Kliewer said, 
course Kuntz) 12:39; 9. Kelowna, Me-1 ■ The Dons are in the middle-of
------ —----- -—,——-— ------ — Kinnon (Neilson, Turner) 14:47. ------- ---------- ---------------------- — 
—--------------_---------- Penalties—Hanson (K), Lane . new COURSEU S Tennis Team rvm7:12/v^cK9onT?nl 9’}vi calgary (cd -The um- U.kJ. I vllllld I ca  Caldow (V) 10:02, Lane V>l vergity of Calgary will offer
■ ■■• i" I •! 12:49, Gerlach (K), King (V) cre<m courses in elementary
Wins Exhibition 13;05* Ukrainian this fall. The courses,I1III3 LAIIIMIIIUII ——-------- - first of their kind at the univer-
PARIS (AP) — Stan Smitii sity, are being offered in re-
ahd Erik Van Dillcn beat Pat- BxICKClS LdUvU sponse to several requests, 
rick Proisy and Patrice Domi- * (' . ........ ===~
nguez 6-3, 6-2 in the final dou- h|
blcs match Sunday, completing |H IOUQFI DaTTie ■ EIDE 
a 12-3 victory for the United „ ■ ® - M rIKE
French Davis Cup team in a Vernon He Idelberg e^ged KeV ■
French Dvis Cup team in a owna Kickers 2-1 in Okanagan ■ EXTINGUISHERS
two-day exhibition series. Senior Men s soccer played Sun-■ ,
Smith, of Pasadena, Calif., H^JZick Rave the Ver I .
and Van Dlllen. of San Mateo, non^iKKrW l-01ead as he I Salc" and Serv,c® to AU 
chnnceT to th^Daviq fun « ' driftcd a lon8 shot past Kickers’ I Makes and Models
The American ten m goes to. ute before the half on a goal by H Surveys, Inspections and 
Bucharest Wednesday for final George Kamoschirisky, but Ver- B Quotations on Request, 
training before the matches non’s Erwin Mueller fouhd the I 
against Romania’s , Ilie Nastase net at the 60-minute mark to B Ilf A ■ Tm HFII 
and Ion Tiriac. give his club the victory. IVwALItK DELL
The Kickers kept the pressure B '
OPEN WINNER on looking for the equalizer but B nictrikntArc Itfl
, Were held back by the tough B MISillDUIUla . LIU.
_IWAI;.Japan (AP) South Vernon defence. B rnurel Ave
Korean Hahn Chang-sang, over- jn other action Sunday the B Laura avc.
coming a hip pain, shot a one- Kelowna Montie Carlos fought B pi.nnn 7A3.2R15 davs
uhder-par 71 Sunday for a four- to a 1-1 draw with the visiting ■ “15 “ yS’
>ound total of 278, 10 under par, Vernon Nationals in city park IB 762-2723 evgs 
and won the 1972 open golf ovai 
tournament.
Tournament favorite Masahl 
Ozaki of Japan finished second 
at 279. Thailand’s Sukree On- 
sham, who shared the lead with 
Hahn at the start of the final 
round, was third with 280 after 
a final round 73.
oslovakian national team. IA GOOD OMEN?
„ It was the second goal of the I “Now I’m optimistic again. I 
game for Savard but was ongi-1 was playing in the four wins 1 
team-mate J. I and the tie in the Russian
P. Parise following a concerted serics. So maybe that’s a sign 
series of swipes at the puck, I my luck has changed.” r 
“Three of us, (Bobby) I His first goal Saturday sent 
Clarke, Savard and me, all took I the Canadians away to a 2-0 
a cut at it,” Parise said in a (first period lead in which the 
post-game interview. “But so I Czechs seemed to be overly 
far as I’m concerned, it was I awed by being on the same 
Savard who got the good wood sheet of ice as the North Amer- 
on it.” I ican professionals. Pete Mahov-
The Canadian team, playing lich counted the second Cana- 
without eight players- who per- dian goal with a blast from just 
formed in the final game inside the Czech blueline. • 
against Russia last Thursday, I Then the Czechs, reigning 
was hard-pressed for the tie. I world amateur champions, re- 
__________ ___  I grouped and came back with’. 
CZECHS IN COMMAND ., I three straight goals—by Bohus-
The Czechs took command lav Stastny, Milan Kuzela and 
after the first period and it I Jiri Kochta. The score creditor 
wasn’t until just before the fi-1 to Kuzela also appeared to go 
nal goal that the Team Canada I in off Stastny’s stick, 
players seemed to recover their I The game marked the only 
poise in time for the late-game I ^e on the tour in which three 
heroics that have seemed to be-1 acials—a referee and two 
come a pattern of their recent I linesmen—were used, the sys- 
games. , tern most familiar to NHL play-
Paul Henderson, who didn’t ers. In the series with Russia 
dress for Saturday’s game, did I and in two. games against Swe- 
it twice at Moscow, scoring in I den the international system o:! 
the 58th minute for a 4-3 win I two referees was employed. 
Tuesday and in the final minuter ‘ The biggest reason for our 
Thursday for a 6-5 Canadian Islow start,’’ explained Vlad 
victory. Team Canada took the IKostka, assistant to the Czec 
series with Russia 4-3 with one head coach Jaroslav Pittner 
game tied. “was the respect for the Cana-
But Saturday was Savard’s dian players who are quite 
day, a day that might not have well-known by our players. 
been had he followed up his de- We had too much respect in 
sire earlier in the month to call the first period. In the second 
it quits. - our players found out they
The 26-year-old defenceman weren’t so difficult and that it 
has played only 40 National was possible to do well,”
play in the third period.
Joining Henderson on 
sidelines were Ron Ellis, 
Gilbert, Gary Bergman; 
Stapleton,' Jean Ratelle, 
White and Guy Lapointe. 
. They were replaced
Iio nne , Bill Goldsworthy, 
Wayne Cashman; Mickey Red­
mond, Dale Tallon, Don Awrey, 
Brian Glennie and Rod Seiling, 
who had seen little or ho action 








HWY. 97 N., R.R. 2, 
KELOWNA, B.C. 
Ph. 765-5184 - 7654425
Hockey, League games in the kyPICALLYCANADIAN 
last two years while recovering Of the Canadian gang attack 
from two broken legs. _ , . ... that produced the tying goal
Then, with the Team Canada-1 late in the third period, Kostka 
Russia series tied up after a I admitted it “was typical of the 
game in Winnipeg on Sept. 6, | Canadians.”
Petty Survives 
Battering Match
NORTH WILKESBORO. N.C.| 
CAP) — Richard Petty survived 
a last-ditch; battering match 
with Bobby Allison Sunday and 
won the. Wilkes 400 stock car 
race that almost wound up in a 
shambles.
Petty’s Plymouth and Alli­
son’s Chevrolet, both immacu­
lately clean at the start of this 
250-mile race at North Wilkes­
boro Speedway,, came out of the 
duel battered and broken, less 
than a car length apart at the 
finish. ‘ •
“They are strong and active 
and always physical in their ef­
forts in front of the cage. They 
have the ability to put every-
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner









. scissor and knife sharpening 
PAYER-LUX — the only 

















...................... 11111,1 , H— .■.i.i....
I8/2 ft. Glen-L Inboard
Includes new 400 cu. In. 300 h.p. motor, Wedgewood elec­
tric in and out drive, Glenwood water cooled exhaust, 
mahogany deck, complete Instruments including tacho­
meter. Was 54495.00. Q4OC AO
NOW ONLY . ___ ____________________ _ 0tl7J.UU
Anything Accepted In Trade 
Complete with Trailer
ARENA
FORD - LINCOLN - MERCURY







Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
»




Windsor Rd. Just off Hwy. 97
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The American League sched
ule maker didn’t know it last 
winter,^heh.hq, drew up the ca­
lender , otn ne has created one 
dandy wrapup to the 1972 regu­
lar season.
.The'East Division race, ,5% 
months and some 150 games 
after it started, has come down
to ti.i final three games of the 
Thebaseball; season. _.:-
tenders are . Boston Red Sox
and Detroit Tigers and the 
battle will be settled as it
Should;be—head to head.
The Red Sox are to Detroit
for the start of a three-game 
aeries tonight. The team that 
wind two of those games will
advance to the playoffs, to face
Oakland Athletics.
■ Boston’s first-place edge was 
trimmed to one-half game Sun­
day when the Red Sox dropped 
a 2-1 decision to Baltimore Ori­
oles while Detroit was whipping 
Milwaukee Brewers 54.
. In other- action Sunday, Oak- 
land tripimed Kansas City Roy- 
his 4-2, Texas Rangers shut out 
Chicago. White Sox 1-0, Cleve-
land Indians swept a double­
header with New; York Yankees 
2-1 and 4-3, and Minnesota 
Twins edged California Angels 
3-2. , ...
.Boston trimmed Baltimore 3- 
1 Saturday while Detroit 
clubbed Milwaukee 13-4. .In 
other games,; Oakland thumped 
Kansas City 10-5, Chicago 
edged Texas 5-3 and California 
nipped.Milwaukee 3-2.
HOMER STOPS SOX
“It's plain, and simple,’.', said 
Boston’s Carl Yastrzemski. 
“We have to win two out of 
three,games in Detroit.”
Baltimore’s;crafty Mike Cuel­
lar was having none of that. He 
.scattered eight hits and Bobby 
Grich’s sixth-inning homer 
gave the Orioles the victory.
On the scoreboard, the Sox 
watched Detroit’s John Hiller, 
the Toronto native, mow down 
Milwaukee on five hits for his 
first victory in exactly two sea­
sons. Hiller, out of baseball be­
cause of a heart attack last 
year, had last won a game on
Oct. 1, 1970.
Aurelio Rodriguez cracked
Gullett Shows He Is Ready 
By Blanking Dodgers 1-0
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Southpaw ' Don Gullett, the' 
' Cincinnati Reds left-hander who
had hepatitis earlier this sea­
son, proved Sunday that he’s fit 
to \ start, the National League 
playoffs by beating Los Angeles 
Dodgers 1-0.
Steve Blass, the obvious 
choice to start next Saturday 
for Pittsburgh Pirates, was pos­
sibly knocked out of the assign­
ment when struck by a line 
drive on his right elbow in a 7-3
loss to New York Mets.
“The doctor told me to keep 
moving it so that it wouldn’t 
tighten up,” - said Blass, a 19- 
game winner after catching 
John Milner’s drive on his 
pitching arm in the first inning
Sunday.
Blass’, arm was x-rayed at a 
hospital and the examination 
proved negative.
ft
KELOWNA BAILY COUBIEB, MON., OCT. 1,1978Donohue Overtakes Hulme । e - - - - - —»• —?
To Win Can-Am In Edmonton | Stamps After Third Spot
EDMONTON (CP) — The
three-run homer• and Dick
a
McAuliffe and Al Kaline added 
solo shots to account for the Ti­
ger runs,
“It was a big thrill coming 
Jack to baseball,’’ Hiller said, 
“but maybe it’s a bigger thrill 
being in this race.’’
When the Boston-Baltimore 
score was posted oh the score­
board at Tiger stadium, a huge 
roar went up from the crowd of 
17,429. .
“No, I didn’t turn around,’’ 
said Hiller, who was on the 
mound at the time. “I knew 
what happened. I knew they 
weren't cheering for me.’’ 
' Hiller’s’ start was only his 
third in 24 appearances since 
he returned from the volun­
tarily, retired list July 8. He'll 
be back in the bullpen for the 
wrapup series along with every 
other available arm on both 
clubs.
Texas ended its 15-game los­
ing streak with Dick Bosman 
throttling Chicago on three hits 
and blanking the White Sox. .
Bosman struck out 13 batters 
and the Rangers scored the. 
game’s only run in the first in­
pundits of motorsport are call­
ing Porsche's domination of the 
1972 Can-Am series the rise of 
the - Fourth Reich and Denis 
Hulme, try as he may, can’t 
contribute to the downfall of 
the German cars.
Hulme won the first Can-Am 
road race: at International 
Speedway in 1968 and pro­
ceeded to knock off the- next 
threein a row. Mark Donohue 
ended , his string Sunday after­
noon at the wheel of a turbo­
charged Porsche 917-10K.
. Tucked in front of a 12-cylin- 
der air-cooled engine which had 
been breathed upon by the 
master mechanics in Stuttgart, 
Donohue nibbled away at the 
New Zealander’s large early 
lead, overtook him on the 31st 
lap and thundered away to vic­
tory by 46 seconds.
It was his first win this year 
and signalled the end - of a 
streak of bad luck which began 
in July when he was badly in­
jured in a crash while prac­
tising at Road Atlanta in Geor­
gia for the second race of this 
year’s series. Then, in his first 
race two weeks ago after a 
summer of convalescence, he 
blew his left rear tire at Donny­
brookeSpeedway in Minnesota
and was out of the race after
winning the pole position..
Hulme wound up second Sun­
day while George Folhner of I. 
Arcadia, Cal.. Donohue’s team­
mate in the Roger Penske rac­
ing organization, was third.
burgh since Vernon Law 
1960. . >
. Gullett, whose hepatitis 
mid-summer, knocked him 
of action for several weeks,
In the other Sunday games, 
Montreal Expos defeated Phila­
delphia • Phillies 10-6, Chicago 
Cubs trimmed St. Louis Cardi­
nals 3-0, San Diego Padres
turned back Houston Astros 34 
and San Francisco Giants beat
Atlanta Braves 6-2.
The Phillies and Montreal 
split Saturday, Philadelphia 
taking the opener of their dou­
bleheader 3-0 and then losing 
B-4.,Elsewhere, St. Louis edged 
Chicago 24 in 16 innings, San 
Francisco trimmed Atlanta 34, 
Pittsburgh blanked New York 
5-0, Houston nipped San Diego 
6-5 and Los Angeles downet 
Cincinnati 4-2
Milner's hit off Blass’ elbow 
drove in New York, third run ol 
the inning: The Mets then put 
the game away with a four-run, 
third inning highlighted by Tec
Martinez’three-run homer.
defeat frustrated 
Blass’ efforts to become the 





peared to be as strong as ever 
with a one-hit performance 
through eight innings Sunday.
RECORD-SETTING SAVE
Clay Carroll finished up in 
the ninth and recorded his 36th 
save of the year, a major 
league record.
' Cincinnati • manager Sparky 
Anderson said:
“I made up my mind to give 
Carroll every chance to get that 
record because he certainly de­
served it.”
“It’s hard to believe,’.’ said' 
Carroll, talking about his 36th 
save. “It’s some kind of an 
horior.
“Number 36 is my uniform 
number, you know. I was aim­
ing for it but I never believed 
that I’d get it.”
HOMER STARTS RALLY ,
Ken Singleton’s home run 
triggered an eight-run rally in 
the second inning that carried 
Montreal over Philadelphia. 
Bob Bailey had hit a home run 
in the bottom of the first to 
give Montreal a 1-0 lead before 
the Expos .put the game away 
in the next inning.
Billy Williams hit his 37th 
homer to help Chicago beat St. 
Louis. Milt Pappas pitched five 
innings to record his 11th 
straight victory before he was 
hit in'the face by a Jim Bibby 
line drive. Pappas was able to 
walk off the field and the injury 
was apparently not serious,
Larry Stahl’s tie-breaking 
home run leading off the fifth 
helped San Diego’s Steve Arlin 
beat Houston’s Don Wilson.
Sam McDowell pitched seven 
strong innings and Gary Mat­
thews knocked in two runs with 
; a homer and single to lead Sari 
Francisco over Atlanta.
ning.
Oakland’s West Division 
champions- whipped’ Kansas, 
City with Gene Tenace pacing 
the late-inning offence. Tenace 
scored -the tie-breaking run in 
the eighth inning. Then he sin­
gled home two more rims for 
the Athletics in. the ninth.
Gaylord Perry limited New 
York to four hits and struck out 
11 as Cleveland won the first 
game of its doubleheader with 
tiie Yankees.
Then, two errors by Yankee 
catcher John Ellis helped the 
Indians to two runs that proved










































CALGARY (CP)Donohue, from Media, Pa.,  Coach 
won about $17,000 for his vic-1 Jim Duncan was thankful for a
tory as well as $2,500 for quali- quick 'first-quarter start and 
lying in second place Saturday, praised halfback Jesse Mims as
Hulme picked up a total of $12,- Calgary Stampeders whipped 
000 and Foilmer, series leader I Saskatchewan Roughriders 31- 
this year,» took home about 14 in a Western Football Con- 
$8,500. The prize money in- ference game Sunday.
eludes contingency'money from1 “When Mims is right he 
equipment manufacturers. makes things happen," said
Carlos Pace of Sao Paulo, I Duncan, whose fourth-place 
Brazil, was .fourth m aBhadow stampeders kept their hopes 
Mark 3 while David Hobbs of alive for the third and final 
Upper Boddington, m England, piayOff berth, 
was fifth m a -Lola T310. Pace —Mims, 23-year-old New Mex-
State graduate, scored two and Hobbs is. the defending con- touchdowns on a pair' of 30-yard
tinental champion.
The rest of the top 10, in or­
der, were Peter Revson of New
runs and collected 125 yards 
rushing on 20 carried.
York, Hulme’s team-mate in.
another McLaren 20; Lothar to
Motschenbacher of Newport Ij?}®, 7aF^s. ??. carries in 
Beach, Calif.-, in a McLaren Crfgarj's last three, games.
8D; Hans Wiedmer of Spietz,. J?™03? also credited fullback 
Switzerland, in a McLaren 8F; l Seyferth^ who , got _ 80 
Tom Keyset of-Highland, Md ,, yafds on 16 carries against Sas- 
 
in a Lola T260 and CharUe | karchewan.
Kemp of Jackson, Miss., in a Seyferth s 
Lola T222.
blocking 
made -a big difference in Mims’
The play that hurt most c
early in' the fourth quarte 
when the Roughriders lost' a 
third-down gamble at mid-field.
Calgary maintained field posi­
tion until Andriiski intercepted 
a Wyche pass to set up Shaw's 
touchdown.
About Wyche, Andruski said
"I tried to move back and
forth a little bit more to. djtf- 
guise our defence. Lancaster’ is 
a smart quarterback and it’s 
harder to disguise against 
him.”
The Stampeders had 17 fiftt 
downs to 13 for the Roughies 
Calgary had a net offence"®! 
296 yards, including. 244 aidfig 
the ground, compared with Sas­
katchewan’s 264 yards.
In EFL action over the week­
end Edmonton Eskimos edged 
by Toronto Argonauts 3140
while Hamilton Tiger-Cats de­
feated Ottawa Rough Riders 
25-20.
Imlach's Sabres Impressive 




New York at Montreal TN 






Chicago at Minnesota 
Milwaukee at New York N 
Boston at Detroit N 
Only games scheduled.
Boston 84 68 .553
Detroit 84 69 .549 %
Baltimore 79 73 .520 5
New York , 79 73 .520 5
Cleveland 71 83 .461 14
Milwaukee 62 91 .405 22%
West
Oakland 92 61 .601
Chicago ■■■...■• 85 66 .563 6l
Minnesota . ' 76 75 .503- 15'
Kansas City 75 77 .493 16%
California 74 79 .484 18
Texas 53 99 .349 38%
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Buffalo Sabres, under the 
well-seasoned hands of general- 
manager Punch Imlach and 
coach Joe Crozier, may be a 
force to-be reckoned with dur­
ing the 1972-73 season if Na­
tional Hockey League . exhibi­
tion results are reliable yard 
sticks.
Craig Ramsey and Hugh Har­
ris each scored twice Sunday 
night to lead’ Sabres to a 5-3 
victory over Philadelphia Fly­
ers and raise their National 
Ho ckey League exhibition 
series record to 4-2-2. -
In other games, Detroit Red 
Wings tied New York Rangers 
2-2, . Chicago Black Hawks 
tripped Toronto Maple Leafs 4- 
1, and Vancouver v Canucks and 
Minnesota North Stars - battled 
to a 2-2 tie.
In Saturday’s action, Boston 
Bruins edged Montreal Cana­
dians 3-2, ' Philadelphia beat 
Buffalo . 1-0, the Rangers de­
feated St. Louis Blues 5-4, De­
troit dumped Toronto 5-3, New 
York Islanders ■ upset Pitts­
burgh Penguins 9-2 and Min­
nesota North Stars beat Los 
Angeles Kings 2-1.
Vic Hadfield and Tom Wil­
liams scored for the Rangers in 







Open Daily to 10 p.m.
TRAIL RIDES
Why should you have to 
sprint to get a hot shower?
An oil-fired heater can give you 
up to 30 gallons of hot shower water in 20 minutes
It’s morning shower lime in some homes, this 
Is what happens. Dad gels on his mark. Sets. 
And there he goes. If the family beats poor old 
Dad to the shower and uses up all the hot water, 
he may not get a hot shower at all. Not unless 
his house has an oil-fired water he 'ter.
Oil can heat water 3 limos as fast as gas;( 
6 times as fast as electricity. So it makes a 
lot of sense that an oil iicaVn is going Io
give your family more hot water faster for hot 
showers, and washing soiled clothes. Not to 
mention the pile of breakfast 
dishes.
Oil really does heat faster 
It's a fact we can prove. It, 
you're not heating water with 
oil now, sprint to your phone 





The victory was the Stampe­
ders’ fourth , in 10 starts and
moved them; within four points
of the Roughriders and four
ahead of the last-place British
I Columbia Lions.
Winnipeg Blue Bombers are 
Rookies Len Fontaine and Bobl ib first place with 16 points fol- 
Cook were the Wings’ marks- Rowed by Edmonton Eskimos 
men; Hadfield’s goal ended De-1 wte114.
■ — Calgary earned the win whiletroit goalie Jerry Gray’s shut­
out streak after 119 minutes. T -
Gary Monohan scored for the back- Ron Lancaster watched 
Leafs in the first 23 seconds of from the sidelines with cracked 
play on a pass from Pierre | ribs<.
Jarry at Chicago, then the. Hi s replacement, ----
Hawks took over with Jerry Wyche,- completed 14 of 30 
Korab tying the score' at 15:31 passes for 223 yards but Cal- 
of the opening period and Chico I Eary intercepted three to set. up 
Maki sinking the winner twopwQ touchdowns and .a -field 
minutes later. Jim Pappin and g°a^
J. P. Bordeleau closed out the “We’re getting a better start
regular Saskatchewan quarter­
Bubba
and not giving up as manyscoring for Chicago. _ _ .
A total of 28 penalties were I turnovers,” said Duncan follow- 
called by referee Malcolm Ash-1 ing the game before 23,616 fans, 
ford in a rough contest at Van-1 STAMPS LEAD EARLY
Shell
terman added Calgary’s 
point with an 89-yard single on 
a kickoff after the Stampeders’ 
first touchdown.
Gord'Barwell, on a 78-yard 
pass-and-run play 'with Wyche, 
and fullback George Reed, with 
his 10th of the year, scored Sas­
katchewan’s touchdowns. Jack
Abendschan booted a convert
and a 55-yard single on a wide 
field goal attempt.'
Beed, nursing bruised ribs, 
played all but the final few
minutes of the contest but man­
Duncan felt the third quarter 
was the key to the Stampeders’
win. They held their rivals to a 
single point while the Roughies
had their backs to the wind,
which gusted at times to 30
John sometimes starts it by­
opening the hood and swear 
ing—but I’m calling Arena 
Motors right now.
ARENA
Ford - Lincoln - Mercury 
1634 Harvey Phone; 762-4511
couver. There were game mis-j-. The Stampeders, 
conducts to Jude Drouin, Den- [ strong wind at their backs, led 
nis Hextali and Buster Harvey 111-0 after the first quarter, 17- 
of the North Stars and Bobby 113 at the half and 17-14 after 





Boudrias supplied the Van-| Robinson scored 12 points on 
couver goals, while ............... ..
Steve West and Barry Gibbs re-j verts.
rookiej three field goals and three con-
plied for the North Stars. Flanker Gerry Shaw scored
.The Canucks fired 39 shots at | his 10th touchdown of the year 
goaltender Gilles Gilbert while | on a five-yard pass from quar- 
the North Stars tested Van- terback Jerry Keeling, who 
couver’s Dune Wilson with only | completed only five of 14
17. passes for 52 yards. Rudy Lin-
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER
Custom Tube Bending Machine
Any Exhaust System
MAZDA RX-2 
NOTONE CAR. ITS TWO
'.AJ...A
NO WONDER ROAD TEST 
MAGAZINE PICKED IT TO BE
IMPORT CAR OF THE YEARI
Il's not easy to design a car that 
handles like an expensive sports 
car, yet provides the comfort and 
safety of a family car. The Mazda 
RX-2 does both. Beautifully.
THE ROTARY ENGINE
REVOLUTION
The RX-2 comes with a powerful
Rotary* Engine. An engine that 
can outperform piston engine 
almost twice i|s size. This unique 
rotary efficiency brings a whole 
new range of high performance 
to the field of import cars. And
along with the performance, new 
records lor quiet, vibration free
driving.
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RX-2
Mazda could have pul its now
Rotary Engine in a high priced 
sports car. But they aidpT. 
Because the Rotary Engine makes!1 
beautiful sense in a family car. 
To start with, it has fewer moving 
parts to wear out. So it lasts longer* 
and requires less service than 
most conventional engines. It' 
also small in size for a high per­
formance engine. So Mazda cart 
tuck it Into a sleek, graceful body 
and still have plenty of room for 
legs and kids and groceries and 
Si. Bernards. And because we
grain steering wheel, three speed 
heater and defroster, flow through 
ventilation and a special suspen 
ision system that provides both 




In all the world there s no car
like the RX-2 for the sports car
enthusiast with obligations." , 
No wonder they picked Mazda 
RX-2 to bo Import Car of the Year.
don t have to have a lot of weight
and size to perform like a big car, 




Mazda loaded the RX-2 with im
portant things like power-assisted 
Iron! disc brakes, rear and side
window defrosters, reclining
bucket seals, simulated woou
BROWNE CASTLE CORNER MOTORS LTD. 1607 Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna: 763-4320^1
Or« ISO deton Io wwve you comI Io coast
Ideal'BEAUTY SALON




















KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
19. ACCOM. WANTED
YOUNG WORKING GIRL SEEKING 
room and board in Christian home. Close 
in. Tclcplijino 762-4525 0 - 5:30 p.m. Ask 
for Janlco. 85
12. PERSONALSKelowna and District
















ui’STAins suin', available octo-phone 7M4M19. S3 Kitchen.
for Titr rixr sr i\ ntstisti <-*i t
h* neatly *iqrrteiate«l and giatetulh
Teterhr-na 7fct <5;*, tlIt MU M 761'2610.M
a c 
will
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE, SAFE 
medically approved method Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele-
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1ST, THREE 
bedroom spacious duplex with rumpus
AVAILABLE OCTOBER tat. A DESIR- 
able two bedroom aulto In Falrlnno 
Court. Close to shopping. Elderly people 
preferred. No children or pets. Tele-
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT- 
land. Close to school, . available Oct­
ober 1st, *163 per month. Telephone
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, with lull basement. No refrigera­
tor or stove, responsible fenants, no
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX 
unit, HA baths, shag carpet, patio, fenc­
ed yard, across from school Telephone
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For in-
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TOREK 
bedroom house in East Kelowna, Wood 




Park Apartments, 1255 Bernard Avenue, 
avallatda Jtmenitier l»t. Stove and te- 
frlgeralor included. One Child welcome.
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN BEAUT!- 
ful Casa Ijini* area. Immediate occu 
pancy. Please telephone niter 6:00 p.m
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COIXHIS 
on this new three bedroom home, lee-
FuMral **n Ire* tar lb* late 
M*>fene btephen* will be held 
The Mope Evangelic*! Church. 
Richter M.< on Tu«*d*y. October 






TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, IMMEDIATE 
po.nenslon. Near hospital. Adult* only, 





ONE BEDROOM SUITE AND THREE 
two bedroom suites In Rutland tenplex, 
Cnblevlnlon, Intercom, carpeting, stove 
and refrigerator. All utilities paid except 
power. Telephone 705-0070 alter 5:00
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM UNITS, 
$115'per month includes utilities, Bel­
vedere . Resort,. Winfield. Telephone 766-
Three bedrooms. 114 baths, fun base­
ment $165.00 per month. Close to 
schools and general store. Telephone
GLENROSA HIGHLANDS, ABERDEEN 
Rond, Wcatbnnk. Carpeted, unh panel­
led, one bedroom suite. Private bath 
and entrance. *110 per' month. Write 
II. R. Layton. BRI Wcslbank or phono
NEW FURNISHED, 12’x56’ TWO BED- 
room mobile home. Set up In Green 
Bay Trailer Park. No pet*. Immediate
WINFIELD, LARGE. TWO BEDROOM! 
unfurnished suite; wall to wall carpet, 




TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, GAR- 
denlllte setting, view of lake, refrigera­
tor and »tove. No pel*. Immediate oc­
cupancy, First Avenue South. Wetlbank,
57
TWO
8155 |><-r month. Available 
1*1, Telephone 7<>3-3(i54,
meet*. 7Kt-JOtol.
"t'ONTOII.UTOVNS TO 11IK 
Heart Foowdatten. Bo* IM, Kelown*
leave Penticton October 28, Nov. 11, 25, . 
Package $80. "BCAA Travel Agency J 
339 Martin St., Penticton..' 492-7016. I
M. Th, F, S. tf I
bathroom, living room brduwvm rombin 
atinr Furnished. Piefer lad). Telephone 
7S2O2O7.
furnished one bedroom unite, 
television, telephones (direct
by M. Anrtr»W« Guild, Tbiqtctey, Oc. 
tnber Sih. in im, tn I! nnnn in Ihr 
pathh hall, Okanagan Mia.lnn SI, :>1
available September 15th. One and a luxe suites.
half baths, sundeck with view. In West-
bank. $150 per month. Telephone 765- 763-3641
5721. , . tf . '
twr 1»L 885 W> per nm.ilh
TWO Bl DIKXIM HOMI’. »OR R! NT
JaMhinsilo RmyI, RuUanrt. Il%o 
Ittophcm* 7KJ 52M Aller 5 p.m. M
room, full basement. Near schools, on p . , t ],lwiir:niic living in
Hartman Road, Rutland. No pets, rent Lnjoy quiet, luxurious living in 
$163. Telephone 763-3975 or 765-8343. tf a completely fire resistant.con- 
new two bedroom fourplex, Crete and steel apartment. De-
PAGE It KELOWNA DAILY <JOUMEB, MON., OCT. 2,1972
Ad*m oHRiaUnf. lntetm*nt will folio.* 
•t th* K« Sown * CamHrry. TIE G4R- 
Yien num. n:Nr.«Ai. dirkctvirs 
•r» ♦aittHted with th* tunvra! *rr*n*e-
Children, horses, pets, .all welcome! No pets or children. Mature 
Fourplex. seven miles from town ml Y *
East Kelowna. Available October 1st. adultS.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, UNFUR- 
nished, stove and all utilities included. ' 
Close to bus and shopping. $175 per| /va 
month. References. Telephone > 765-1 
5353 after 6 p.m. ♦> | ____
DO YOUR BARGAIN HUNTING IN A ROCKING CHAIR - USE COURIER WANT ADS
Gunn
CHARTERED, ACCOUNTANTS 




Real Estate Appraisals for 
Valuation Day purposes.
T. Gary Reece, 
B. Comm., R.I. (B.C.)
No. 6 Shops Capri 
762-3616 (days) 
768-5029 (evenings)
Persons interested in making 
application to live in the Adult 
Retardants Residence which is 
presently under construction in 




FOR ASSISTANCE » PHONE 763-3228
16. APTS. FOR RENT 16. APTS. FOR RENT
THE SQUIRE
Nearing completion and 
renting soon: 1, 2, 3 bedroom 
and bachelor suites.
Ideal location on quiet street, 
close to downtown. Unique land­
scaping which includes swim­
ming pool and creek. For 'de­





THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, ■ 
stove and refrigerator included, washtr- 
diyer hookup., Children welcome, heat 
included, $155 per month. Telephone 
763-6491. 53
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment in fourplex; wall to wall carpets, 
balcony. AvailaNe October 1st Tele­
phone 7654529. tf
ROYAL- APARTMENTS, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite, quiet street, mature 
adults, no pets? 543 Bawdiffe Avenue. 
762-6612. tf
WINFIELD AREA. FURNISHED TWO 
bedroom fourplex unit. Beautiful view 
of lake. No pets. $110 monthly plus 
hydro. Telephone 766-2971. tf
ONE AND TOO BEDROOM UNITS ’ 
Kitchens. * children and pete welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly.- 
Telephone now 7694511. tf
ONE AND 'TOO BEDROOM. DE- 
luxe- housekeeping units. Television. 
Close to Vocational. School and shopping 
centre. Telephone 762-3567. , / tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
6675 or 765-6769. tf
cupancy. Telephone 766-2569.phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf
tf RENO BCAA SUN/FUN TOUR! BUSES t^g, , >
tf
63




TV SERVICE 55case. Telephone 762-4513.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT phone 763-2165 after 5 p.m.
tf
formation telephone 763-6492.
VACUUM CLEANERS pets. Telephone 763-7234.
764-4866 after 6 p.m. tf
PARKWOOD TERRACE
tfIngs 763-3264.
ROTH TOWERS2. DEATHS1. BIRTHS
6793. .
65
ply 2207 Richter Street.





pets. Telephone 764-7344. II
t(phono 763-2014.occupancy. Telephone 768-5094. It
762-0920
carpeted. No children, no pets. Cana-
mcra Beach Motel, 763-4717. II
per month. Telephone 765 0409. If
tfTelephone 768-5*73,
42M between 0-5, tf
lob*.
to downtown. Betpcctaldn quirt





18. ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD.AND ROOM AVAILABLE, Oc­
tober 1st, gentlemen preferred, short 
term (students welcome. Telephone 763- 
■6771. H
13. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND ON GLENWOOD AVENUE— 
Saturday — pair of half glasses with 




- Telephone 763-5515 
Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 762-4434









BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
769-4697 days. 769-4671 
M. W! F I
TELEPHONE 762-370(
BEFORE OCT. 6th, 1972.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O . Box 587. Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5333. 763-5057 or 7654923. to .Winfield 
766-2107. to there a drinking. prob, m 
In your home*. Contact Al-Anon at .763-






Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apts. in gardenlike set-
room units by week or month. Cable 
television. No children. No pets. Beacon 
Beach MoteL 762-4225.________________ tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeping units. Close to shopping and 
Vocational School. Golden Sands Resort, 
3356 Watt Road. Telephone 762-5272. tf
FULLY FURNISHED -JNITS . WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
COMMERCIAL BLOCK
Main St. location, water and sewer, hot water gas fired heat, paved parking lot 
Shows a good return on investment. Terms can be arranged.’ MLS. For information 
contact Art MacKenzie 9-4264. MLS.
YOURS TO ENJOY!!
Most of the work has been done around the one year old home on large Lakeview lot. 
Pick apples off the 28 trees and relax on the large deck. A delightful-3 Bdrm, home, 
wall to wall carpets, 2 fireplaces, ensuite with shower and much more. Cost you 
nothing to look. Do it now, call Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
CENTRAL WESTBANK
Walk to stores etc. from this neat 2/Bdrm. home on Delray Road, full basement, car­
port, level lot for gardening. Excellent kitchen cupboards. Call George Trimble 
2-0687. MLS. ]
Gordon Stuart 9-4295; John Goqrtzen 8-5055; Bren Witt 9-4326; Art Day 8-5089
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • • * SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • • * Office Ph. 3-4144
DALE’S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in all types of 
remodelling and repairs. New 







Basements, backfilling, . land­
scaping, Clearing. All types of 
Dozer Work.
765-9629
M, W, F tf
Fennell, 
Horton & Co.
Accredited Public Accountants 
591 Bernard Ave Ph. 763-4528 
170 Rutland Rd. .. Ph. 765-7740 
M, tf
OKANAGAN TV SERVICE
Servicing all makes and models, 
also stereo and 
sound systems.




■. Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing
, Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631 
CARPENTRY
MICO BUILDERS
Specializing in all types of re­
modelling and repairs. — 
Commercial, new homes, car­







1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012 t
WELL DRILLING




1 Days 765-5172 
Eves. 766-2447 (Winfield)
M, W, F, 62
Your Message Reaches 
OVER 40,000 READERS 
DAILY
TO COURIER SUBSCRIBERS: WOULD 
the carrier’s name and address and I 
the Courier subscribers please make 
sura they have a collection card with! 
telephone number on it. Uyour carrier) 
has. not teR one witb you, would you r 
please contact The Kelowna Daily 
Courier, telephone 762-4445. M. W, E. tf ,
53





. ' —Colored appliances. 
Available now.
764-4440.
BRIGHT. DELUXE. SPACIOUS SUITES 
for rent. Knox'Manor Apartments. For 
information telephone 762-7918.- 1855
Pandosy Street. tf
FULLY FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
suite with kitchen (no living room). For 
working lady or gentleman. Available 
immediately. Telephone 762-8124. tf
SHERWOOD MANOR. CORNER OF EL- 
lis end Rosemead Avenue, i one and two 
bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet.




Select your suite now 
for immediate occupancy.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY, NEW, ONE 
bedroom suite, furnished, close to bus, 
utilities included. $100. Prefer couples. 
Telephone 765-5873. ' 53
$110 PEE MONTH, FURNISHED 
bachelor suite, all utilities paid. Tele-
To view: 
PHONE 763-3685FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME ON 
Hobson Road — this beautiful 3 bedroom 
home which is available immediately 
offers, privacy and all the conveniences. .. -
of modern living. $250.00 per month, in-1 /•Fk|T|)A| fJTV
eluding utilities.------- 445 Glenwood Ave- X.LI v I IXrAL VI I L
’nue, three bedroom main:floor, $160.00 • 
per month; 1 bedroom basement suite MAMAD
(furnished) $100.00 per month; avail-) , IvirMNUrx
able October 1, 1972; Rent for two se-| 
parate tenants or to one tenant who will 1980 PANDOSY ST. 
sublet if they wish. Tenants to be quail- . , a *_ j
fled. Utilities not included. Carruthers I Available, 1 and 2 bedroom 
;?oneMe762-Ii27.64 suites. Range, refrigerator, ch-
country living at its BESTi ble TV, drapes in all suites.
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE 
and two bedroom suites for rent. Also 
ground floor bachelor suite: Nq child­
ren. Telephone 763-6114. , tf
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
FURNISHED BASEMENT SUITE, PRI- 
vate entrance, no children or pets. 
Call at 1660 Ethel St., west door, tf
SLEEPING BOOM WITH KITCHEN 
privileges available October 2nd. Tele­
phone 762-6898. tf
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM CE- 
dar home on Paret Road, stove, refriger­
ator and- drapes included. Available 
October 1, $145 per month including 
utilities. No children or pets. Contact 
Carruthers and Meikle, 762-2127 even-
Telephone 763-5147
M, W, 'F, tf
available immediately, large Spacious 2 .br. garden apts. Iq-
suites In new fourplex in Rutland. lalrpqhnrp and citv
Featuring Bi baths, two bedrooms. Icarea JUSt OH laicesnore ana uiy 
large living room, all carpeted. Close limits. Inc. range, refrig., air 
to schools and shopping. Children wel- ,•'“ j ■.
come. Telephone 765-8788. tf conditioner, cable TV, etc.
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED SLEEPING ROOM, CLOSE 
to: downtown, dishes etc., supplied. Sep­
arate shared kitchen and bath facilities.
Private entrance. Telephone 762-4449 
evenings. ; ■ . 54
TWO COMFORTABLE BEDROOMS, 
use of kitchen. for meals. Two business 
or professional people. One block to 
hospital. Telephone 762-6788 after 5:00 
p.m.-' ..... . ■■ .53
763-4438 
tf
NICE, WELL FURNISHED ROOM IN 
modern home. Separate entrance. Lin­
ens supplied. For working gentleman.
Telephone 763-2136. U
SLEEPING ROOM FOR GENTLEMAN. 
Low rent by month. Only steadily em­
ployed abstainer need apply. ■ No cook, 
ing facilities. Telephone 762,4775. tf
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOM WITH ALL 
home privileges available immediately. 
Hollywood Dell area., Telephone 765- 
7675. ’ ■ ■ »
HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS FOR RENT, 
also two bedroom. home. Telephone 765-Monday*# child la fair or face; 1 _
Tuesday*# child la full of grace; I FLOWERS
Wednesday*# child ta full cj woe; | _ ... , :
Thunday'e child has far to go; I Convey your thoughtful 
rawta-umeo!sorrow.
. «« u W.W u. KAHEN'S FLOWER BASKET
Sabbath Day, 451 Leon Ave. 762-3119
I* fair and wise, and good, and gay. 1UI W P H
ChUdren hearing 'the verso by Countee]_________ _________ m, vv, g u
Cullen always want to know which day 
c! Ihe week waa their birth date. A e uruAnuu 
Kelowna Dally Courier Birth Notice) 0, IN MEMORI AM 
wilt provide a record In print for your -------- ---------------------------------- :-------------------
chUd. A Kelowna Dally Courier Birth LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
Notlce as low as $2.50. To place a Birth tory,n«w,address: 1790 Bollywood Rd. 
Notice, dial 763-3220. | tond) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494, tt
HARDIE — Paucd away on Saturday,)
Sept. 30lb, Mr. George Thomas Hardie, | A IM II TO I Iaged >1 yean, late of 367 Willow Ave.) /Al JI II I ?Sl I
Surviving Mr. Hardie are bl* loving wife) 
Gertrude, and one daughter Mildred ,
(Mra. Ian McEwan) d! Parksville, Van- IT'Q C M
louver Island. Three step grandchildren , 11 U , I UI* 
and five »tep great grandchildren. Mr. — , __
Hardie was predeceased by his former 111 ILAIJN 1(1
wile Nancy, who passed away In 1952. IV L.L.rM\IM IO
Funeral service for the late Mr. Hardie — । *** —,
will be held from Day’s Chapel of Re- DI AV TUI-
membrnnce on Tuesday, October 3rd, • LOI i I IL
at 1:30 p.m., Rev. David Stewart will _ ■
conduct the service. Cremation to fol- f* I I IT A R I
low. Il la the wish of the family there I "1I JI I /A|\ I
bf no flower*, but friends wishing to I wiiiiix*
remember Mr. Hardie might donate to)nAn|n*,«.|-c: <*v<*nin<* cnnrcpq
their favorite charity. Day’a Funeral DCBlnners CVCHlHg COUIbCS 
Home are In charge of the arrange- commencing October 3.
..:“ ky 10 one-hour lessons,
MANN — Mr. Harry Richard Mann ol nineir niel-c nnd mo nf
RR 3, McCulloch Rd., pasied away at UlUSlC, plCKS lint! U.SC Ol
hl* residence on September 29, 1972,) (Itinlitv tnkc-homc Cllitlir. at the age ol 78 year*. He is survived «,lX J"**' 
by hl* loving wife Rtith Ol Kelowna, nil IOF $35.
r«sa •trass: ☆ ci«s« wii b, kept m 
laVitlMSE 10 "".ow individual
alio 13 grandchildren and three great attention.
grandchildren. Funeral services lor the .. ■late Mr. Harry Mann will be held Irom | \A/FMT\A/ApT|J 
The Garden Chapel. 1134 Bernard Ave„| VVlIY I VVUIxl H 
on Tueaday. October 3rd, at 2:30 p.m., /-/MinrrM ,* TAmy 1
with Th* Rev. John M, Davidson old- C(1NQlP\/ATHk Y
elating, Interment will follow *1 the| VVINUl.lx V /v I Vlx I 
Kelowna Cemetery. TOE GARDEN 
CHAPEL FUNERAL DIRECTORS are f)L AA Klf
onlrmted with Ihe funeral arrangement*. | fvlLfUIX.
---------- ------- - 1211 Sutherland Avc.
ROOM FOB RENT WITH USE OF 
cooking facilities. Close In. Telephone 
762-0869. 55
SLEEPING' ROOMS FOR RENT. AP-
FOR-SALE OR RENT, LARGE DOWN- ------------------ --------- ------ --- :-------------------------
town two suite house, One suite now EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN-, 
rented. Remaining suite, three bed- furnished ground floor «utto. available 
rooms, or could be used as rooming-or October 1st. 1797 Water Street.-Stove, 
boarding house. Telephone 762-7217. tf refrigerator, wall to wall carpets, cable
I television, heat, lights, ; laundry and I Parking included. No children, no pets. 
Available October 31st. $120 per month. Retired or professional tenants prefer- 
Onc child accepted. Near to KLO Sec- rcd. Telephone 763-3695. . tf 
ondary and Okanagan College. Tele- - ---------------------------------------------------------------
phone 763-4232. ________ , » TWO BEDRObM APARTMENT ON
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN RUT- “an
land fourplex, close to schools and | 
shopping. Rent $130 per month, two J?±den*L' 
children accepted, no pete. Available | J}? rnmin?1 ?
netnher 1 Tntenhnnn Vfls.nwo ,« preferred. Apply Mrs. punlop. Suite 1, October!, Telephone 765-0570. » 12m Lawrcncp Avenue or telephone
TWO. BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 762-5134. «
basement, carport, carpeted, Rutland I 
area. $145 Includes water and sower. | REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
No Saturday call please. Telephone 765- bedroom garden apartments in West- 
6514, tf bonlG <iulct nrcn wlth v,cw ot Re'
—...............—.................. —’.... -  — ■ frlgcrator nnd stove, carpeting through-
MODERN, FURNISHED, TWO BED- out, close to schools and shopping. No 
room Lakeshore cottage, $140 per month, pets. Telephone 768-5075, tf
utilities included, Until June !5>. No .......—........... ......... .............................
pets, Apply at Bouchcrle Beach Re. 1800 BLOCK PANDOSY. THREE BED- 
sort. Westbank or telephone 766-5769. tf room downtown fourplex. Privacy, shade, 
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOUSE jiXn’oM*week8’ItePJrcnwn^plcnsel 
for rent, three bedrooms, fireplace, love- j?So? month Call LunfonP A«n 
ly location. Possession immediate. *250 ’}®'°P Jcr76?S' Lnu Lupton Ase? 
per month. Call Lupton Agencies Ltd., ____ _
762-4400. 83 NEW, DELUXE, TWO BEDROOM
aval* *nr v,—t Bul(e ln fl1*1®1 nrcB. Free cable tclovi-Vi^ltetehte riimtev* Blon Bn<1 ,Bun<lry tocllltles, Shag car-
wC.n Vn 8w!>Sii "t.dt1 m Pct Bnrt electric heat. Franklyn Manor,
Mrnm«U>Ariut|te 01,0 °W H18hwBy 33' Telephone
Minucck over purport. Ailults prefer* I ««« aaao red, Telephone 769-4361. 53 ZrlTrJi._____________ ____________ __
PESTER — Paoed away on Sunday) 
morning. Oct. let. Mr. Nicolae Pettea, | 
aged *5 yeara, late ol 230 Taylor Road,] 
Rutland. Surviving Mr. Peale* ar# hl* I----------
tovini wife Ukerla and <lvo ton* and)’'FRANK LEARNING” OF PAUL 
one daughter, Samuel ot Winfield, Alex-11'onlch Studio la now offering a por- 
antler tn C»lg»ry, Corneliu* In Port-] apeclal through the telephone. It 
fond. Oregon. Philip in Sacramento, | you ste planning portrait* over the 
California, Michael in Mlnneaola. Mar-1 #•»* two year*. Thl* It on opportunity 
, Caret (Mr*. Letter Moore) In Portland, | Jo# wont want to mist, Stay close to
Oregoni tl grandchildren, funeral ter-1 Jour phone, you may he called on thl* 
vice for Iha Tate Mr. Pette* will t>*| exciting low coil otter. as
held from Day'* Chap*! of Itemem-1 ~-------------------------
brane*. ea Tu*eday. October 3rd, all RUMMAGE SALE BY PHYLLIS BRUN- 
3:00 p.m.. I’axtor Edward Teranaki wUll ,nB yt°ul> J'lr’t B*pll»t Church, held 
conduct th* MtviC*. interment in th*I** wom*n» Inatllute Hall, Lawrence 
Matewan C*nwt*ry. Day'* Funeral Hom* Avenue, Kelowna oq October 17th al 2:30 
•r* In charge ot the arrangement*. 531 P.W-______ __________________M
STEPHE.NA _ Mr., M*yUn* Myrtto lUK AFTERNOON GROUP OF A.C.W., 
Btephen* ol 1278 l-*wrencn A**., pawed I Bl. Michael and All Anxch', will hold 
•way *1 Ktlrran*. on September JO, I * Rummage S*le, Parhh Halt. Suther- 
1972. at th* *(« ot 30 y**r». Sh* I* land Avenue, Ocl^l.JiJO pm. SJ 
survived by two »<m«. Michael and ”“ He«n both »f Kt town*: »!*o her parent*, I <01*9.8. I ARTX AND BAKI". SALI". 
Mr. and Mr*. G. Hutt ot Kelowna; on* 
•bier. Mia* Alice Hutt <4 Indian* and 
two brother*. Droit tit Glendale, I'all- 
fornl* and Norman ol ittenlpe*. Mani
FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
home net up in trailer park In Rutland. 
Available October 1. Telephone 763-9002.
___ _______________ ■____________ tf
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15, THREE 
bedrnom duplex with two tmthrnoma on 
Hollywood Iloa0, llulland. 8175 per 
month, No pels. Telephone 763'5578. tl
tiedroom, full ba«cmcnt duplex. Stove 
Included. Near Quigley School, *155,00
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
FOR VANDA BEAUTY COUNNELlXlB 
Inter trial inn «mf product*, tdrphnn*
I’»»rl Pyte. 762-2192. M
AU. TYPES OF MASONRY WORK.
Ilrtplsr**. rrtetnln* **!)*, nrtwrr 





BUILDING LOTS — I . have 
a good selection of building 
lots in Glenmore, West Kel­
owna Estates -and Casa 
Loma. Glenmore lots are 
NHA approved. Other lots 
have pine trees plus a beau­
tiful view of the lake and 
city. Priced from $5,000 to 
$8,500; Please call Clare An­
gus at the office or even­
ings 762-4807. MLS.
CHOICE LOCATION
First time on the market. 
Good solid 3 bedroom family 
home situated on a large 
landscaped lot within easy 
walking distance to park and 
shopping. Large carport, sun­
deck, full basement partially 
completed. Owner is open to 
offers. Call Frank Ashmead 
at 5-6702 evenings. MLS.
GLAMOROUS! The only suit­
able word — if your hearts; 
set on view and quiet — this 
fully developed 2 floors is 
perfection itself. Well ap­
pointed living and dining 
rooms. Dream kitchen and 











quiet street. Large, nicely 
landscaped lot close to trans­
portation and school. Full 
price $19,500. Call Blanche 
Wannop at 762-4683 evenings. 
EXCLUSIVE.
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD FOR 
working gentleman or student, Central 
location. Available immediately. Tele- 
phone 762-3835. »
ROOM AND BOARD, PRIVATE HOME, 
close to Vocational School. Telephone 
762-7419; '56
HAVE ACCOMMODATION FOR ONE 
senior cltlien. 1346 Ethel Street, tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
TWO CLEAN WORKING GENTLEMEN 
require two bedroom house with reason­
able rent, Telephone 762-7662 evenings. 
Can supply good references. 56 
RETIRED GENTLEMAN , REQUIRES 
self contained «ulte. Close to downtown. 
ToJophono 762-8705, , 54
LOMBARDY PARK APARTMENTS 
has one bedroom vacancy coming up. 
Drive by 1310 Lawson Avenue, see the 
beautiful landscaping. Telephone 763- 
5064, __________'________ I!
BY WEEK OR MONTH. COMPLETICLY
Cable 
dial),
RUTLAND LOTS — 3 excel­
lent building lots corner of 
Klassen and Rutland Rds. 
Comer lot large enough for 
duplex. Buy . one or three. 
Contact Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
stations and 8 dryers — low 
down payment and vendor 
will carry balance. Call Gor­
don Marwick , at 769-4662 
evenings. MLS. '
SOUTH KELOWNA — Fully 
developed home — 2 baths, 
2 fireplaces, eating area in 
kitchen, mud room, washing, 
room off kitchen. This is 
your chance to buy a newer 
home on acreage. Call Ken 
Mitchell at 762-0663 . even­
ings. MLS.
VALUE PLUS — Large full ■ 
completed and well land? 
scaped family home — 2 bed­
rooms up and 2 down. Fully 
completed rec room : with 
fireplace and bar. Completed 
storage . and utility room. 
Large living room with fire­
place and electric drape 
rods. Many extras — priced 
at $37,900. Call Wilf Ruther­
ford at the office of 763-5343 
evenings. MLS.
COMMANDING VIEW — Of 
Okanagan Lake and valley 
from this large lot on quiet 
cul-de-sac in Peachland, pric­
ed at $4,500. For more infor­
mation please call Bud Dal­
ley at 769-4875 evenings. MLS.
hrdrnom iluplr*. full bsvrrnrnt, clmc 
to achml*. Tclrphon* 76V-7.1UH If
NOW I EASING I.OW~ BENTA1.S,~ 8130, 
Two bedroom fourplex, tn Wetlbank. 
Telephon* 708'3262. tf
NEW TWO~HEDn(M>M~Dll PLEX ~ IN 
Bulisnd »re». 1165 per month. Tele­
phone 762 3272 evening* 5-7 p.m. II......... . .^R>, ... . ....
DUPLEX WITH THREE BEDROOMH. 
full baaement and carport I'oaaeaalon 
October I Tetephona TM-MI5, II
TWO. IIEDHOOM D U I* I. E xT~FULI, 
haaement. fireplace. Rutland orea. Tele-
LOVELY VIEW LOT:
Beautiful view lot with a 
view of the lake and valley..
Has all 
desire.
features you would 
Call Grant .Davis
762-2846; evenings 762-7537, 
MLS.
TREAT YOURSELF TO 
A BIGGER HOUSE:
You deserve more room. . Call 
me.or come in and see me 
Dona Dunn-.762-2846 office, 
764-4724 home.
For a duplex — up and down 
And quality with no frown 
You can own this home with 
pride,:
Plus income on the side, 
A view both here and yonder, 
Act now •— don’t ponder. 
Call Mrs.. Lois Hammill at 









New 4 bedroom bungalow lo­
cated in quiet area away 
from traffic with completed 
basement. Contractor, has 
moved east and has reduced 
the price to $35,200. Terrific 
value at this price. Many ex­
tras include 3 sets of plumb­
ing, rumpus room, large den, 
rec room, two fireplaces and 
front drive carport. Topped 
off with deep thick shag. Va­
cant and ready to go. Close 
in. To view this bargain call
PINE TREES AND — view of lake — acreage or potential 
10 lot subdivision at’ Peachland. Now subdivided into 3 
parcels — 4.27 acres and 2 lots. 1 lot has 3 room cottage, 
root cellar and shed. Owner will sell as one parcel, $22,000 
or separately. Good terms. Call Dave Deinstadt at 763-4894 
evenings. MLS. ,
RAW LAND — A good opportunity for the investor. 80 acres 
of property, on Lakeshore Rd,, potential, ideal motel site, 
terms. For details call Frank Hauk at 762t4562 evenings. 
' MLS.
POTENTIAL MOTEL, MULTIPLE DWELLING - 2 acres 
of property on akeshore Rd., potential ideal motel site, 
with domestic water, lovely beach just across the street. 
At present a ranchette, with charming remodelled home, 
double garage, 4 box stall stable, plus 2 bay horse shelter, 2 
cottages rented at $95 per mo. ea. Property beautifully 
landscaped. $40,,000 down payment will do it. Call Andy 
Runzer at 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Bob Clements 4-4934, Fred Kyle 5-8804, Harry Maddocks 
5-6218, Terri Meckling 3-6657, George Phillipson 2-7974, 
Sylvia Roberts 5-6936
, Kelowna: 483.Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’Village, 765-5155 v
T. H. Dale 762-5038 
7582 in the evenings.
Ted Dale —u....... 







21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
PRIVATE BALE BY OWNER. TWO 
year old, 1120 square foot, three bed­
room bungalow, with carport. In 
Hollywood Dell subdivision. Featuring 
wall to wall shag carpet, factory sealed
windows, ■ complete with acrccns. four 
piece vanity bath, wrought iron railing 
and goto around stairwell lo full base­
ment. Basement Includes three piece 
roughed In plumbing, ncml flnluhcd room 
and laundry hookups. Lot In fenced and 
H landscaped with lawn, trees, shrubs 
and curved walkway. Priced at *23,000 
with approximately *3,000 down pay­
ment. Telephone 763-3421 for appoint­
ment to view, _____  »
DIRECT BV OWNER - FIVE YEAR 
old, Iwo bedroom up and down duplex, 
with allnched double flat roof carport, 
aiindock and half banemcnl with laun­
dry hookup* and storage, Suite* Include 
fireplace*, wall to wall rarpet, four 
piece vanity bath*. Situated on large 
jan'bciipril fol in Hollywood Dell, Full
price »»,:>oo with approximately *0.000 
down to (iWi> N.H.A. mortgage, Pay­
ments 1105 1M.T. May connlder small 
■econd mortgage to reduce equity re­
quirement. For lull particulars and 
appointment to view telephone 763 3421.
BRIGHT, ONE BEDBOOM BASEMENT 
•ulfe. Private entrance. Working couplo 
preferred. 8115 per month including 
utllltle*. No children, no pein, Tele- 
phone 765-7549, t!
TWO BEDROOM MUTE, HILL BASE- 
ment, clove to Shop* Capri, No objec­
tion to one nr two children, no pet«,
luring a large aundcck and patio 
dnnrs, luxury liroadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom; double win- 
dowat tmiRhrd In plumbing In haae- 
ment mid quality built throughout, Full 
prhe II only 82I.9M with Just 8765 
down tehh 81.000 B.C. grant) lo an 
(I'.'b MIA mortgage. For all th* rte- 
1*11* fili'is* call Dnn Wallloder at 763- 
i.oui or Crratvtew Home* at 763-3737.
I!
NF.W~"lM'AH”~TrfM:. TWO BED- 
room h<Ki,o. Complete with carport, sun­
deck. roughed In baaement plumbing, 
carpellng In living room and matter 
bedroom. Excellent location only Hire* 
block* from Bullen# town cenlte, Full 
price |>o.nno. We al,o have NBA hou*e* 
In cmutruclion with low down payment*. 
Btaemur Construction I.M. Builder* 'n 
Kelowna ainre 1001. Olhce 154 htetoon 
Motel, telephone 7*2 0)20 Evening* 762-
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phono 765-7704
1373 SQ. FT. 4 BEDROOM HOME. IN THE COUNTRY. 
Complete with 17.36 acres of your own land, Property both 
overlooks and is on Mission Creek. If you would like 
privacy, a place for your children to play and have horses 
and a good investment to boot, then this is the property 
for you. Priced nt $65,00.00. Call Midvalley Realty 765- 
7704. MLS.
APARTMENT SITE! Builders Attention! We have just 
listed property on Rowellffe Avc. Already zoned for this 
use. Priced nt only $31,300.00, Phone Mldvallcy Realty 
765-7704. MLS,
DEEP SHAG CARPETS THROUGHOUT, In this 1100 sq. 
ft. homo. Full basement with nice big rec. room. 2 large 
bedrooms and gbodt sized sundeck, This home is in 
Mountvicw Subdivision. Asking price $20,900,00 For more 
details call Mldvallcy Realty 765-7704. MI*S, 
$1,500.00 DOWN PAYMENT, takes this cute one bedroom 
homo In Shops Capri area. Total Investment only $9,950.00. 
Owner will take balance by a low monthly payment, Call 
Midvalley Realty 765-7704. MLS.
Al. Horning . 






Be a proud owner of this recently completed .FAMILY 
HOME. Top quality materials and workmanship. A 
three bedroom split-level on a large level lot, situated 
south of city limits, close to lake and public beach. 
Features include a double carport, 1% bathrooms, 
fully carpeted. To view call:
FAMILY HOMES
763-7034 or 764-7346
IN A PRESTIGE 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
. . . you will find this lovely 
3 bedroom home which of­
fers such—fine features as 
ensuite plumbing, fireplaces 
upstairs and down, large cab­
inet kitchen with family eat­
ing area, carport, sundeck 
and beautiful manicured 
lawns. The developed base­
ment boasts a cozy comfort­
able family room for those 
gala celebrations. The own­
er’s pride is reflected in the 
Immaculate housekeeping 
which makes this homo a 
must and Is most desirous. 
Don't wait until tomorrow— 
call today for a showing. 
Listed at $31,500.00. MLS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
N. Russell ...
C. A. Pcnson - 
J. LImbcrgcr - 






40 homes under construction. 
-Choose your homo while the 
selection is good. AU homes 
NHA nt 8%% Interest. Prices 
start nt $20,850.00 nnd (town 
pnyntonts start nt $1,054,00. 
All homes have full base­
ments nnd arc carpeted in 
Lil, DR nnd Mint, Complete 
with storm windows nnd 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATUKDAY from 
2;00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
1975 Hnivcy Ave. 
Office: 762-0928 
Eves.: 762-3U>5 - 704-4737 
tf
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WR -ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS’” | 
j . “ONLY 1 LEFT” ' |
< Butt Rd. Westbank. Check this lovely lot — hard to I 
* . beat at $4,300. (70x135). Nice fruit trees and a panoramic -1 
view of the (ake. City Water is in and sewer is on the I! 
way. Call Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762- , II 
2958. MLS. .
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL
250 ft of frontage on Hwy. 97. J..23 acres — close to Hwy. I 
33. This valuable property is priced right. For full details I 
call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409., I 
MLS.
DOWNTOWN BUSINESS BLOCK
Located in the heart of Kelowna. Good leases. First class 
location insuring good investment. $45,000. downpayment 
will handle. Call Ed' Scholl for more information at 762- 
3146, evgs. and wknds. 7624)719. EXCL.
GLENMORE — SPLIT LEVEL
Lovely 3 bedroom, split level home. 2 bathrooms, finished" 
rec room, large fireplace, sundeck and w/w carpets. 
Close to schools and shopping. Asking only $28,900. Eor 
appointment to view this home please call Dale Brooks 
_ 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7338. MLS.
COMMERCIAL RENTAL COMPLEX 
jHF Well built concrete block building with five rental units, 
~T all rented. Situated on North.Glenmore Street in centre of 
busy , commercial area. $25,000 will handle. MLS. Please 
call Jack Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015.
A VIEW UNEQUALED ANYWHERE
From this lovely 4 br. home with 2 fireplaces, 2 full bath- 
rooms, every sq. ft. finished to perfection. A balcony you 
wouldn’t want to leave, carport, and a lot, landscaped to 
perfection. 7^% NHA Mtge., and more! Tp view this 
lovely home call Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
764-7221. EXCL.
CREEKSIDE SOUTH SIDE — Cozy 2 BR, modern kitchen, 
220. wiring, W/D hookup. Fruit trees. Very neat. Only 
$12,900. For more information, call Betty Elian 9-4397 
eves, or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
PARK-LIKE LOCATION — 3 BR home located on a quiet 
street in the city. Large DR, kitchen with eating area. 
Gas furnace. Garage. Asking price with terms $19,500. 
Call.George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days. mLs.
A BEAUTIFUL'HOME. — with completely finished base­
ment including 2 BRs, 3-pc. bath and rumpus room; LR 
•with w/w carpet, DR, 2 BRsr with w/w. Owner will con­
sider lot in trade. Call Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
POTENTIAL SUBDIVISION LAND with all services 
adjacent. Gertsmar Rd., Rutland, approximately two acres. 
Full price $12,000. Call Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 2- 
5544 days. MLS. 1
THE PERFECT VACATION SPOT — can be yours all 
year round if you purchase this well built 6 unit motel 
and snack bar. Only $30,000 down.. The office is situated in 
• the 3 BR house supplied for the owner. All units: are fully 
furnished and ready to operate. For a look at this contact 
John Driedger 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. Excl,
Okanagan Realty









543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
, VIEW LOTS — Located on Carrail Road, these lots are . ; 
both VLA size, have a tremendous view and are priced 
below market at $4,750 and $5,350. To view call Hugh 
Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
NEW IN THE MISSION — Planning is the key word in 
this attractive family home. The large covered sundeck 
backs on to a well designed kitchen with dark ash 
cabinets. Located one block from elementary school, this 
3 bedroom family home is just what you are looking for. 
Call DENNIS at 3-4343 or 4-7581 evenings. MLS.
4/10 ACRE ON KNOX MOUNTAIN - An ideal location 
for raising children, and the new home on this property 
was built to pamper. If you're In the market for a new 
home, don’t pass up the opportunity to view, this one. Call 
Roy for further information at 3-4343 or 5-8909 between
6 -7 evenings. MLS.
Jim Barton 4-4878 Murray Wilson 44047
Lakeland.
1561 Pandosy St.. 763-4343
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932 ,
WOOD LAKE, LAKESHORE —
Own your own lakeshore cottage. Large, lot with 80’ of 
safe sandy beach. 2 Bedroom cottage with 3 piece bath. 
Living room,' kitchen, and storage room. Fully furnished 
and waiting for you. Reduced to $20,000.00. For more de­
tails, call Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486. MLS.
WANT A LARGE FAMILY HOME, 
EVERYTHING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS? 
Well we just have the place for you, located on a nice 
street near shopping, schools in Rutland. Low taxes, doub­
le fireplace, double windows are just some of the fear 
tures. Asking only $25,900. See it and give me an offer. 
Owner moving. Call Gerri Krisa, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 
3-4387. MLS.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
TRADE
Will accept your clear title. home as downpayment on an 11 
unit motel With swimming pool, 3 bedroom home for owner. 
Located on 2 acres of land.in a picturesque setting and in mint. 
condition. Owner retiring. ACT NOW! 1 Contact Harry Elias at I
INLAND REALTY
501 Main Street, Penticton, B.C.
Phone 492-5806 days, evenings call 492-8746 (Penticton)
M„W, 53, 55




Home will be open every Tues., 
Thursi, Fri., Sat, and Sun., 
from 2 to .6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 
to Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
! and lots. NHA mortgages from 
3% %. For more details' call
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
PRIVATE SALE. TWO OR THREET 
bedroom home with legal basement) 
suite. Quiet area, close to hospital, 
schools and Shops Capri. No agents.. 
Telephone 762-4564. 54)
MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY, THREE 
bedroom home. ; Very near Rutland^ 
school. Three years old, 1102 squargQ 
feet, carport, full basement. Asking 
$20.900. Telephone 765-7416.543
$16,500 - HOME NEAR . HOSPITAL, 
schools. ‘ Immediate occupancy... ILOOO 
down. $150 monthly P.T.T. Trade accept­
ed. 835 Burne Avenue. Telephone 763-
4201. .
COMFORTABLE THREE 
home with view o! entire 
completed. Maintenance 
financing. El Paso Road, 





oft McKen- ' 
53
763-3737 or 763-6066 
tf
BY OWNER, T H REE BEDROOM 
home. - One block from hospital, doubly 
carport. Cash to mortgage. Interest at*
6Vi%. Telephone 763-3077. u
THREE BEDROOM HOME. CLOSE IN. 
north end. near bus stop, school. Nicely, 
landscaped. 620.000. 651 Bay Avenue.
NEW HOUSES
■ at Various Locations.
Starting at $19,500 with low 
down payment. Most feature 
w/w throughout, fireplace, 2% 
baths, carport, sundeck, patio.
Telephone 762-2451. &
FURNISHED CABIN WITH FIREPLACE,* 
at Glen Lake. Good hunting and ilshinc. 
For more information Telephone 762-;
6375. «
VIEW LOT WITH PINES
Only minutes from downtown. Ready to built on lot. 
Domestic water, paved roads, lovely trees.r Priced at 
$5,900.00 with terms.
ON SEWER AND WATER
In Rutland, new split entry home situated in the Spring 
Valley area. Colonial styled finishings, carpet' throughout, 
presently under construction. Absolutely no septic problems 
—■ on sewer. Choose your own finishings. NHA financing. 
Priced at $23,900.00.
Large 4'br. home, 2 on main''floor, 2 upstairs; living room 
with fireplace anod bookcases, dining room with; built-in: 
cabinets, large kitchen, 1600 sq. ft., full basement, plaster 
throughout, hardwood floors and w/w, large front and back 
porch. Excellent family home in pine treed setting. % acre 
lot. Asking price $26,500 with low down payment.
Austin Warren 
2-4838





-DISTRESS SALE - FOURPLEX PLUS 
three bedroom house on two large lots. 
Only $42^00. 7% mortgage. Telephone 
765-8210 evenings. ' 63
LARGE BUILDING LOT, COULD BE 
commercial or residential, dose to town 
in Westbank. Telephone 768-5614 after
6 p.m. 59
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME, FULL 
basement, carport, large covered Bun^ 
deck, extra 75 foot lot. Full price $26.-
500. Telephone 763-7027. 59
Drive 13 miles along Hwy. 33 E. from Rutland’^ Four 
Corners; Turn left on Grey stokes Rd. First house on left.
Regatta City
fMB 765-7114 or 765-6237







Modern three year old home — 
two bedrooms up, one down. 
High beamed ceilings, wall to 
wall carpets, sundeck front and
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE FOR SALE 
or rent at 611 Bay Avenue and one at 
2473 Pandosy Street. with furniture... >
Telephone 763-4150. 5*
CASA LOMA — 1969 DISTINCTIVE!! 
view home. Four bedrooms. ; $35,500,*- 
Down payment $5,500, balance $250 per 
month. Telephone 763-4201. 53
LOT FOR SALE. WOODLAWN STREET.', 
Kelowna. Telephone 763-3262. tf
LONG, LOW AND LOVELY
Best desrlbes this rancher situated in an area of beautiful , 
homes and close to everything. Three bdrms., family sized 
kitchen, living and dining room. L-shaped feature floor to 
ceiling, fireplace and much more. $26,900.00 with 'good 
financing. MLS.
Inland Realty
' 1607 Ellis Street
3-4400
MOTEL ON I ACRE — Beautiful view of the lake. 7 
fully furnished units. 5 br. house. 1 trailer. Lake access. 
AU units and the house remodelled and repainted. 
Room for expansion. Full price $85,000.00 with terms. 
Contact Frank Petkau, office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4228. 
EXCL.
DOCTORS! LAWYERS! EXECUTIVES! Mission Deluxe! 
2700 sq. ft. on one floor. 4 large bedrooms, office, 
15x19 family room. 6 air-conditioners, intercom-radio. 
Built in stove-dishwasher. 3 sets plumbing. Outside 
BBQ. A well built home with many extra features. 
Call now for appointment. Norm Yaeger, office 2-2739 
' or eve. 2-3574. EXCL.
Bert Badke 3-6497 Bill Trethewey 766-2970 (col.)
Bill Woods 3-4931 Bill Poelzer 2-3319






22. PROPERTY WANTED .
■ ' ■ ■ •. ,J:
ACREAGE WANTED IN. KELOWNA f 
area from owner. VLA: approved. A.: 
Stevens, 11075 Jay Crescent, Surrey,, 
b.c. er-
WANTEQ — TWO BEDROOM HOUSI?? 
for between $15,000 and $19,000 cash. ' 
Telephone 763-3033. No agents,
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT,










George Martin ... 763-7766' 
Darrol Tarves .— 763-2488
Carl Brlese 763-2257
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
VACANT $18,950 — Situated close to Safeway with fireplace 
in LR-DR, utility, room off kitchen, furnace, 220W, garage 
and a variety of fruit trees. Ideal for a seamstress, music 
teacher or ? MUST BE SOLD! To view please phone Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030 days, or evgs. at 2-3895. MLS.
CARAMILLO HEIGHTS •— A beautiful large brand-new 
Colonial-Style 3 bdrm., full basmt. home with 2 fireplaces. 
Pine treed setting is GORGEOUS! Purchaser to have 
choice of rugs, colors, etc, ONLY $31,500 (MLS). Try 
$3,000.00 down pymt. To view, please call Olivia Worsfold ' 
at 2-5030 or evgs. at 2-3895,
NOT FANCY-JUST HOMEY-White siding on high lot 
enhance this 3 bdrm, home which boasts hardwood floors, 
double fireplace, dining room, sliding glass doors and sun­
deck. Located in Glenmore close to schools and park. 
Quiet location for family. Built-In dishwasher. Carport. 
Asking $26,900. Contact Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030, or 3- 
4320 evgs. MLS.
TAKE ONE STEP FOR LIVING - That’s right! One step 
into this beautiful no bsmt, home and only a few steps to 
the bus line. Quiet country living! Twin seal windows. Even 
your own workshop nnd greenhouse. Why exist in an apart­
ment — when for less than $25,000, you can live. Don't 
wait, act now, phono Jean Acres at 2-5030, or evgs. at 3- 
2927. MLS.
OFFICE BUILDING — One of the most modern buildings 
in the Okanagan. Situated on Hwy. 97. Also modern 2 
bdrm. home. Above offices — 2400 sq. ft. of rental space.
, Adjacent land included fbr additional offices. Excl. Call 
Gaston Gaucher nt 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-2463.
A WEE HOUSE! A good house, but only a three room 
house, A block to shop, Retired? Then you should call mo 
nt 2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628, All for $8,500,00, Half down. 
Excl. Luella Currie.
Shirley Aguirre 3-7354
■U/\A\/ed REALTYI I L JI ) \j | |\ 426 Bernard Avenue
8 8 V 1 X 762-5030
POPULAR LOCAL LAUNDROMAT with dry cleaning ... 
machine. Available immediately, owner retiring. Excellent 
net profit. Minimum of $30,000 down required. Details from 
Dan Einarsson 763-4400 or 766-2268 collect. MLS.
63/4% MORTGAGE — SEE IT — Beautiful family type 
home overlooking the golf course. 3 bedroom up plus 2 
down. Bathrooms up and down. Plus ensuite plumbing. 
Large wrap around carpeted sundeck. Completely finished 
up and down. Wall to wall rugs plus brick fireplace, on 
both levels. Many more extras, built in G.E. push-button 
range, intercom, stereo and much more. PAYMENTS 
ONLY $179.00 per month, including taxes. MLS. Call Fred 
Smith 764-4573.
. ATTENTION CHURCH GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS, ETC; 
We have 1,000 feet of lakeshore on ,Osoyoo& lake. Ideal for 
campsite. Two buildings, power, phone, close to the town 
of Osoyoos. Only $10,500 down or will take trade; Make 
an offer. .Call Bill Jurome, 763-4400 or 765-6289 or write, 
1607 Ellis Street, Kelowna, B.C.
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
BRAND NEW MOBILE HOME
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Statesman, 12x52, 2 bedrooms, fully furnished, full price 
at cost $8,862.00, will trade on 2 bedroom homo In the 
City. Exclusive!! Call Bill Fleck 7024400, evenings 763- 
2230. . -
LOOKING FOR MORE HOUSE?
NEAR THE LAKE? WITH A VIEW?
Traditional colonial spaciousness and elegance have been 
thoughtfully combined In this nearly new Westside home 
on Cnrrnll Road. 5 bedrooms, family sized dining room, 
wool shag carpeted in living areas, family room with 
fireplace, Quality biiilt-lns plus many other features. All 
this combined with, a large south view lot — close to the 
lake for a ‘.'must sell" value, of-$44,000 with truly gener­
ous terms. Call Dudley Pritchard 762-4400, evenings 768- 
5550. MIK
270 Bernard Ave, Phone 762-2739
REVENUE HOME
Moving, must sell rooming 
house. Close to downtown. Se­
parate entrance. Revenue $145, 
plus owner’s 5 rm.. ste. Main 
floor. New gas furnace, wiring, 
plumbing.' Garage, shed, part 
[base. Fenced, Treed; landscap­
ed lot. Only interested parties 
need apply- F.P. $19,800. No 
agents. 762-4449 after. 6:00 p.m. 




2 offices and reception area 
— air conditioned
wall to wall carpet ;
— inset lighting . -j.
— all utilities except light and-
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave- —■ Kelowna
LOTS LOTS LOTS 
Glenrosa Highland Subdivi­
sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low down payment, low 
monthly payments.
telephone included:
— downtown Pandosy Street 
— Rent $140 per month 
Contact
MARSHA CLARK




Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
Call 762-0992 tf ■ tr
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WB CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
IN-TOWN DUPLEX! Excel­
lent location, close to elemen­
tary, secondary, vocational 
school, college and shops. 
Newly redecorated through­
out. F P. $32,000. Eric Friesen 
702-8730 or 763-7000. NRS.
CITY CENTRE REVENUE -
LOCATED IN RUTLAND — 
3 bedroom home with lots 
of chnrin nnd privacy. Near 
schools nnd transportation. 
Call Mary Cullen 3-7SMX) or 
4-4237. NILS.
$37,OOO.(M) -- 4 self-contained
EXCELLENT HOLDING PROPERTY: 37 acres, close to 
clly limits and Orchard Park, with frontage on 2 roads. 
Property has 2 large barns, 12 acres of pears, 16 acres of 
hay land and balance pasture, Vendor is asking $40,000 
down and good terms on the balance. Call Alan Elliot at 
the office or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
suites, no vacancy, spacious land scald'd lot, triph- garnuc. 
moss sun).00 per month; corner ot lUchtcr iml Smicicr, Drive 
by ami phone for appointment, office 763-7I8X). Abi-Gail Young, 
rc.i. 764-4201; Elaine Johnson, res. 765-8352. NILS.
Block Bros.
A VIEW OF THE MOUNTAINS: from this quiet location 
in the city. 3 bedrooms, full basement with fireplace. Here’s 
a cozy, comfortable home that will delight the g’udcnor 
with its fully landscaped, extrn large lot. Double garage 
with workshop. Full price $2(5,500 nnd try S5,(KM) down, 
Cull Einar Donicij at the oflicc or evenings at 2-3518. 
MLS.
REALTY LTD
VLA: This 2 bedroom home with full basement Is only 
2 jeai'i old, on .4 actrs on a quirt street. Must he seen to 
be appreciated. Ilas built-in air conditioner, carport and 
guest house. Owner anxious Io sell. Call the office, 2-3114, 
for Information on this fine MLS listing.
Hen Bjornson 9-4221
Residential Appraisals -- (1. IL Funnell, ill I. <11,C )
536 Bernatd Ave. Phone 763-7900 573 Bcnianl Avenue
THE CHOICE IS YOURS — of colors'in carpeting, if you 
act now on this attractive brand new home. 3 bedrooms, 
spacious sundeck facing east, carport, roughed-in plumbing 
in full bsm't. To view call Fritz Wirtz 763-5676 or,5-5111.
NEW SUBDIVISION — already has several new houses. 
Some lots have a pleasant view. LOOK AT THIS PRICE! 
$2,500 and up. Call Wm. Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111.
' HAVE YOUR OWN BUSINESS — This bakery business 
is booming and) money is to be made! Contact Fritz Wirtz 
for tull details and financing on this mohey-maker, at 3- 
5676 or 5-5111.
1 ACRE COMMERCIAL SITE, your appraisal appreciated. 
Choice location, 1 older commercial building and new 2 
bedroom home. Contact Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 5-5111.
NEW 2 AND 3 BEDROOM HOUSES
IN NEW HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS
Low down payments, (if you qualify for B.C. Grant). NHA 
serviced lots, 8%% mortgages; All with wall-to-wall, color­
ed bath fixtures, carports and basements. Some with 
balcony and fireplace.
Full Price Start As Low As $20,500.00




RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
$1,000 AN ACRE
' Overlooking Okanagan Lake at Okanagan Centre, Com­
plete with roads. In 10 acre to 20 acre parcels. Located 
in the pines. Plan bow for a summer home, a hideaway 
or even a permanent home with1 country setting. Financ­
ing arranged.
McKinnon realty ltd





New three bedroom NHA home 
in Glenmore area with 8%% 
mortgage. Close to schools, 




Large home on Walnut Rd. 
with in-law suite. Hot Water 
heating. Wlll'conslder any offers 
or trades.
763-3351
NOW LEASING . 
Ideal location in Rutland, to i 
start your Tobacco or Maga- <i 
zine Stand, Toy Store; or1 
Fabric Shop. Air-condition-' 
cd, gas furnacej free hot and. 
cold, running water. Maxi­
mum traffic exposure on ( 
Highway 33. Phone: ,
, MIDVALLEY REALTY ,
f
57
FOR AN OUTSTANDING DEAL, 
check this onel Near new duplex In 
quiet Rutland area; close to school and 
shopping. Tako over first mortgage, 
balance of 510,400 cash or whn( have, 
you to trade? mobile home, car, etc., 
or will take down payment of $3,000 
and arrange second mortgage on bal­
ance. Telephone V05-0141 evenings, tf
CHARMING TWO BEDROOM, CATIIE- 
Oral entry featuring n largo sundeck, 
maple kitchen, cabinets, carport, nop- 
arate basement entry, roughcd-ln plumb­
ing, double windows and many other 
quality features. Full price of only 
$21,400 with easy terms. For nil the 
detnlla, call Crestview Homes Ltd., 7ii:i, 
3737 or Don Wnlllnder, 703-1100(1. t>7
OWNER ■ BUILT HOME IN RUT- 
land. Close to everything. Largo family 
home ~ containing 'Ive bedrooms, 
beamed living room With fireplace, large 
sundeck nnd carport on large nice 
landscaped lot. To view cull, Olivo 
Ross, days, 3-4032 or evenings, 3-4573. 
MLS. Lund and Warren Rcnlty. Lid,. 
44ii Bernard Ave., Kelowna. B.C. • A3
BY OWNER - 1'4 ACHES SURROUND- 
cd ‘ by trees. Largo three bedroom 
home with family room, living roam. 
1‘,-j baths, Immaculate condition. New 
double gurngc; Just past Carainlllo 




Mr. or Mrs. Patterson.
56
ti 4
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and offices**, 
space, ooo square foot to 1490 equarir- 
foot areas available. Rents from $208a 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus-e 
tries Ltd., Northgate Plaza or telephoned 
703-2732, ____________t$)
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA, MAIN FLOORS 
office space, for rent, 2.000 or LOW 
square feet. Includes private parking;, 
apace. Newly renovated nnd air con-'i 
dltloned, Pandosy Street, Telephone RL„.
G. Pliclpii, 762-5434.
56
FOR SALE A NEW TWO IIEDIIOOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out. Roughcd-ln rumpus ronin. Double 
fireplace, carpnrt. Acroiut from now 
park In Rutland. Telephone 705-9120. 
evenings. . tf
wotnT LAin~itoAiib winheld. 
three bedroom home, close tn lake, 
sehool and More. Exeellenl condlllon. 
flood , level lot, $13,000 'nil price, Own­
er, 766 2107. (f
iNviis’niiis - iii 'riciv cent yield 
on down payment of 11,800 — duplex 
at 360 Taylor Hoad, full price, $22,oon, 
Balance at 10 per cent, Telephone 7114. 
7,136. _ __ _ II
WHY BENT? SEE*UH“TOi>4^BOUT 
pur new two bedroom hnuao only mln- 
utce from downtown, Try your low, low 
down payment. Full price $10,300, Lou 
Guldl Construction Ltd. Telephone 763'




____________ _ ______ Il 
EXECUTIVE HOME
every built-in ••(invrnlrnrr, Wilf
t hree year old two bedroom cedar home, three rooms 
^downstairs, phis laundry area. Electric heat, air condi­
tioned, double windows, large fenced in corner lot in Rut­
land.
FULL PRICE ONLY $18,500!! -
TELEPHONE 765-7879. NO AGENTS, PLEASE
BY OWNKHt HEVKNUE HOMI1’.. FOUR 
Lrdromuw, <lhfre uj-, »»ne j»lu*
one brdffwnn in
h-opnirnt < nnxiil, tlouhU -Hn-
and MntM,
7'.»%. JMl Atxrdne tt
r>3
FOU K ""li'EiiiuMlM HOME ON A !•
!■(<>»ltn»tely V, act* e.fi Noilli nil i,n>»rr 
hUI*Mr Firrllrnt Mrw. Oirr 
tert (inlihrrt; many e»(ta» OnU 
SJS.'KiO. I’lrata rail n>»nrr at 7M Oul 
11, JZ. M, M, 17, »
takn lifht offer, Mint lenvo province for 
buMncM icAaonn, 'Iclrplwne
tf
MAV IWO IILIHIOOM HOMI’" HILLY 




pirate, 'Jclcphonfi 7t»5 6'44 or 7i>)* 
tf
BMIHOOM DUPLEX HENiLD
Full l.aarn.nil, rarprlrd, carpori.., land- 
arapril. Full prim *7tn,7<H>. Trlrphonn 
7r.1f.M» nr 7i:i«0Ul. No Saturday < nil* 
plrnar. If
PRIVATE HAUK. DO YOU HAVE A 
prim lln.nib? I an (uiialandlim
garden with Uirrm >.;<r i.ld thnm trnd 
UhiIii hi,pit*, binirre l.li,ri r,«*-d rmly 
apply, 'id.i lu.im ;..i
CAPIU AREA— 600 sqt"FirMCEL?,t 
arrnnged (three offices) air cnnditlbncil,,; 
fully carpeted, drapes, $200 per month.,- 
Call Mel Russell 702-3146 or 700-4409. it. 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOIt REN^’ 
In Rutland, 1.500 square feet, suitable , 
for storage, garage or? Telephone 
0068 niter 0 p.m. ,
AFiT^OMjTii'irNKi) office" 
for fonne tn1 new Ilutland professional!) 
building, Telephone 760-7027. ‘ >*
M, W, F. tf«
Hlbi-ci!:’fi~F6)ll SMALL iilAiLEnsriWO* 
bedroom full bnxomenl antae for Tcn|«- 
Apply nt 1302 Hi. Paul Street, 5(>
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES’;
WE HAVE a wholesale business,,,, 
nil cash accounts, growing by 
leaps and bounds. We need 4x 
dependable assoelnte In youi’ i , 
area with $900 minimum to iiw* 
vent In equipment nnd inventory 
which will turn over about twd' ■ 
times monthly. Income potential^ 
exceptionally high. All Inquiries^ 
strictly confidential nnd should',,;’ 




Freeze Dried Products DIvtsioif* 
3815 Montrose Blvd., Suite 120>.i 
Houston, Texas 77000 r 
_ _...... ....... __5Cf
MOhicHN six” AFARTMicN^."
I.hx li, with luxurious living quarters,. 
Situated very cloxn-lii. Never a vacancy?;; 
Absentee (Avner. Miv consider horns Irt’ 
psit trnde. Open to offers. For detail*; ’ 
plensn telcphons me Olivia Woralnfd al 
VtiJ-flinn duv«. nr evenlnn* nt 762 381)1. 
ItiHoer Hralty I.ld, MLS.
46, .10. 5.1. 17, St), »?. 65, (■$, 71. 73. 77 
(i.oiniNC bioiti: -• uicati.u on 
Bernard Arr-nua, Kel<rw<i«. B C. Omni - 
lease ID.W M'down will handle. AH' 
flxtuie* Inr hided.; Call Orlando lingam ' 
nt Hoover llealiy lad. Telrphnna 
:.n 11) or IT.'O e.enliiiiS, Kxcliuke. 1
71 M'in: APAHTMENT BLOCK. EX-,, 
<-dk.it l.xnllon. Will Ink* r*»h nr t'ro-v 
vrrtr in l«wl«. Urlla nwnnr, Bab 
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. 25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
RESTAURANT FOR SALE, ONE OF 
the busiest and best in town. Reason - 
retirtag. Includes bufldinz and fixtures, 
feaa beverage licence. Apply Boot A- 
835, The Kelowna Daily Courfcr. WiD 
answer, all Inquiries. - tf
TRADING POST. NEW AND USED, 
Tmeseat stock valued al SL500 to $5400. 
Knau -partial payment will handle, 
balance in private fint mortgage. In­
terested. parties telephone days 767- 
cvenitt8* -IVf'TZSl fPeachlagdL SS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY FOB 
leasp <m highway 97 north. 10,000 square 
feet of fenced area; 350 square feet 
of office area. Telephone 765-7588. < tf
26. MORTGAGES. LOANS'
WANTED: $15X00 FOR FIRST MORT- 
gage. rood security, 12% Interest Apply 
Post Office-Bax No. 15, Westbank. 58
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
FRESH VEGETABLES
Field tomatoes, dry belt" pota­
toes, pears, apples, prunes and
■ grapes.
Diy applewood and wine -bar­
rels, Apply:
VALLEY FRUIT STAND
- Hwy. 97 North or South
■ '58'
TOMATOES. WE ARE STILL PICKING 
Uiem fresb and unfrozen. Also peppers, 
cukes, squash and 'grapes. On our or- 
- ganlc farm near Mission Creek School 
on KLO Road. - Closed Sundays. Tele-
phone 762-6210. 57
APPLES. MAC AND SPARTAN. FICK 
: jrattr own at. 5e per. pound Turn at 
. Grass Shack across bridge from Kei* 
; owna. 2W miles to end of road at Casa 
’ Loma Resort. „ tf
• MAC. APPLES IN LAKEVIEW
Heights. Turn left at Shell Station 
< (Hwy fflS) onto Boacherie Road. Drive 
one mile. N. Toevs Orchards, 769-4108
!• FORSALE!
Garage Equipment
The following garage equip­
ment:
—2 Wayne Gas Pumps.
—3 Ambassador Glass Lite 
Overhead Doors.
—2 Wagstaff Hydraulic 
: Hoists.
—1 DeVilbiss Air 
Compressor.
—1 Balcrank Lube Rack.
Located.at 483 Main Street at 
Padmore Avenue, Penticton,' 
B.C. May be seen and offers 
made by contacting Locke and 
Co., 407 Martin Street, Pentic­
ton, B.C. 53
THREE PIECE SECTIONAL CHESTER- 
field. orange and brown;. coppertone 
Moffat ■ electric stove, matching Cold­
spot frost - free refrigerator;' four piece 
Mediterranean bedroom . suite, two 
large cribs with mattresses, /telephone 
762-3403.____________________________ 531
FOUR DRAWER METAL DESK (TWO 
letter size: filing); > adjustable swivel 
chair. Burroughs adding machine. Royal 
Standard typewriter, large two speed 
fan. Telephone 767-2771, Peachland.^ - 53 
CHESTERFIELD SUITE, NEW CONDI- 
tion. regular $650,-asking $200. Bedroom 
suite. New drapes, 54’’ x 84” and 54” x 
66”. Occasional tables, floor polisher. 
763-3990. , 55
SPOTCASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 7S-5539 
J& J NEW. USED GOODS
and ANTIQUES 





We specialize fa smaller offices. 
Reasonable rates. From res- 
ponsible and experienced staff.
noon-4 p.m.
ANJOU PEARS, MAC APPLES, SPAR- 
tan and Red Delicious. Please bring your 
own containers. Telephone 762-7466 or 
762-2121. : __________ tf
MAC APPLES: T. R. 'llAZELL, 4335 
- Turner Road, Okanagan Mission, one 
■ block east of Dorothea Walker School. 
• $U0 and np. . Telephone 764-4409., ■ tf
LATE ITALIAN PRUNES, $1 PER 
.1 box. McIntosh apples, $2 per box. Half 
- a mile down' Hartman Road, Rutland.
Bring own• containers. . S3
mcintosh apples for sale, tele- 
Phone 762-8430 or apply W. Jantz. KLO 
-Road, just past Vocational School. 59
CANNING BARTLETT PEARS, $2 FER 
.box, .including box. Kelowia Growers 
Exchange, 880-Vaughan Avenue. <
... M, W, F, 60
VARIETY OF APPLES AND PRUNE 
plums. 51.50 per ’box. Telephone' 766-
3152.- Winfield. 52. 53, 56
SPARTAN APPLES, $1.50 PER BOX. 
. Flease bring- your own - containers.
Telephone 765-5613. .' • 54
BLUE .GRAPES, BATH AND SIEBEL, 
- for juice,'jelly and wine.'Telephone 762- 
7705j . . > ■ • 54
TOMATOES FOR SALE AT A SPECIAL 
price. > Good for canning.- Telephone 765- 
8191 -or apply at 900 Holfydell Road. 53 
; PEPPERS, CUCUMBERS, EGGPLANT, 
■: tomatoes/honeydew, cantaloupe, pickling
cukes. Telephone 768-54.14. 53
WINTER ONIONS. ALSO APPLES. 
On KLO Road./Telephone 762-8268.
49, 51, 53
28A. GARDENING
GARDEN MULCHER AND CHIPPER 
for cleaning up your: garden wastes. 
Ideal, for organic gardens; Rent it all. 
Mainline Rent-All, 2000 Spall Road. Tele­
phone 763-4471. ’ ' 1 58
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone
763-3415. tf
tf
FRENCH PROVINCIAL BEDROOM 
suite with matching night tables, must 
be in very good condition. Telephone 
763<24L .tf 
WANTED. FINISHED,- HEATED, 
porch extension for mobile home. Tele­
phone 7654857. 53
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL' AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school. Free brochure.; National 
College (B.C.I. 444-Robson St.. Vancou-
ver 688-4913. tf
PIANO AND ORGAN LESSONS BY Ex­
perienced teacher. Telephone 762-0773 tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any - advertise­
ment' that discriminates against any 
pereon pr ’any class of person be­
cause of race,' religion, color, na­
tionality.' ; ancestry, place •; of origin or 
against- anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and ;63 years unless the dis- 
i crimination ts justified by a bona fide 
i requirement for the work involved.
METAL BEDS, COMPLETE; BATH-1 
tub,, wood-: stove, mangle ironer, hot-1 
plate, fruit jars, oil heater, bricks, tele-: 
vision. Telephone 763-2658, ■ tf
BEN FRANKLIN STYLE FIREPLACE; 
heater, with four sections of insulated 
flue. In excellent condition, $170. Tele­
phone 764-7526 evenings. 1 tf
GARBAGE BURNER, IN VERY GOOD 
condition. Cost $100, selling for $75. 
Baby crib, like new, $15. Baby Walker.
Telephone 763-4988. ■, . 54
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA SET, 
$125.00, Admiral frontalini electric or­
gan, like new, $90.00. Apply 2317 Rich­
ter Street. - 54
MAN’S GENUINE INDIAN PULLOVER 
sweater, - size 40 - '42. -Cost $60, selling 
for $20. Telephone 762-6788 after 5:00 
p.m. 53
CHESTERFIELD AND MATCHING 
chair. Also • recliner. AU structurally 
sound; Telephone 763-7634 or 763-7633.
53 j 
FENDER - TELECASTER ELECTRIC i 
guitar, 357 magnum .colt revolver, tele- 
phone. 765:9259. ________________ 58
BEAUTY SALON EQUIPMENT, DRY-1 
ers,! chairs, sinks, hydraulic chair, also 
air conditioner, - Telephone 764-4661. 56 
SQUARE DANCE DRESSES, SIZE 10, 
waist/24 inches. -Telephone 763-6117. ..
. , ‘ ' 56
TWO - NEW - CHILDREN'S SIWASH 
sweaters; sizes 6 and 8,. $10.00 each. 
Telephone 762-3034. • ^54
G.E. AUTOMATIC ’ WASHER, SEVEN 
years old, good mechanical condition. 
Best offer takes. Telephone 763-2683. 54 
TWO PAIR OF HEAD LACROIX SKIS,' 
212 cm. Giant slalom, 220 cm downhill. 
Telephone 763-3319 or 762-5211. 54
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA’ PLUS' 
twenty bonus' books, $150. Telephone 
762-7978.____________________________ 54
POSTS AND RAILS, ANY SIZE OR 
length. Telephone 765-6804. • 57
KENMORE GAS CLOTHES DRYER, 
$85. Telephone 768-5283. - . 53
NOW CALL 
- CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228 .
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates.- Telephone KZ 
Painting, 763-5278, M. W. F. tf
POPULATION REPORT
i







Call evenings 769-4940 
Between 6-8 p.m.
, M
EXPERIENCED FINISH CARPENTER, 
good workmanship, will finish houses, 
duplexes, fourplexes, rec. rooms, etc. 









EXPERIENCED APPLE PICKERS 
wanted.'Close in. accommodation avail­
able.’ Telephone Rex Marshall 762-3298
after 6 p.m. tf
- 35. HELP WANTED, FEMALE
REITMAN'S LTD.
- Canada’s leading ladies’ wear are taking applications 
for salesgirls. Full time, part-time, and evening hours. 
Experienced in selling ladies’ wear.
' Apply: MRS. RIDD . 
ORCHARD PARK MAIL. 
October 3rd ONLY
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
35. HELP WANTED. 
FEMALE
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
, Telephone 765-8297. tf
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
’ ONE PAIR 200 CM. SKIS, STEP IN 
i bindings, poles and Koflach boots, men’s 
! size 10. Also boy’s hockey equipment, 
: complete ‘ weight lifting equipment, ski 
I rack for any type of car. Telephone 
<762-4732, • ' . ■ ■ 55
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
HORSE AND TACK AUCTION AT KAM- 
loops Exhibition Barns <m Saturday, Oc­
tober 7, 7:00 , p.m. Selling 50 saddle 
horses and large variety of tack.. Bud 
Stewart. Auctioneer. Telephone 794-7697.
REGISTERED DOBERMAN PIN- 
schers. Superb pups by Miro Prince 
out of Countess - Salome of Reaor. 
Papers, shots.. tattoos, fully ' weaned.
Telephone 765-6972 or 762-8188. 53
Quebec's Ethnic
Trends Change
MONTREAL (CP) — What । British extraction on the land
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. I 
Spanish: or design. plaster on feature | 
concrete walls. Telephone 765*8272. tf
WANTED: FINISHING CARPENTER 
work. Will contract Interior finishing of 
new houses. Also will ouild basement
REGISTERED HALF ARAB . MARE,1 
registered H Arab flUy.’Both very'gent­
le. - good conformation.: Telephone 662 
BeaverdeR 9 * 6 pan, weekdays. 55
WANTED — GOOD HOMES FOR TER- 
Tier type puppies, six weeks old, , two 
females, three males. Raised outdoors.
Telephone 765-6038. 54
FREE TO GOOD HOME. ONE BLACK 
kitten, housebroken.- Telephone 767-2761.
Peachland. 57
rooms. Telephone 765-6790. tf
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming; 305A Prior Road. . Rutland.
Telephone 765-8956. tf
REGISTERED DOBERMAN PINSCHER 1 
puppy for sale. Seven- weeks old, has 
shots, papers. Telephone, 763-5132. 55
LABRADOR PUPPIES FOR SALE, 
black. Excellent hunting strain, $25.00
53
WILL "DO BABYSITTING IN MY OWN 
home. Westbank area, live days per
week. Telephone 768-5712. 54
WILL DO CARPENTER AND CEMENT
work. Telephone 762-6494. 53
each. Telephone 765-5947. 54
SIAMESE KITTENS FOR SALE. $10 
each. Money for. SPCA. Telephone 763- 
4638. ‘ ■•,, -7;54
EIGHT YEAR OLD WELSH SHETLAND
pony. $100. Telephone 764-4046.
} 42. AUTOS FOR SALE
RARE AMX
57
Near vintage original limited production model. 390 cu. in. 
auto., p.s., p.b.( radio. Just spent $1,000 on major overhaul, 
including new brakes, h.d. racing shocks, Cibie lights, four 
polysteel tires, concealed ram air. Never been raced, first 
class maintained. $2800 firm.
CALL COLLECT VANCOUVER 112-298-8591
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
Executive Secretary I 
Required
by dynamic' mobile home com­
pany located in Penticton. Ex­
cellent salary and fringe bene­
fits.' Applications should in­
clude details of previous work 







Avon can help you ^et out from 
under! Earn extra cash for 
your child’s college "extras” 
during your free hours, with­




LADIES WANTED FOR PART-TIME 
work making appointments for Sooter 
Studio, .1157 Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna.
OCTOBER-FEST .
IS NOW





1658 Pandosy . Ph: 763-7700
M, T, W, Th, 77
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1971 ARCTIC CAT PANTHER WITH 
cat cutter, like new. View, at 460 Mc­
Donald Road, Rutland; after 5 p.m. 54 
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
JEEP, FOUR WHEEL DRIVE ,WA- 
goneer station wagon. Factory rebuilt 
motor and transmission. New clutch 
and brake linings. Excellent condition;
Telephone 763-6168. tf
1965 SCOUT FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
with winch, 29,000 original miles, good 
rubber. Also fescue lawn seed. 50c per
pound. Telephone .765-6138. 53
1970 FORD ONE TON. FLAT DECK. 8'
x 12'. Telephone 765-8358. tf
52 Telephone 762-50281 - . ; 56
STORE CLERK-WITH BOOKKEEPING 
experience required immediately. - Reply, 
in own handwriting stating age, experi­
ence and salary expected to Box A948,
BABYSITTER WANTED IN MY HOME, 
on Walnut Road, Kelowna. Two children, 
aged 8 years and 4 years. Telephone 763-
2967. 54
The Kelowna Daily Courier. tf
COMPANION HOUSEKEEPER FOR EL- 
derly woman; Modern nome. country 
surroundings. Live In or cut. Write Box 
A945, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 53
EXPERIENCED WIG STYLIST RE- 
quired, for part-time work in modern 
store. For appointment ■ to interview,
telephone 763-7220. 54
LIVE IN BABY SITTER REQUIRED.
Telephone’ 765-7290’ for details. 57
36. HELP WANTED MALE OR FEMALE
ACCOUNTANT
T-212 HAMMOND ORGAN, ONE YEAR 
old, $500 less than original price. Tele- 
phone 762-0434 after 6 p.m. < tf
CONN TRUMPET IN EXCELLENT 
condition. $12$. .Boy Scout hat. Tele-
phone 763-3975. 54
NEW ELECTRIC GUITAR AND AMPLI- 







, Fun to applique and display 
—the family will treasure it!,
Quilt made of 2 patches, Ap- 
j pllqucd sunbonnct girls on 10" 
blocks add country charm to 
•daughter's or guest room. Pnt- 
frrn 860: applique pattern 
/pieces, charts, yardagca.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern — cash, cheque 
i or money order. Add. 15 cents 
for. each pattern for first-class 
, mailing and special handling, 
—to Laura Wheeler, care of 
The Kelowna Dally Courier, 
' Necdlecrnft Dept., 60 Front St, 
> W., Toronto. Ontario rcsidepts 
1 add 4c sales tax. Print plainly 
। PATTERN' NUMBER, your
NAME and ADDRESS.
All New (or 1973! Fashion- 
Inspired Nccdlecraft Catalog 
—more knit, crochet styles, 
crafts. FREE patterns ... 75c, 
NEW! Instant Money Book- 
make extra dollars at home 
from your erafts ............S1.00
Instant Crochet Book ... Sl.00 
Hairpin Crochet Book .. S1.00 
Instant Macramc Book .. $1.00 
Instant Gift Book ...$1.00 
Complete Afghan Ttor>k .. $t.00
It, Jiffy Rugs Hook.........
12 Prkc Afghans Book 
Quilt Book 1 • 16 pnUcms 
Musrum Quilt Book 2
15 Quilts tor Today Book .
b
REQUIRED BY SOUTHERN INTERIOR 
INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTING COMPANY.
Must be able to assume full responsibility for accounting 
functions. Successful applicant can be enrolled in third or 
fourth year of a recognized accounting course.
APPLY INCLUDING FULL RESUME TO
Box No. A-955, The Kelowna Daily Courier
54






SUITABLE FOR MAN 













MUST BE . SOLD
■ MGB
Motor, clutch, and trans., 14,000 
miles. Excellent condition, 
$1,000. 1964 VW, gas heater, 
I$350. Phone Terry 762-2929, 9 to 
5:30 p.m. - 58
11969 CUTLASS SUPREME, 350, AUTO- 
I matic, two door, full power equipment,
i 21,000 miles, $2,500 firth- 1972 Toyota
I pickup, 8,000 miles, 30” travelmate can-
I opy with boat rack, $2,500 complete or 
will sell separately. Telephone 765-7877.
1_____________________________________53
I MINT CONDITION 1972 PONTIAC 
Ventura. ' V-B, automatic, transmission, 
power steering, white , walls, wheel 
discs, vinyl roof, deluxe interior. 7,000
' original miles. Telephone 763-2354. 56
240Z DATSUN SPORTS COUPE; 1971 
model, low mileage, radio, bucket seats, 
console shift, radial tires, colored. Im­
maculate. condition. Telephone 769-4286.
I ■ . " 55
MUST SELL 1966 CHEV SUPER SPORT 
convertible, power ; steering, power 
brakes, 327, console, tape deck and 
tapes. Telephone 763-6360. tfl
1970 TWO DOOR HARDTOP ROADRUN- 
ner in excellent , condition with, low 
mileage. Telephone Peachland 767-2568.
■ . ■ U
1940 DODGE COUPE, EXCELLENT 
condition throughout, all original parts.
What offers? Telephone 763.2920 before 
6 p.m. or 763-2203 evenings. tf
1963 PONTIAC — 6, AUTOMATIC. $225'. 
1963 Ford, two door, 6, standard, $200.
Suzuki 55, asking $85.00. Telephone 768-
1967 HALF-TON JEEP. WITH CANOPY. 
Will take trade. Telephone 763-3925. 55
[44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
PINE VILLAGE DISPLAY HOME. 
24'x40* three bedroom double wide. Wall 
to wall carpets, drapes, Westinghouse I 
appliances, completely furnished, domes-! 
tic water, septic tank. Partially land-, 
scaped on a select lot in beautiful Pine 
Village subdivision. AU For only $18,- 
500. Drive Wi miles along Chute Lake 
Road, Okanagan Mission. 764-4137, 764- 
'4210. tf
COME IN AND SEE THE AMBASSA- 
dor,, Diplomat, Statesman and Em­
bassy mobile homes. Especially designed 
for air conditioning. On : display. Built 
locally by Romeo Industries -Ltd. Tele­
phone 763-2118. Commonwealth Mobile 
Homes, 1713 Harvey Avenue. ' tf
TWO BEDROOM GLENDALE MOBILE 
home, nicely furnished. Set up in 
Okanagan Mobile Villa with carport, 
tool shed and covered patio, land­
scaped. Selling for health reasons. 
Must be seen to be appreciated. Only
$9,000. Telephone 765-8184. 53
BUILTRITE MOBILE HOME, 10*x30*, 
in good condition.: Partially furnished 
including stov ; refrigerator, bed, table 
and chairs. $2,500 cash. Telephone 768-
2668, Winfield.
10' x 56’ ,THI
■ ■ . 56
BEDROOM SAFE-
way, good Condition. Includes stove with 
continuouss^lean oven. Speed Queen 
automatic washer, television. Telephone
767-2771, Peachland.
5670. 58
1963 VOLKSWAGEN 1300 SEDAN. GOOD 
running condition, good tires, make ideal 
second' car. Telephone 765-5825 after
WESTBANK
Collins Hill Rd. and Lakeview 
Rd.
BENVOULIN








SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAB- 
llshcd route, must have car and willing 
to work 40 hours weekly. Average earn­
ings $4.75 per hour. Apply stating age, 
mnrltnl status and telephone- number 
Previous .experience not necessary, we 
train, Write to Box A775, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier, , . if
ARE YOU DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR 
present Income? Are you worth more? 
Wo think you are worth up to $2,000 
per month and much more. Does your 
present company, feel this strongly 
About you?. It not, find out why we do, 
Contnct Mr. C. Koster nt 763-8612, Mon.
4 ■ 6 p.m, ________ 54
MANAGERS, SUPERVISORS, SALES 
people, desperately needed for new 
Internationally affiliated company, ex­
panding In this area and other areas, 
Up to $2,000 Income per month plus. 
For appointment call Mrs, Miks, 768- 
5942 between 1-6 p.m, or write Box 
A953, The ‘Kelowna Dally Courier, 53 
FLOOR LAYER'S HELPER Rp> 
qnlred. Contact Miko ul 760-2039, Wln-
iioid, 54
1954 PONl’fAC HEARSE, PURPLE UP- 
hoistcry, needs body work and carbure­
tor. What offers? Can bo seen at 992 
Coronation Avenue. : ’57
WRECKING 1962 CHRYSLER SARA- 
toga, power seat, power windows, good 
glass and body parts, Telephone 769- 
4345, ' . , . ■ ' - ~ 56
1968 AUSTIN 1100 MARK II, AUTO- 
19,000 miles. $1050. Telephone . 762-5438, 





RACE AROUND TOWN In nn 
ensy, free-moving, fashionable 
trio. Choose patterned and plain 
knits, crepe for cardigan, shirt, 
pants. Fine (or casual wear.
Printed Pattern 9185: NEW 
Misses' Sizes 3, 10, 12, 14, 16, 
18. Yardages in pattern.
S E V E N T Y-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing and si>ccinl 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, card of Ilie Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept., 
CO Front St, W„ Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free
Contact
The Circulation Dept.






Class 4 Licence 
Apply in Persons 
nt
CITY CABS
(rear end of Royal Anne)
tf
EXPERIENCED APPLE PICKERS 
wanted. Good crop. Telephone 703-3130. 
___________ ____________ ," ; - tl 
LOCAL PEOPLE TO PICK APPLES, 
Telcphona 76'1-7534 evenings. 54
37. SALESMEN AND
AGENTS
LICENCED REAL ESTATE SALES 
person required by Orchard City Realty 
Ltd. Contnct G. R. Funnell, nt 573 
llcrnnrd Avenue, Kelowna, Telephone 
, 762-3414.53 
KELOWNA REALTY LTD, (RUTLAND 
office) has opening for licenced real 
estate salesman. Contact Frank Convex 
days 765-5111, evenings 761-4721, 53
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
MAN WITH FIV1”YEARS SALES EX- 
perlrnco in housewares; hslr care; 
stationeryi hardware i sewing goods, 
etc,, looking ,JfOr steady employment in 
related field' In Kelowna area. Tele-
phono 765-6316, 54
WILL BABYSIT, INFANTS OR PRE- 
schoolers. In my home in Rutland. Mon- 





yi ,,r experience In legal and aranunt- 
Ing baht n'nullCH lull or pail llmr po»l- 






from new Spnng-Summc.' Cat­
alog. A!) sizes! Only 50c
INSTANT SEWING ■ BOOK 
sew today, wear tomorrow St.
INSTANT E ASH1ON' BOOK -





f xri ntr m i n
53
fl Il klilt! I fcm! (.lb’tCn
fieada on the IlutUn.l 1U-,.,’i U
have been the population I compared with 85,000 in 1961, 
trends in Quebec since 1900? I only 26,000 on farms.
Historians,; social scientists, I The 1961 census found 75 
population specialists—and I per cent of the non-French 
census tables—tell how such | population in Montreal. Eng- 
factors as birth rate,- Immi- Iish-speakerS"ardxlisappearing 
gration and migration made I from many parts of the prov- 
Quebec and its celebrated two I face, diminishing fa such one- 
solitudes what they are1 today, time strongholds as the. East-
This sort of. statistics— I ern Townships and the Ottawa 
based story unfolds in cu- I Valley, 
riously cool fashion, consider- I 
fag the passions of past and I s<?!09ts. .. . , „ ’
present conflicts, the heart- I At least three English-lan- 
break and hope of migrations I schools closed fa the 
-and sometimes the dreams last five years fa Quebec: Qty 
of what might have been. the non-French totaUed
Quebec’s non-French minor- I little more than 20,000 fa 1961, 
ity?, roughly 20 per cent of the representing v1 r t u a 11 yno 
total population ever since I Sro^^ l%.^- ?e2,r^* $h? 
Confederation, has been rein- I Quebec Chronicle-Telegraph 
forced reglilarly by immigra- I became a weekly this year, 
tion and migration from the I H*® daily field to
other provinces. FrencManguage newspapers.
Scholars stress the minority I t Social scientists. say 
was never ethnically homoge-’ I Hons of the Enghsh-speakii^ 
neous, certainly not fa 1900 I population have been exce^ 
and iot even fa the early Benally mobile. Irish workers^- ' 
years after the 1759 conquest for instance, found it easier to 
when English officials, move to other parts of Canada 
churchmen and army officers, | the United States than um- 
Scottish and Irish soldiers and 1 ,g u a i, . French-Canadia 
traders and New England workers. But the sociologists 
merchants knew many differ- urge caution in interpreting 
ences I figures, citing intermarriage
iniQW FI Fn FAMINE through the generations be-1 — H . tween the linguistic groups
The 1901 census shows that ... p
the English and Irish ele- ^"esan exchanSe « sur« 
ments each made up seven English.speakei1s out.
i P®1 c.e,nt side Montreal are prominent
minority, Irela”d s 19th-c. - in such areas as Brome fa the 
fcr Eastern. Townships, Pontiac 
much of the Irish presence. , .. . _ f
SrOtS4hnndethJ> nf eali 0ttaWa author Richard J- 
whose .1967 book Lan- 
Tndfws guages in Conflict analysed 
c en sus figures extensively, and Eskimos, Jews and Ger- ■
r“ThDe“tEi>e£-i*sh-ScotUsh ^'A;'striHnB,feah,re this 
etots constituted nearly IS
Tfalv to province of Quebec. The 1961 merical group not .census showed that some 45
x 2 Xr ri per cent of the non-French
lived—but wi some> other re- adults -n Queb0C h d
gions of Quebec and the coun- %utside Canada.
trysiae. , , ... many of the others had come
, Historians say the_ picture is /rom Ontario, the Maritimes
incomplete ^^out making or the Western provinces
clear that some citizens or h
British stock—a minority^’’’ i
within a minority—were eco- LEFT TROUBLED LANDS ’ 
nomic masters of Quebec and, ■' Jacques Dery, r e s e arch 
indeed, wielded vast influence director for the Quebec Union 
in all Canada. ’ t of Municipahties. said iniml-
Some say the very term ml- gration waves can generally
nority is deceptive when used be traced to troubles of one 
in connection with this largely kind or another fa the land or 
origin as well as ooportunities 
in the land of destination.
Federal figures show. 520,000 
immigrants, including 96,500 
Italians and 88,000 neo-Cana- 
dians-from the British Isles, 
settled or paused in Quebec 
between 1945 and 1965 from 
more than 20 countries of ori- 
- gin. ■
The province’s population 
climbed a . record 30-per cent 
in 1951*61, the Italians displac­
ing the Jews by one .notch, 
being counted at 108,500. Ger­
mans and Dutch also tribled 
their numbers while the Poles 
multiplied by two.
. How has French Quebec 
m a i n t a i n e d its balance 
against "le secteur Anglo- 
Saxon?"
A population explosion, of 
course, hit French Canada 
centuries before the term was 
invented and rural Quebec 
produced what once seemed
53
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road,- Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone
763-2878. tf
12'x64' LAMPLIGHTER. FULLY FUR- 
nlshcd, owner could not meet ■ pay­
ments. Lived in only 30 days. Tremen­
dous buy. Telephone 764-4137. tf
NEW 12' x 68‘ DIPLOMAT, THREE 
bedrooms. Will sell furnished or un­
furnished. Located at Lot 6 in Antler 
Beach. Telephone Peachland, 767-2806. 53
8’ X 28* MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 
best offer, trades accepted. Telephone 
763-7232, - tf
1971 NORTHWEST MOBILE HOME^ 
$1,000 down, take over payments. Tele­
phone ,765-9517 after 6 p.m. 56
Anglo-Scottish Protestant 
group in view of the power it 
deployed in relation* to other 
English-language grouns and 
the majority French-Canadi- 
ans.
DECLINE BEGAN
In numerical terms, how­
ever, the English-Irish-Scot­
tish population increased in 
absolute figures in every cen­
sus—from 290,000 in 1901, to 
567,000 in 1961—but a nercen- 
tage decline began in 1911 and 
the group stood at less than 11 
per cent of the minority in the 
last census.
Again, the term minority 
can be deceptive if it connotes 
a small number., Quebec’s 
non-French minority now to- | 
tals one million—more than i 
the population of some prov- i 
faces—in an over-all popula­
tion exceeding six million.
One expert calculated, that 
the great m a j o r 11 y of 
Quebec’s , English-language 
people reside within a 25-mile 
radius of Montreal’s Dorval 
airport. The 1901 census 
counted 130,000 persons of
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
an endless people-surplus.
A University of Montreal 
study indicates 800,000 French 
Quebecers emigrated to the 




12'x48‘ TWO BEDROOM ELMONTE, 
on lot, like now condition, telephone 769- 
4798. ' 55
1971 TOYOTA COROLLA 1200, EXCEL- 
lent condition. Motor just rebuilt, new 
blue paint, new tires. Radio' and tape 
deck included, Telephone, 765-8716. 58
BEST OFFER TAKES 1964 FORD 
hardtop, two door, 390, V-8, rebuilt three 
speed automatic. Radio, winterized, 
snow tires, Telephone 765-9022, 54
1060 CIIRYSLEH NEW YORKER, V-0, 
automatic, power steering, power 
brakes, good Interior, body fair. $150 
or nearest offer, Telephone 762-5139, 63 
1904 COMET CONVERTIBLE, V-o", 
automatic, fair condition, makes Ideal 
second car. Telephone 762-3403, 9 a'.m.
46. BOATS. ACCESS.
DON'T MISS THIS! 15' FIBERGLASS 
boat, deep V, 50 horse power Mercury, 
'controls, two gas tanks and trailer, all 
for $975. Telephone 703-6030. 55
15-FOOT PETERROROUGH WITH 33 
hp Evlnrudo motor. Telephone 705-70OT.
j < . 54
to fl p.m. 53
1971 MGB ROADSTER, PLUS TON- 
neau cover, overdrive, tow mileage. Rea­
sonable. Telephone .702-3423, alter 6:00
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday, 7i00 p.m. 
Wo pay cash for complete estates and 
household Contents. Telephone 765-51147. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre, Highway 
07 North. , tl
p.m. 53
V< TON । WILLYS JEEP FOUR WHEEL 
drive in good running condition. Gnnd 
rubber all around, $350, Telephone 707- 
2542, I’enchlnnil. 53
1070 toyotTmark ui iiTiiTiTOP, low 
mllcngo. excellent condition. Telephone 
766-2122 (Winfield) after 6 p.m. tf 
1D72 OI.I)S~CUTLASS WAGON. AIR 
conditioning, all power. Telephone 765- 
7070. ' 57
1964 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON 
hi perfect condition throughout, Tele-
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route








195(1 CHEVROLET STATION WAGON, 
203, three speed standard, Best offer. 
Telephone. 765-7468, 54
"i<)('>'2~ c'iii<:v. iSi’Ai.A nvo~"Dooii 
hardtop in A-l comllthin. Telephone 765-





17 months .. 
0 months 
3 months ,.
Kelowna City Zona 
....... . ........... $22,00 
...................... J2.00 
......... . .................. 0,00 
outsido n. c. 
...................... $20.00 
................ . ......... 10.00 
...................... 8.50
PROVINCE OF I 
BRITISH COLUMBIA J
"CHANGE OF NAME ACT"
(Section 6)
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name
NOTICE is hereby given that 
an application will be made to 
the Director of Vital Statistics 
for a change of name, pur­
suant to the provisions of the 
“Change of Name Act," by 
me:— Douglas Stuart Belobaba, 
of 1401 Elm Street in Kelowna, 
in the Province of British Col­
umbia, as follows:—
Ito change my name from 
Douglas Stuart Belobaba to 
Douglas Stuart Bell. My wife’s 
name from Evelyn Lois Belo­
baba to Evelyn Lois Bell, My 
minor unmarried' children’s 
names from Stuart Jay Belo­
baba to Jay Stuart Bell, From 
Janie Lee Belobaba to Janice 
Lee Bell,







@ Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
O Service to nil mach­
ines
o Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit ypur bud­
get





Call 762-2131 — days 




1970 VOLKSWAGEN, ONE OWNER, 
low mileage, Clean. Telephone
7(i8-59i», 53
1055 PONTIAC PARLSIENNfc CUSTOM
sports. Telephone 764-4700. if
1967 AUSTIN 1100 STANDARD, GOOD
Urea, $500. Telephone 764-4010. 57
1970 DATSUN SEDAN, $1,659, TELE- 
phone 765-11265, 54
42A? MOTORCYCLES ~
1971 NORTON COMMANDO WITH 1,“ 
600 orlglnnl nUlon, 61,099 or brut oiler.
Telephone 7G2 '|lHlu. 51








All mall and Motor Itnutn Subscriptions 
payable In advance, 








Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specially.
“• '■ KERR AUTO BODY SHOP
111ft St. Paul. Kelowna
I.TD.
UNIFORMS
Uniform Time Is 
ALWAYS
Sha-Dori has the largest se­








Parking Lots — Industrial Sites — Driveways





907 Ethel Street Kelowna, B.C.
A
CROSSWORD PUZZLE GSSJ3B saasffl
WtGlR
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2. Pal Joey’s 
creator 
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Down (2 (2 wds.).
wds.) 24. Execrate











By Georgy C. Thosteson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I be­
came pregnant five months ago; 
and a smear test showed I had 
.gonorrhea. I had been having a 
discharge and knew this was 
one sign of gonorrhea, but also 
knew that discharges were com­
mon during pregnancy,, so I 
didn’t suspect that I had a ve­
nereal disease. '■<
I was treated with penicillin 
and told I was cured. Now after 
one month the discharges have 
started again. Is it possible that 
V. D. can recur after treatment; 
or is the excessive discharge 
commo n during the later 
months of pregnancy? v
Can a mother pass gonorrhea 









IT GREATLY u 








THANK YOU, SHRL 





HEY/ JACKET AND SLACKS'} I






t MAY NEVER GOTO A MOVIE 
AGAIN WITH YOU 
IN ALL MY 
LIFE
JUST PUT IT IN 
5OAP ANO WAT TP, 
Tl llkEt’ TIMLG 
, AOA/’//—'
W-WHAT 
HAPPENED? ) SHOCK WHEN THE 
OOC TOLD HIM WHAT 
HE WAS ALLERGIC TO-
CH, MY GOSH, PEPPER. T CAN'T WEAR YOUR CLOTHES 
--------------------DANCE.
THS eXPEPlTlON LEADER 
waiting to see >bui 
JUST.SO DOWN TO THS 




fected all over again. Being 
cured doesn’t protect you from 
subsequent exposure to the 
germs.
There is also the possibility 
that the discharge this time is a 
monilial (yeast-like) infection 
which is not unusual late in 
pregnancy.
Anyway, report the discharge 
to your doctor and have another 
test to make sure what it is;
’Gonorrhea is not passed from 
mother to child in the same 
sense that syphillis is, but it can 
affect the baby’s eyes, which is 
why, for many years, infants’ 
eyes have been treated with sil­
ver nitrate. Without this treat­





ONE 0E TH S’ 
’POCKETS '
’YOU REALLY CLOBBERED THOSE 
MUPHENS, PANNY BOY/ THESE ARE 
SURPLUS ITEMS FROM ONE OF ’ 
MY STORES. THOUGHT MAYBE’ 
>OU COULD USE THEM—"
SIGNED, —' ‘
UNCLE BOB. GOOD OLD 
UNKY/ SEE 
IF THEY FIT.
Dear Dr. Thosteson‘.Three of 
my friends are taking garlic 
pills for hypertension.. They 
want me to take them too. I 
don’t want to without a doctor’s 
approval and am afraid my own 
doctor would laugh at me. How 
beneficial are they?—-M.G.
You aren’t alone. There’s a 
great deal more undiagnosed 
gonorrhea in women than had 
been suspected until fairly re­
cently.
Your "smear test” really 
should be called a culture—and 
that’s the way terfind these hid­
den cases of gonorrhea, just as 
a blood test will disclose syphil- 
lis which the person may or 
may not know she has.
If these cultures were used 
more frequently than they.are, 
we surely could put a consider­
able dent in the present fright­
ening epidemic of venereal dis­
ease. Not stop it—but reduce it.
So much for that: Now your 
questions.
Penicillin usually provides a 
prompt cure for gonorrhea, but 
over the years it has proved 
necessary to increase the dos­
ages considerably., Even so, 
there are some cases that 
recur, and a second course of 
treatment is necessary. You 
may need it.
But—and this is the important 
point—you need, and should 
have,- another culture to make 
sure whether this discharge is 
that disease or something else. 
There Is no otherwvay to be cer­
tain.
(0-2.
YOU NOT ONLY 
WENT TO SL==I? 
BUT YOU FELL OUT 
OF YOUR SEAT
I dare say your doctor, if you 
asked him, would just $ay, "If 
you want to, ,go ahead and take 
them, but don’t expect them to 
do anything for your hyperten­
sion.” It was in vogue years 
ago, but not now.
Dear Sir: My old-fashioned 
parents taught me to chew each 
mouthful of food 30 times. This 
was to break up the food parti­
cles to digestible size, .provide 
enough saliva for the quantity 
of food,, and mix food suffi­
ciently with the saliva. My wife 
says this is rjdiculous although 
she admits that some chewing 
is necessary for proper digest 
tion. What do you say?—C.L.E.
Excessive c h e wing —a n d 
counting the chews—was called 
“Fletcherizing,” after the man 
who dreamed up the notion 60 
or more years ago. The idea 
was soon ’abandoned as not 
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but that is one of the intangibles 
of the .game that will always
c research
Of course there’s a possibility right. Sure—some chewing. But 




5 4 Pass 6 4
By B. JAY BECKER
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
TORONTO (CP) - Five med­
ical scientist* from three’ coun­
tries have been named to re-
two diamonds in dummy. The ____



















NEW ORLEANS <Ai') -• The
New Oi lo.inx, Alci.itoi i>
n'-tauia:it l’iii-. dir.| Hiday 
He wa-> Bov L. Mcddmi’. IT). c>
Aborigine widowers 
OF AUSTRALIA
DISPLAY THEIR SORROW BY^ 
PLASTERING. THEIR BEARDS




DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: , 
AXYDLBAAIR 
!s LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another; In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc; Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hintc. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
PQJ ECUP CVOCMU VZZSU' IJPPJB
PQCF XP OC.U; XP’U ZFVM EVJCUCFP
IJKCNUJ XP XUF’P QJBJ.-LXFVJM
EJPJB GNFFJ
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: IF A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS 
DANGEROUS, WHERE IS THE MAN WHO HAS SO MUCH 
AS TO BE OUT OF DANGER?—THOMAS HUXLEY Had West led a spade, or hac East (Goldman) doubled to 
force a spade lead (dummy's 
suit), declarer would have gone 
down one.
When Wolff -and Jacoby held 
the North-South cards for the 
U.S., the bidding went:
KfBYANlNOONTROllABLE
URGETO CATCH EVEN A GLIMPSE OF 
• LORENZO, EVE FINDS HERSELF 
•TRANSFIXED AND STARING AT THE 
PE MEDICI MANSION.;.
THIS IS TYPE 




SHE STANDS THERE... 
LIKE AN INNOCENT 
LORELEI... WAITING . 
TO WRECK YOUR SHIP 
ON THE ROCKS 
OF A STUPID, 
UNREWARDING 
LOVE/
PICK HER-YOU HAVE OPTED FOR POVERTY AND 
EVENTUAL FAILURE. PICK ME ...AND YOUR REWARDS 
ARE BOUNDLESS/
DO YOU WANT TO 
MAKE THE FLOWERG 
mervous?
A GREEN CATAFALQUE 
WHICH ONCE HELD THE BODY OF 
BYZANTINE EMPRESS IRENE, . 
HAS LAIN EMPTY AND ABANDONED 
IN THE STREETS OF ISTANBUL 
f0RMDMJWlf0Oy&U&- 
IRENE,THE WIFE OF EMPEROR. 
LEON W, WAS DEPOSED AFTER. 
SHE HAD BLINDED HER OWN SON 
AND 5 SONS OP HER HUSBAND
EAST 
4 A J 
















GERMANY, WAS CARVED 
FROM THE ROOT OF A 
MAPLE TREE 1,300
YEARS AGO
Opening lead—nine of hearts.
Board Nd. 21 in the finals of 
the Olympiad proved to be a 
dead Ue, but both teams missed 
an opportunity to . gain 1,470 
points!
When Forquet and Garozzo 
were North-South for Italy, they 
got to six clubs on the bidding 
shown. Lawrence led a, heart 
.and Garozzo cashed the A-K, 
discarding a spade, and easily 
made the slam after ruffing
was a heart, and again declarer 
made the slam for a score of 
1,370 points.
It is easy to argue that East 
should have doubled six clubs 
conventionally to compel a 
spade lead. As a matter of fact, 
there were several hundred 
spectators in the Vu-Graph 
audience—who could see all 
four hands on the screen—who 
contended volubly that East 
should have doubled.
But in all fairness, and de­
spite the outcome, the fact is 
that neither East thought a 
double was in order and both 
of them passed six clubs.
They were of course not green 
hands at the game, and it was 
obviously their judgment that a 
pass, rather than a double was 
technically the right bid. Ap­
parently the right bid turned 
out wrong, and the wrong bid 
















I don't like to be picky, but there’s something 1 don’t 
Ilka about this place.'1
SURGERY FOR AUTHOR
BURLINGTON, Vt. IAP) - 
' Author I'vml Buck underwent 
surgery Finlay afternoon (or 
removal *4 her gall bladder, a 
si>okexman at Medical Uentrc 
Hospital reported. The 8l'-yrar- 
o’.d Nobel priTC-winn.ng author
COMMERCIAL, N J. (API - 
There v.ill be no trick or treat- 
in.l loie th., ll.i'.lowren, the re. 
mi.I oj a b.i;t lac touii’dlip otti- 
<„ih <>. .imr.l Against Iradi- 
lienal children's holiday acini*
TUESDAY, OCT. 3
Arics (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Not a day for explaining plans. 
For the single a lively spurt of 
romantic excitement, for the 
married, a moment of tension.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): It 
may be time for your answers 
as publishers, lawyers, distant 
correspondents come to closer 
attention. Express your gentler 
side.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
You are well advised not to net 
hastily. Taking care of family 
needs while you think things 
over Is helpful in getting in­
sight.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Whatever attention you now nay 
to your appearance and public 
Image pays off. New clothing 
helps, and it needn't he expen­
sive.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): The 
morning's fights run their 
course Into reconciliation by 
nightfall—■ it you let them do so, 
and get hi a sound day's work.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scjit. 22); Less 
pressure should inspire you to 
more thorough, quieter effort to 
advance career. Confidential ar­
rangements should be concluded 
early.
Libra (Sept. 23-OcL 22): 
Being somewhat less busy gives 
you a chance to notice some 
fine shade of meaning In the 
stories you are hearing.
Scorpio. (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Participation in your communi­
ty’s welfare brings recognition, 
co-operation, worthwhile ,ncw 
contacts. Invite friends to your 
home.
Saglllarlua (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21):
Early hours arc fruitful If you 
exert yourself. Taper off as the 
day progresses, majee evening 
hours a holiday* ।
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
You mtiy think you have full 
agreement about Jointly held or 
managed resources, Keep exact 
records and give matters time 
to settle.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
You may stir rumors with unex­
pected be >vlor. Friends have 
financial Ideas with little hard 
Information to back them
Pisces (Feb. Ill-March 20): 
Gather all who are willing to 
help early in the day, get some­
thing done, but quit early as 
communications go awry in 
early evening.
ties. Officials said there has 
been •"too much vandalism." 
Therefore, a diiH.-tmdawii cur­
few lor those under IM will |>6 
put Into fo.ee two weeks before 
the holidnj so j.ailhs cim gc 
Used to !t.
maim-mi of Antoine .Uciato) 
founded the rcY.mnaiit u, 
1810.
Foundation awards,
Dr. Oleh Hm iiykicwn z of To- 
onto will receive $7,50ft for rc- 
-eaich in brain physiology, es- 
neclnlly the biochemical defect 
Involved in Parkinson’s disease.
Arlprd laythc^roundwnrk' for 
: new treatment <»f the disease.
Dr, Britton Chance of Phlla- 
vlplii.r has ab-o been awarded 
7,50) for <le\eloping b ophy- 
• h al irchmqiic-. io observe mo­
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Dr. Karl Sune Detloff Ber­
gstrom of Stockholm, Sweden, 
gels $7,500 for bls coni ri but I on 
In the identification and chem- 
icnl characterization of the 
prostaglandins, a group of hoi- 
monc-like substances present 
throughout the body which may 
have wide application to medi­
cal treatment.
Dr, Ilobeit Bussell Race and 
Dr. Ruth Sanger of Ixmdon, 
England, will each receive $5,- 
000 for their contributions to 
knowledge of human blood 
gloups and its application to 
problems in immunology, gen- 
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Dow Jones Average Soars 
As Peace Talks Improve
Profit-taking on earlier gains 
sent Phillips Petroleum, down 
1% to $35. But oils were gener­
ally strong, both because of the 
energy shortage, and because 
they have recently been selling 
at attractively low price-to-
NEW YORK CAP) — The 
Dow Jones average of 30 indus- I 
trial stocks shot up 10.69 points 
Wednesday as rumors swept 
Wall Street that some kind of 
breakthrough had been 
achieved In Vietnam peace ne­
gotiations.
Both the White House and the 
North Vietnamese denied the 
rumors, but an undercurrent of 
hone remained, nurtured by 
U.S. officials’ statements that 
negotiations were in a 
“serious” stage. The Dow in­
dustrials gained 7.90 on Thurs­
day.
Analysts said a sharp August 
rise in the leading economic in­
dicators . which presage coming 
changes in the U.S. economy 
was another major factor, in the 
market’s upturn. The 2.2-per- 
cent rise in the indicators was
banks, awakening investor! 894,400 shares. It was up 2% to
fears of fight money. I $53% after winning a legal
For the week, the Dow Indus- skirmish in its anti-trust battle 
against General Telephone andtrials were up; 10.24, dosing at 
953.27. On the New York Stock 
Exchange 981 stocks advanced 
and 735 declined with 1,943 total 
issues traded; Volume was 69.64 
million shares, up from 58.70 
million the previous week.
The New -York Stock Ex­
change Index of some 1,400 
common stocks advanced 1.09 
to 60.60.< At the American Stock 
Exchange, the price change in­
dex gained .12 to 26.18.
Robert Johnson of Paine 
Webber, Jackson and Curtis 
said he was surprised the mar-
Electronics.
If the*most recent court deci­
sion stands, General Telephone 
and Electronics would > have to 
divest itself’ of certain Ha­
waiian subsidiaries, which 
could open up additional mar­
kets for ' ITT equipment,
earnings ratios.
Gulf was up 14 to S241s; Te­
xaco gained 1% to $36%; and 
Standard Oil of New Jersey 
added 3 to close at $81%. -
On the American Exchange; 
the week’s five most active 
stocks were McCullough Oil, 
down 3Vi to $18; Syntex, down 
5% to $76%; Champion Home 
Builders, off % to $17; Igloo 
Corp., up 6 to. $22%; and Mam­
moth Mart, up % to $7%.
the biggest since March.
DOW UP 10 POINTS
Friday, . however, ' the Dow 
dropped 1.88, largely because of 
a rise in the prime interest rate 
to 5% per, cent at two major
ket hadn’t gone up even more. 
He cited sighs that the federal 
government was moving ‘ to 
clamp a ceiling on spending; 
and “a very constructive’series 
of meetings this week in Wash­
ington at the International Mon­
etary Fund.”
The week’s most active stock 
was International Telephone 
and - Telegraph on volume of
analysts.said.
STOCKS SUSPENDED
Levitz Furniture plummeted 
12% to $3374, with almost all of 
the 856,900-share volume com­
ing in a brief trading flurry 
Friday between a delayed open­
ing; and an early suspension of 
trading.
The company’s chairman had 
predicted “disappointing”, earn­
ings , for1 the .current quarter, 
and analysts said the stock was 
vulnerable because it was a 
glamor issue much of whose 
following depended on anticipa­
tion of continual earnings in­
creases.
PROGRAM EXPANDED
WASHINGTON (Reuter) — 
The United States senate voted 
Friday to provide old people 
with eyeglasses, false teeth, 
hearing aids and foot treatment 
under the? Medicare health in­
surance program. Medicare 
currently provides hospital and 
doctor’s services for old people, 
but not the cost of eyeglasses, 
dentures and other services. -
Hemmingway's 
'Buddy' Dies
PETOSKEY, Mich. (AP) » 
C a n a d i a n-bom Joe Bacon, 
known to readers of Ernest He­
mingway’s Up In Michigan 
short stories as Joe Gardner, 
died Thursday. He was 102.
Bacon, who claimed to have 
shown Hemingway the “best 
fishing hole!’ on Walloon Lake 
near here, was a long time 
“fishing buddy” of the novelist.
Bacon, born in Walkerton, 
Ont., in 1870, was a blacksmith, 
veterinarian,' the first auto me­
chanic in Petoskey and at vari­
ous times a deputy sheriff, 
justice . of the peace. and a 
member of the local school 
board.
MOSCOW (Reuter) — Tun 
Abdul Razak arrived Saturday 
night in Leningrad on the first 










Dominion Concrete Products Ltd






Living Room • Dining Room 
O Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard; Ave. 763-3810
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks 
strength.
• Root Cellars and other products 
products are reinforced and steam
• Picnic Tables
on , request. All 
cured for added
Located on Steven Rd., Westbank Industrial Park 









Today you can solve your floor care problems with the 
wipe-clean beauty of resilient embossed Cushionflor® 
1 *. ■ 1 I ‘ 1
5 days only
Save $12 on 9’x12'size
Save 26%
On Solo ‘til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, October 7. 
While Quantities Last.
Now, Cushionfloif the answer to those high traffic areas you 
Want to keep looking beautiful. Tough vinyl wear layer stays 
bright year after year. Resists scuffs, scratches. A real natural 
in kitchen, bathroom or playroom. Wipes clean easily with a 
damp sponge. Wax twice a year if you wish. Layer of dense . 
springy foam gives you that bounce-back underfoot comfort. 
And Cushionflor1® Is so easy to install. Just trim to fit with 
scissors or knife. Asbestos backing lets you put it down even 
on concrete. 9’ and 12' widths for a seamless floor. Comos in 
8 colours no lovely you'll have trouble choosing.
$1. sq. yd.
Reg. 3.79 sq. yd.
(88030) (89030)
Hiini>»ous-Sr«rK; Fhioicovrrhigx Phone i.ininii ic»; . >wna
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsonj-Scar*, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
JWW
PEOPLE'S




MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 





Large in carton, 
Dozen ...............
20ib $1.39 
.ZU bag BOw B*
»59c
GRADE A
DEEE I Ilf CD Young tender skinned / rDCtr LIVeK and deveined .... lb. OX
D Af AM Sliced side. “Burns’* Pioneer *70-
Drlv.UIv brand. 1 lb. package ........ / VC
Margarine 5,bs$1 
Coffee . ii eg 




“Carnation” .i.... tall tins





; * 69tI bag ■ V
Orange CrystalswQ 
“Allen’s”. Excellent r envelope Jr
quality ...... ......................... D pack “ " 'W
Cflil Tomato and 
JUU[J Vegetable 
“Hienz”. 10 oz. tin .............
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
ANGEL FOOD CAKE 49c
LIGHT RYE BREAD 00r
Fresh from our oven ..............   loaf Z/C
Cheddar Cheese
“Noca” mild, medium 
and Old ...... ............ 10% off
Instant Coffee $« r q 
“Nabob” West brand nuggets. IlgnZjf Jr 















We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities.
t
. .......... ......................................... ...................................... ‘ . iLu,,.. .............        ... ... ..... . ...........            ,.......
I
fj
